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Section 1.1

1 General Introduction
1.1 Copper in Biological Systems
Copper is an extremely widespread trace element in biological systems, being surpassed in
abundance in the human body by only iron and zinc. This prevalence in nature primarily
results from the vast array of biochemical activity mediated by copper containing
metalloproteins.1 In addition to dealing with copper acquisition these proteins participate in
electron transfer reactions, functionality which enables them to achieve extremely
impressive chemistry such as the selective oxidation of methane to methanol, or the
reduction of nitrous oxide to dinitrogen (Scheme 1.1).2,3 This remarkable reactivity serves as
inspiration for coordination chemists. Studies of these systems aim to gain an appreciation
of how such functionality might be reproduced in the laboratory, but also find intrinsic value
in furthering our fundamental understanding of the unusual mechanistic aspects and
interplay of cooperative effects nature uses.4

Scheme 1.1: Impressive chemical transformations mediated by copper-containing metalloproteins.

Aside from the exceptional examples in Scheme 1.1, copper metalloproteins are involved in
diverse physiological roles. These include dioxygen transport,5 neurotransmitter production,
cell differentiation and growth,6,7 and innate immunity,5,7 and provide additional motivation
for investigation of these systems from the perspective of health and disease. The
functionality described here once again stems from the redox capability imparted by
copper, which allows these biomolecules to utilise molecular oxygen as an electron
acceptor, granting them the ability to catalytically and specifically transform a variety of
organic substrates.1,8 The oxidase and oxygenase enzymes which respectively perform these
oxidation and oxygen transfer reactions thus additionally act as archetypes for the design of
'green' catalysts, potentially able to operate under mild aerobic conditions while generating
only environmentally benign by-products.4
Ranging from the pharmaceutical to the polymer chemical industries, such catalysts would
be extremely valuable in selective functionalisation of intermediates, and conversion of raw
materials into useful chemical building blocks.9,10 Recent experimental evidence has
emerged that indicates both natural and artificial dinuclear copper sites can achieve direct
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oxidation of methane to methanol. This highlights that, with the right catalyst, economically
viable utilisation of natural gas resources as industrially relevant feedstock might indeed be
possible.3,11 An intimate understanding of how copper centres facilitate the activation of
dioxygen is thus highly desirable, and relevant in fields from biology and medicine to
chemical engineering.

1.2 Active Sites in Copper Metalloproteins

Scheme 1.2: Representative examples of oxygenation of organic substrates catalysed by dioxygen-activating
copper metalloproteins, categorised by copper centre type.

Copper containing proteins can be classified into seven different types based on the
spectroscopic properties of their active sites.1,8 Those which use dioxygen as an electron
acceptor and are primarily involved in oxidation and oxygenation of organic substrates are
types 2, 3 and 4 (T2, T3 and T4, respectively, Scheme 1.2). All utilise the copper(I)/copper(II)
redox pair, whereby the copper(I) state facilitates initial dioxygen binding by electron
transfer. Owing to its d10 configuration copper(I) is relatively silent spectroscopically, and so
the type classification described above is based on the spectroscopic features of the
oxidised d9 copper(II) states.1,12 Copper(III) has traditionally not been considered of
biological relevance because of its redox inaccessibility when ligated solely by amino acid
side chains.13,14 However, several mechanistic scenarios have more recently emerged which

2
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propose involvement of copper(III)-oxygen species as reactive intermediates.15,16 The three
types of copper centres mentioned above possess a histidine rich coordination
environment, containing at least two of these aromatic nitrogen donors per copper ion in all
but a single case (Section 1.2.3).1,17,18 The number and arrangement of copper ions in each
type of centre differs, as does the oxygen binding mode, both of which are discussed in
more detail below.

1.2.1 Type 2 Sites

Figure 1.1: Active site of PHM showing the end-on binding mode of dioxygen (left), and the second distal T2
19
copper centre (right, PDB Code: 1SDW).

Type 2 centres are also referred to as 'normal' as a result of their distinguishing electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopic signals, which are similar to those of 'normal'
tetragonal copper(II) complexes.1,12,17 Representative metalloenzymes possessing T2 centres
include galactose oxidase,1,8 amine oxidase,6,12 dopamine β-monooxygenase (DBM)1,8,17 and
peptidylglycine α-hydroxylating monooxygenase (PHM).12,17 The oxidase enzymes are truly
mononuclear, requiring an additional redox-active organic cofactor to shuttle the extra
electron needed for oxidation of their respective substrates and reduction of dioxygen to
peroxide.17,20 On the other hand DBM and PHM, which both catalyse aliphatic hydroxylation
reactions,21 contain two T2 centres separated by at least 7 Å.20 This separation is evidenced
by their lack of magnetic interaction, and they are thus also known as non-coupled dinuclear
centres.17,20 One of these copper ions is coordinated by three histidine side chains, whereas
the second is ligated by two histidine donors in combination with a methionine residue
(Figure 1.1). While both copper ions are involved in storage and transfer of the electrons
required to achieve reactivity, dioxygen binding and substrate transformation occurs
exclusively at the T2 site ligated by methionine.21 Dioxygen initially undergoes single
electron reduction upon binding to the copper(I) ion at this site to give an end-on copper(II)superoxo (CuII-O2•, ES, Scheme 1.4) adduct which is thought to then react directly with the
substrate.16,18,19
3
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1.2.2 Type 3 Sites

Figure 1.2: Active site of Hc showing the side-on binding mode of dioxygen (PDB Code: 1JS8).

22

Type 3 centres contain two closely spaced copper ions which show strong antiferromagnetic
coupling in the copper(II) state. This interaction leads to EPR silent behaviour,12,16 and hence
these sites are also known as coupled binuclear centres. The three members of this class,
hemocyanin (Hc), tyrosinase (Tyr) and catechol oxidase (CO), all bind dioxygen between
their two copper ions reversibly, with the same bridging mode.23 This results from their
almost identical active site structures, with both copper ions ligated by three histidine
residues each (Figure 1.2). Dioxygen binding causes a significant contraction of the Cu···Cu
distance (from ca. 4.5 Å to 3.3 Å)1,14,17 and establishes the strong superexchange pathway
that couples the two copper(II) ions.16,18,24 Although Hc acts only as an oxygen carrier, both
CO and Tyr can oxidise catechols to o-quinones, and Tyr additionally hydroxylates
monophenols.1,25 These differences in function are in part thought to arise from restricted
substrate access to the active site, imposed by flanking amino acid residues in Hc and
CO.17,18,23 Dioxygen receives one electron from each of the two copper(I) ions in the active
site upon binding, resulting in a side-on di-copper(II)-peroxo (µ-η2:η2-O2, SP, figure Scheme
1.4) adduct. However, the actual species responsible for oxygen transfer in Tyr is still under
debate (see Section 1.3.3 for more detail).

4
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1.2.3 Type 4 Sites

Figure 1.3: Active site of pMMO showing the unusual N-terminal donor (PDB Code: 3RGB).

26

Type 4 copper centres consist of a mononuclear T2 site and a coupled binuclear T3 site.1,8
These are clustered together in a triangular arrangement, at which the four-electron
reduction of dioxygen occurs to give two molecules of water. 18 Representative examples of
proteins containing T4 sites include ascorbate oxidase and the large and diverse family of
laccase metalloenzymes.1,8,17,18 The T4 site itself is not of exceptional relevance to the
current work, however, a related configuration of copper ions has been identified in
particulate methane monooxygenase (pMMO).27 This metalloenzyme possesses a T2-like
mononuclear site, and an unusual dinuclear copper centre more than 20 Å away. The
dinuclear centre has a short Cu···Cu distance of 2.6 Å, with one copper ion coordinated by
two histidine side chains. The second active site copper ion is chelated by a single histidine
residue, which coordinates through the side chain and additionally exhibits unusual Nterminal ligation (Figure 1.3).27 It has recently been shown that oxidation of methane occurs
at this dinuclear copper centre,3 yet the mode of dioxygen binding and resulting active
oxygenating species are still unknown (Section 1.3.2). That the remarkable reactivity of
pMMO stems from an atypical dinuclear copper site helps to emphasise the importance of
copper-mediated dioxygen activation, and has provided fresh motivation for bioinorganic
research efforts, including in the field of model chemistry.11,15

1.3 Model Chemistry
Synthetic analogues have successfully been used to gain insights into the structure and
function of copper metalloproteins.4,16,18 A prominent example of such success is the
determination of the SP dioxygen binding mode in Hc before it was observed in the
metalloprotein crystal structure.28 As illustrated above, the natural systems very often
contain two copper ions which work together in order to enable reactivity. Dinuclear Cu2O2
model systems are thus amongst the most intensely studied, and their structural and
5
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spectroscoptic features have provided a benchmark for oxygen intermediates in other
copper enzymes.20 In addition, these investigations allow for structure-reactivity
correlations, which can offer further insights into the natural systems.15,29 For example, such
correlations form the basis of the ongoing debate over the oxygenation mechanism in
Tyr.16,18,25 Research efforts using copper model complexes for dioxygen activation comprise
an extensive field which now spans over 30 years. Consequently, a significant volume of
literature now exists on the topic, and many reviews and books are available. The material
in this introduction is therefore most often presented in a general sense, but is supported by
a significant number of scientific studies. Nevertheless, selected examples which illustrate
concepts or complications relevant to the current work are discussed in more detail here
and in later chapters.

Scheme 1.3: Examples of the numerous copper-oxygen adducts which have been identified upon reaction of
dioxygen with mononuclear (n = 1) or dinuclear (n = 2) copper(I) model complexes.

Various copper-oxygen adducts have been characterized upon reaction of copper(I) model
complexes with dioxygen (Scheme 1.3), including many not observed in the parental
enzymes.10,14,30 Such diversity is promoted by the several possible formal oxidation states
accessible for both the copper ions and dioxygen-derived ligands.14 As illustrated above, the
natural systems most often coordinate copper through aromatic nitrogen atoms provided
by histidine side chains. This has led to the extensive use N-donor chelates in the model
systems. Supporting ligands possessing entirely aromatic, entirely aliphatic, or mixed
nitrogen donor sets are employed, and all have been shown to be capable of supporting a
diverse range of copper-dioxygen adducts.10,15,30 Although less common, oxygen, sulfur, and
6
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phosphrous donors are also represented,14 though the majority of examples discussed
herein are of the strictly N-donor type, in agreement with literature precedent.
The most frequently observed copper-oxygen adducts are those with a Cu2O2 stoichiometry,
owing in part to the more thermodynamically favourable two electron reduction of
dioxygen to peroxide, rather than the one electron reduction to superoxide. 14 This is
reflected in the widespread use of mononuclear copper(I) complexes which undergo selfassembly upon reaction with dioxygen, giving dimeric Cu2O2 species.14,31–33 This general
synthetic approach has furthermore led to the observation and characterisation of several
isoelectronic forms of the Cu2O2 core. While it is now possible to differentiate between each
of these species on the basis of their distinctive spectroscopic features (Section 4.1), the
original assignments relied largely upon structural data obtained from single crystal X-ray
diffraction studies.

1.3.1 Synthetic Copper-Dioxygen Adducts Supported by N-donor Ligands

Scheme 1.4: The first structurally characterised copper-dioxygen species and their corresponding ligands.
Oxidation state and stoichiometry are omitted.
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The first discrete Cu2O2 configuration to be unambiguously identified by crystallographic
characterisation in 1988 was the trans-peroxo adduct (TP), which features the peroxide dianion bridging two mononuclear copper(II) units in an end-on (µ-η1:η1-O2) transarrangement (Scheme 1.4).34 This was followed shortly thereafter in 1989 by the SP species,
which also possesses two mononuclear copper(II) fragments bridged by an O 22− moiety but
in this case with a side-on (µ-η2:η2-O2) planar coordination mode.28 Notably, spectroscopic
comparison between these two species and oxygenated Hc then allowed for assignment of
the dioxygen binding mode in the metalloprotein (Figure 1.2).35 Quite some time later in
1996 structural determination of the bis-mu-oxo isomer (BO) revealed an arrangement in
which each copper centre had donated an additional electron relative to the TP and SP
configurations, thereby facilitating full reduction of the bridging moiety to give a CuIII2(µ-O)2
core.36
A substantial amount of literature now exists which indicates that the formation of Cu 2O2
adducts from mononuclear copper(I) complexes proceeds through copper(II)-superoxide
intermediates.14,30,32 Initial observations implicating transient CuII-O2• species came from
low temperature stopped-flow UV-vis spectroscopic studies of TP systems in the early
1990s.37,38 The first crystallographic evidence reported for such a CuII-O2• adduct in 1994
revealed a side-on binding mode (SS) of the dioxygen-derived superoxide ligand (Scheme
1.4).39 Detailed spectroscopic studies showed that the latter species was different to that
observed by stop-flow techniques,40 and finally in 2006 the related end-on superoxo adduct
(ES) could be structurally characterised.41 Significantly, the same ES binding mode has been
crystallographically observed for the PHM catalytic site.19 This observation highlights that
these CuII-O2• adducts represent more than just intermediates in the self-assembly of Cu2O2
systems, but are important potentially reactive copper-oxygen species in their own right.

i

Scheme 1.5: Reaction of HB(Pz PrR)3 supported copper(I) complexes with O2 leads to different copperdioxygen adducts, depending on the steric demands of the ligand employed. Oxidation state and stoichiometry
are omitted.

Many further examples of model systems which form these copper-oxygen adducts have
since been reported.14,15,30,42–44 These investigations have revealed that ligand attributes
such as denticity, charge, chelate ring size, steric demand, and donor atom type can to a
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large extent be used to bias which of these type of structures forms.14 The HB(PziPr2)3 and
HB(PziPrtBu)3 ligands which respectively led to isolation of the first SP and SS species provide
a good example of the role of steric effects. The initial dioxygen adduct in both systems is
most likely a SS species. In the case of the HB(PziPr2)3 system, this species can then
subsequently react with a second copper(I) complex to give the SP product (Scheme 1.5).28
In contrast, the steric bulk of the HB(PziPrtBu)3 system prevents this dimerisation, allowing
for isolation of the SS intermediate.39 It is worth noting that further solution studies of the
HB(PziPrtBu)3 system revealed the presence of a SP species in addition to the isolated SS
intermediate, indicating that the tert-butyl groups were not sufficient to completely inhibit
dimerisation.40 In the same investigation the analogous adamantyl-substitued ligand,
HB(PziPrAd)3, was then employed instead, leading to pure solutions of the corresponding SS
adduct. This serves to illustrate how rational ligand design can be used to favour the
formation of specific copper-dioxygen species. However, in some cases different Cu2O2
adducts can result, even from the same supporting ligand scaffold. These species can
furthermore interconvert depending on the experimental conditions, as described below.

Scheme 1.6: Interconversion pathways between copper-oxygen adducts formed from mononuclear copper(I)
complexes.

Original determination of the BO structure by X-ray diffraction was further accompanied by
the revelation that this type of adduct can exist in equilibrium with the SP configuration.
Interconversion could be achieved by simply diluting solutions with a different solvent.36
Further work has since emerged which is indicative of an equilibrium between the TP and BO
adducts.45–49 Curiously, interconversion between the TP and SP species is relatively unknown,
although it has been proposed on the basis of unusual reactivity exhibited by a TP species.50
Nevertheless, the three isoelectronic species can be thought of as a series leading toward
scission of the dioxygen-derived bridging ligand (Scheme 1.6). The ES and SS adducts
discussed earlier also clearly contribute to this overall mechanistic picture of dioxygen
activation.47 Indeed, the CuII−O2• structures exhibit shorter O−O bond lengths (≈ 1.2−1.3 Å)
than the Cu2O2 peroxo-adducts (≈ 1.4−1.5 Å), in agreement with the intermediate role of the
former mononuclear species.14 Of the dinuclear species, the TP adduct possesses the least

9
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activated O−O bond (evident from spectroscopy, see Section 4.1). Progression to the SP core
leads to further weakening until cleavage finally occurs in the BO species. This is
accompanied by contraction of the Cu···Cu distance from approximately 4.4 Å (TP), through
3.5 Å (SP), to 2.8 Å (BO).14 The binding mode, electronic structure, and degree of dioxygen
activation in these cores are intimately related, and largely contribute to determining their
resulting reactivity patterns.

1.3.2 An Inorganic Model for pMMO

M

Scheme 1.7: The Cu-ZSM-5 zeolite (left) and pMMO (right) active site models containing the O species used
for DFT studies. Charges are omitted.

Two closely spaced (2.6 Å) copper ions are present in the catalytic site of pMMO, but
despite this the reactive species is thought to differ from all of those described above. This
largely results from investigations of a copper-loaded aluminosilicate zeolite (Cu-ZSM-5),51–
53
which is the only well-defined functional dinuclear model system of pMMO at this time.18
Reaction of the reduced copper(I) form of Cu-ZSM-5 with dioxygen gas at elevated
temperatures (≥175 °C)51–53 gives rise to a species which was originally identified as a BO
type adduct.52,53 Subsequent resonance Raman (rR) spectroscopic analysis, aided by the
significant amount of data available for other copper-dioxygen species, led to reassignment
of this Cu-ZSM-5 dioxygen-adduct as a dinuclear copper(II) mu-oxo structure (CuII2(µ−O),
M
O).51 DFT studies carried out on the MO motif were then shown to accurately reproduce
the spectroscopic features of the dioxygen-activated Cu-ZSM-5.51 Furthermore, this MO
species was shown to be competent for hydrogen-atom abstraction from methane when
computationally modelled into both the Cu-ZSM-551 and the active site of pMMO (Scheme
1.7).16 It has since been found that dioxygen initially binds to the zeolite as a SP adduct at RT,
and the reactive MO species is formed at higher temperatures from this Cu2O2 precursor.54
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1.3.3 General Reactivity
The reactivity characteristics of the above described dioxygen-adducts have, in the majority
of cases, been extensively investigated. The possibility of interconversion between species
can clearly complicate such studies, and this aspect must be taken into account when
interpreting cases involving unprecedented reactivity. Nonetheless, good correlation
between the type of copper-dioxygen adduct formed and the resulting reactivity have been
observed for many systems, allowing for generalised structure-reactivity relationships to be
proposed. Of the Cu2O2 species the least activated TP type tends to exhibit basic or
nucleophilic reactivity, readily becoming protonated and lacking the ability to transfer
oxygen atoms to organic substrates.15,29 This is in stark contrast with the electrophilic
behaviour displayed by the SP and BO cores, which often undergo decomposition through
pathways which involve oxidative attack upon their supporting ligand scaffolds.15,25,29,30 The
S
P type is considered to be particularly biologically relevant, as this state has been
crystallographically observed in the parent T3 enzymes, including Tyr.18 The corresponding
model systems which form this SP moiety can furthermore carry out aromatic
hydroxylation.25,29,33,55 However, observation of the equilibrium between this and the BO
adduct implicates the latter as an alternative candidate for the biologically relevant
hydroxylating species in Tyr.16,18,25

B

Scheme 1.8: Mechanism of phenolate hydroxylation mediated by a O species by the neutral diamine DBED
ligand. Counterions are omitted.

Indeed, BO type cores are also capable of hydroxylating aromatic substrates.25 Regardless of
whether mediated by the SP or BO species, it is evident from the negative slope of the
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corresponding Hammett parameters that these aromatic hydroxylation reactions occur by
an electrophilic aromatic substitution mechanism, in agreement with the native Tyr
system.18 Although the BO adduct has never been directly observed in enzymatic systems,15
it has been shown to be a viable mechanistic intermediate through investigation of a model
system which employs the N,N'-di-tert-butyl-ethylenediamine, DBED, ligand system
(Scheme 1.8).56 The corresponding copper(I) complex supported by this ligand initially gives
an SP species upon reaction with dioxygen. However, binding of external phenolate to one
of the copper centres in the SP adduct has been shown to induce conversion into an BO core,
which subsequently hydroxylates the coordinated phenolate substrate. This provides
experimental precedent for an analogous mechanism in Tyr, and has significantly
contributed to the debate over whether the natural system uses a SP or BO species to
achieve aromatic substrate hydroxylation (see Section 6.4.1 for further detail).

1.3.4 Radical-like Reactivity

Scheme 1.9: Terminal (pseudo-)mononuclear copper-oxygen reactive species capable of oxygenating methane
on the basis of computational studies.

Aside from aromatic hydroxylation, BO species have been shown to promote oxidative Ndealkylation, phenol coupling, and aliphatic hydroxylation reactions.11,46,47 These are most
often found to be initiated by hydrogen-atom abstraction.15,25,30 Although this radical-type
reactivity is not strictly applicable to T3 copper centres with respect to their biological
phenolic substrates, it is thought to play a role in the hydroxylation of methane by
pMMO.16,18 The active intermediate proposed in the case of pMMO is an MO species, a
conclusion based on the identification of an equivalent active species in the Cu-ZSM-5
zeolite, which also possesses the ability to hydroxylate methane (Section 1.3.2). A key
concept involved in achieving this reactivity in both the pMMO and Cu-ZSM-5 systems is
asymmetric polarisation of the CuII2(µ−O) species in the transition state, which gives it
cupric-oxyl (CuII−O•···CuI) radical character (Scheme 1.9).16,18,51 Although computationally
disfavoured on energetic grounds,57 an alternative proposal for the enzyme involves
cleavage of an initial BO adduct to expose an analogous terminal cupryl-oxo/cupric-oxyl
(CuIII=OCuII−O•) species (Scheme 1.9).11,15 The tendency for these terminal (pseudo-
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)mononuclear species to participate in radical-type chemistry is also relevant to the
aforementioned copper(II)-superoxide species.

E

Scheme 1.10: Reactivity displayed by S species. R = tert-butyl, R' = N-methanediyl-N'-(2-pyridylethyl)-1,5diazacyclooctane (see Scheme 6.1 for full ligand structure and more reaction detail), X = OMe, Me, H, Cl, NO2.

A mononuclear copper-dioxygen adduct is thought to perform the C−H abstraction which
facilitates substrate hydroxylation in both the DBM and PHM enzymes.16,18,21 This has
inspired investigation of these species as more than just intermediates in the self-assembly
of Cu2O2 systems, but as catalytic sites in their own right. While it has been computationally
predicted that the SS type adduct is activated for homolytic C−H bond scission,13,16 no
experimental evidence supporting this finding has yet been reported.58 Conversely, a
growing amount of literature has recently become available which indicates that ES species
are capable of mediating phenol coupling reactions, oxidation of activated organic
molecules,59,60 and oxygen transfer to aliphatic43,44,60 and aromatic60,61 substrate positions,
all of which are thought to be initiated by H-atom abstraction (Scheme 1.10). Although this
reactivity is in agreement with calculations indicating the ES species is even further activated
for C−H abstraction,16,18 an example in which such an adduct exhibits basic character has
also been reported.62 Furthermore, the reactivity profile for said system was very recently
expanded upon to include nucleophilic behaviour toward organic carbonyl-containing
substrates.63 The distinctive reactivity characteristics of this system have in both cases been
attributed to the di-anionic nature of the supporting ligand.62,63 It is worth noting that the
two systems so far capable of affecting aliphatic substrate hydroxylation are thought to
follow divergent mechanisms which employ contrasting active species, as a result of
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differences in the number and electronic nature of the donor atoms provided by their
chelating scaffolds.42,43,60 Thus, despite the fact that the above described systems all share
the same ES configuation, it is apparent that the characteristics of the copper-dioxygen
adduct can be significantly influenced by supporting ligand scaffold.

1.3.5 Dinucleating ligands

Scheme 1.11: Two illustrative examples highlighting the potential of dincleating organic scaffolds for stabilising
Cu2O2 species. Half-lives of the adducts formed with the mononucleating ligands were in both cases orders of
magnitude shorter than their corresponding dinucleating analogues (see text for details).

Reactions aimed at isolating dioxygen adducts from mononuclear copper complexes are
generally performed at low temperatures in order to suppress decomposition pathways of
the often highly reactive species, and to offset the entropic costs of self-assembly.10,14,30,33,64
The structurally characterised species discussed above (Scheme 1.4) serve as examples, and
were all synthesised at or below −20 °C, with temperatures down to −78 °C being commonly
employed.28,34,36,39,41 An alternative strategy which can enable the generation of Cu2O2
species under ambient conditions is to use a pre-organised dinucleating ligand. Although
this approach can lead to complications involving competition between pathways which
result in intra- and inter-molecular adducts (Section 4.4.5),65,66 significant enhancements in
stability relative to the analogous mononucleating ligands have been observed in some
cases (Scheme 1.11). For example, the TP species supported by the dinucleating Bisp2 ligand
is considerably longer lived (t1/2 ≈ 50 min at 25 °C) than that formed with the corresponding
mononucleating ligand, Bisp (t1/2 ≈ 15 sec at −23 °C).67 Similarly, the BO adduct supported by
Tripy2 (t1/2 ≈ 25.5 h at 25 °C) is remarkably robust in comparison with its counterpart,
generated with Tripy, which is only observed at low temperature.68 In both cases these
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improvements have been attributed to entropic stabilisation owing to the dinucleating
nature of the supporting organic scaffolds.

1.4 Pyrazole Model Chemistry
One strategy for synthesising dinuclear biomimetic model complexes is to employ an
organic scaffold which possesses both a bridging unit and covalently linked side arms, thus
creating compartmental multidentate binding pockets. The resulting preorganised chelating
ligand then favours the arrangement of two or more metal ions in close proximity, with
metal separations largely depending on the bridging unit.69 The pyrazole heterocycle fulfils
such a role upon deprotonation. It can then act as an anionic bridge reminiscent of a
carboxylate group70,71 but with suitable sites at the 3- and 5- positions for further
functionalisation (Scheme 1.12), allowing for formation of stable five- and/or six-membered
chelate rings upon complexation.69

Scheme 1.12: Schematic representation of a dinuclear metal complex supported by a 3,5-substituted pyrazolebridging ligand. Complexes with nickel(II), copper(II) and zinc(II) are known for the selected ligand depicted.

The pyrazole building block thus provides synthetic flexibility, and has been proven to
preorganise two metal centres in a fashion which allows cooperativity.72 Variation of the
chelating side arms allows the geometric and electronic properties to be manipulated, such
as denticity, identity of donor atoms, and metal separation. The latter of these can be
controlled by varying the length of the chelating side arms, short lengths favouring large
intermetallic distances and vice versa, with typical metal separations of 3.5−4.5 Å.72 This
versatility has allowed these ligand systems to be successfully applied in emulating dinuclear
iron,73,74 nickel,75–77 copper78,79 and zinc80–82 metallobiosites.
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1.4.1 Copper Chemistry Supported by 3,5-Disubstitued Pyrazole Ligands

Scheme 1.13: A series of related dinuclear copper(II) complexes with differing metal separations, used as
functional models for the dinuclear copper(II) metalloenzyme, catechol oxidase (CO). Charges and counterions
are omitted. * Distance estimated from analogous nickel(II) complex.

The use of 3,5-disubstituted pyrazole scaffolds for biomimetic applications is well illustrated
by their use as functional models of the T3-site in CO enzymes. These metallobiomolecules
catalyse the copper-mediated oxidation of catechols to the corresponding quinones,
referred to as catecholase activity. In this exemplary model study, a diverse set of pyrazolebased supporting scaffolds with differing nitrogen-donor atom types, numbers, and side arm
lengths was prepared. These ligands were employed to engineer a series of related
dinuclear copper(II) complexes with a range of redox potentials and metal separations
(I−VIII, Scheme 1.13).78,79 The catecholase functionality of the resulting complexes was then
investigated using the activated substrate 3,5-di-tert-butylcatechol. While both redox
potential and Cu···Cu separation were found to influence activity, a general trend indicating
that shorter metal-metal distances are favourable for catalytic ability could be established.
This example demonstrates the potential of pyrazole-based ligand scaffolds for systematic
modulation of the properties of corresponding model complexes.
A significant part of the motivation for studying biological systems stems from the desire to
utilise the knowledge gained to not only reproduce but also expand upon the chemistry
observed in nature, allowing for novel molecules with valuable functionality to be produced.
The pyrazole unit has proven synthetically useful in this regard, for example, by condensing
the features of two mononuclear metalloprotein active sites into a discrete ligand.83,84 For
example, an expanded porphyrin scaffold made up of an organic framework with two
adjacent metal binding pockets has recently been reported. This so-called siamese twin
16
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porphyrin scaffold was then used to incorporate two adjacent copper(II) ions into a
bioinspired hybrid complex (IX, Scheme 1.14) with unique physicochemical properties.85,86 In
a related approach, the bridging capacity of pyrazole was exploited to merge two
tetradentate tripodal metal-binding compartments. The corresponding dinuclear copper(II)
complexes (X, XI, Scheme 1.14) supported by this ligand system were then shown to be
capable of mediating both benzylic (X)87 and phenylic (XI)88 C−C coupling reactions. As X and
XI demonstrate, the scaffolds employed combine two tris(aminoalkyl)amine binding pockets
to bring two copper(II) ions into close proximity, with one binding site on each metal centre
available for additional external co-ligands. This system can thus be thought of as a
preorganised dinucleating analogue of the prominent TMPA and tren systems extensively
utilised in studies of copper-mediated dioxygen activation (Section 1.3.1).

Scheme 1.14: Complexes illustrating the use of pyrazole to construct dinucleating analogues of prominent
mononuclear metal binding sites.

As highlighted above, pyrazole-bridging ligands of the general type shown in Scheme 1.12
are particularly versatile, showing the potential to fuse discrete metal ion binding sites into
binucleating compartmental scaffolds, and further enabling modulation of metal
separations in the corresponding complexes. Despite finding considerable application in the
field of bioinspired copper chemistry, the use of these systems to directly investigate
copper-mediated dioxygen activation is extremely limited, with only a single example in the
literature. In this example, a copper(I) complex was generated in situ from the bis-tridentate
pyrazole ligand (HL1) depicted in Scheme 1.15. After ether layering and exposure to air at
low temperature, a copper(II)-peroxo adduct could be isolated and crystallographically
characterised.89 Although not strictly biologically relevant owing to its tetranuclear nature,
this complex illustrates that pyrazole-based ligand systems are indeed suitably robust for
investigations of this type of chemistry, and may even provide synthetic routes to novel
copper-oxygen adducts.
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II

1

Scheme 1.15: Isolation of a novel tetranuclear copper(II)-peroxo adduct, [(Cu 2L )2(O2)(OH)2], supported by a
binucleating pyrazole-based ligand scaffold. Electron and mass balance are not properly accounted for here
(discussed in detail in Section 4.2).

The complex cation depicted in Scheme 1.15, [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2], consists of two
pyrazolate-bridged dinuclear copper(II) fragments linked by two flanking hydroxide units
and a central µ4-peroxide core, a rare motif in copper-oxygen chemistry. Although there is
uncertainty about the mechanistic details of formation (Section 4.2), it is evident from
geometric considerations that this type of ligand can support complexes bridged
simultaneously by both a pyrazolate and µ-1,2-peroxide moiety. Assuming the copper(I)
precursor complex is indeed dinuclear, the predicted metal separation would make a
reaction pathway which proceeds through a cis-µ-1,2-peroxide intermediate plausible
(Scheme 1.16). Furthermore, it is likely that the high flexibility and low steric demand of HL1,
together with the free binding sites on each of the two resulting copper(II) atoms, make this
system susceptible to dimerisation. Selection of an appropriately 3,5-disubstituted pyrazole
scaffold which takes all of these factors into account may thus provide a strategy for
hindering the dimerisation process, and isolating a novel dicopper(II)-cis-µ-1,2-peroxide (CP)
motif.

II

1

Scheme 1.16: A plausible reaction pathway for formation of [(Cu 2L )2(O2)(OH)2]. The proposed intermediate,
II 1
[Cu 2L (O2)], is potentially a novel type of Cu 2O2 adduct.

1.4.2 Towards a novel Cu2O2 core - Focus of this work
A considerable number of multidentate pyrazole-bridging ligand systems capable of
supporting copper-mediated reactivity have been developed, as mentioned above (Section
1.4.1). By drawing on this established knowledge it is evident that several of the organic
scaffolds which chelate the complexes depicted in Scheme 1.13 hold potential as suitable
candidates for isolating the elusive dicopper(II)-cis-µ-1,2-peroxide species. In order to retain
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a metal-metal separation similar to that promoted by HL1, only scaffolds with shorter side
arms capable of forming five-membered rings were considered. To hinder association of
external co-ligands other than dioxygen, additional donor atoms are also required. The most
appropriate ligands were thus deemed to be those serving as chelates in the complexes VII
and VIII, HL2 and HL3, respectively. In fact, preliminary studies of the dioxygen reactivity of
copper(I) complexes formed with these two sterically bulky, bis-tetradentate scaffolds have
previously shown considerable promise.90,91 These prior contributions provide a starting
point for the in-depth investigations detailed in the current work, and are briefly described
in each of the relevant sections. In addition, many open questions remain with respect to
the formation and properties of the tetranuclear [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2] species supported by
HL1, and thus this system was also further investigated herein.
In the majority of previous cases established procedures for pyrazole-bridging ligand
synthesis provided material of sufficient purity to isolate the corresponding metal
complexes directly. These synthetic strategies were therefore initially adopted herein.
However, over the course of the current work it became evident that even though these
existing routes gave the desired chelating ligand scaffolds in good yields, the presence of
trace organic impurities had an especially significant negative influence on the stability of
the resulting copper(I) complexes and their corresponding copper(II)-dioxygen adducts. Due
to these complications, the established procedures for ligand synthesis were then reinvestigated. Strategies could thereby be developed for obtaining precursor materials which
allowed for substantial enhancements in the stability of the resulting copper(I) and
copper(II)-dioxygen species, which in turn greatly aided in facilitating characterisation of
these complexes.
The above described re-investigation of ligand synthetic procedures proved to have a
significant effect on the outcome of further experiments involving the corresponding copper
complexes. Therefore, although not the principal focus of the current work, findings with
respect to the isolation and characterisation of precursor materials which form the
foundation of this investigation are discussed in the subsequent sections, comprising
Chapter 2. Particulars regarding the synthesis and characterisation of the corresponding
copper(I) complexes and their associated copper(II)-dioxygen adducts are considered in
Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. As isolation of a dinuclear monomeric CP adduct is the
primary goal of the current work, these chapters have specific emphasis placed on assessing
the nuclearity and association states of the copper(I) and copper(II)-dioxygen species in
solution. Chapter 5 contains further detailed studies pertaining to the dioxygen-adduct
supported by HL3. In Chapter 6 the decomposition pathway of said species is investigated,
and the reactivity of the copper(II)-dioxygen adducts supported by both HL2 and HL3 toward
a selection of external substrates is examined. Chapter 7 contains a summary of all findings.
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2 Dinucleating Pyrazole Ligands for Copper-mediated
Dioxygen Activation
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Synthetic Routes
Several strategies exist in the literature for the preparation of 3,5-disubstituted pyrazoles.
The most common method is reaction of hydrazine with assorted 1,3-diketones, one of the
simplest examples being with acetylacetone to yield 3,5-bis(methyl)-1H-pyrazole (PzI).69,92
The activated benzylic carbon atoms of PzI can serve as reactivity handles for further
elaboration into multidentate chelates.69,93 This molecule was therefore employed as the
starting point in this work, through the use of two general synthetic approaches. Both
approaches have previously proven widely applicable for producing series of related ligands,
and involve reaction of a diverse range of secondary amines with one of two chlorinated
derivatives of PzI (Scheme 2.1).

Scheme 2.1: Synthesis of pyrazole building blocks.

Oxidation of the methyl groups in PzI with KMnO4 gives monopotassium 3,5-bis(carboxy)1H-pyrazole (PzII).92 This compound is the branching point for generating the more reactive
chlorinated pyrazole synthons, 3,5-bis(chloromethyl)-1H-pyrazole hydrochloride (PzA) 92 and
3,5-bis(chlorocarbonyl)-1H-pyrazole hydrochloride (PzB).94 Chlorination is achieved in both
cases with SOCl2. In the case of PzB direct reaction of SOCl2 with PzII is possible.94 To obtain
PzA the carboxylic acid moieties are first protected by methyl esterification of PzII to give
3,5-bis(methylcarboxy)-1H-pyrazole hydrochloride (PzIII).92 Reduction with LiAlH4 then
affords 3,5-bis(hydroxymethyl)-1H-pyrazole hydrochloride (PzIV), which is subsequently
chlorinated to give PzA.92 These chlorinated building blocks can then be reacted with two
equivalents of a functionalised secondary amine side arm to give multidentate ligands.95
This can be achieved in a single step in the case of PzA (method A), whereas the amides
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derived from reaction with PzB must first be reduced with LiAlH4 (Method B) to give the final
symmetric 3,5-bis(aminomethyl)-substituted pyrazole scaffolds (Scheme 2.2).
The numerous donor atoms in these multidentate ligands often made purification by
standard column chromatography impractical. Poor separations often resulted, and
extremely polar eluent mixtures were required. In some cases no suitable solvent system
could be found to induce mobility of the analyte with respect to the stationary phase. The
use of lipophilic Sephadex® (LH-20) showed some improvement but preparative scale
retention times were in excess of 24 h, and still gave relatively poor separations. A
significant amount of effort was therefore invested in obtaining analytically pure ligands
directly from the final reactions with relatively simple work-up procedures. Thus, the two
general methods discussed above were both applied in the current work.

Scheme 2.2: The two synthetic routes to binucleating multidentate pyrazole-bridging ligands employed in this
work. Method A (above and middle; with and without THP protection, respectively) and B (below).

PzA is the less reactive of the two pyrazole building blocks, reflected by the general use of
reflux conditions when neutral amines are employed.84,95 This also makes method A
synthetically simpler, and thus this route was generally employed in preliminary reactions.
Method A proceeds by attack of a primary or secondary amine nucleophile on PzA,
substituting the chloride atoms. The pyrazole nitrogen in PzA also possesses nucleophilic
character, and so can participate in competing side reactions. The use of this method is
therefore sometimes hindered by the formation of oligomeric impurities.95 Suppression of
these competing pathways can be achieved by protection of the pyrazole nitrogen in PzA
through reaction with 3,4-dihydro-2H-pyran (DHP) to give the tetrahydropyranyl (THP)
derivative
3,5-bis(chloromethyl)-1-(tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl)-1H-pyrazole
(THPPzA).96
Deprotection of the final ligand is then achieved under acidic conditions.
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Method B can be described in the same general fashion as method A, whereby substitution
of the chloride atoms of PzB occurs by attack of a primary or secondary amine nucleophile.
In this case, however, the acyl chloride PzB is much more reactive than the alkyl chloride PzA.
This allows reaction with neutral amines to occur even at room temperature (RT). This
higher reactivity also makes PzB susceptible to hydrolysis, meaning that anhydrous
conditions must be employed or the overall final yield of ligand is diminished. In addition,
subsequent LiAlH4 reduction of the amide intermediates has often been observed to lead to
side arm cleavage,95 which can also reduce the yield. Initial attempts were therefore
undertaken with method A, however, several factors have contributed in the case of each
individual ligand system.

2.2 Synthesis of Ligands
2.2.1 Synthesis of HL1

1

Scheme 2.3: Synthesis of HL using method A.

The ligand HL1 was used in the current work in order to investigate some of the unresolved
questions with respect to the [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2] complex (Sections 1.4.1 and 4.2.1). The
functionalised amine side-arm, N,N,N'-trimethylethylenediamine (sa1), is commercially
available. Although synthesis of HL1 was previously reported by using method B,97 method A
(without THP protection, Scheme 2.3) showed an improvement in yield of approximately
15%. While column chromatography with an ethyl acetate/methanol (EtOAc/MeOH)
gradient eluent system afforded a colourless oil, a second minor pyrazole species could not
be separated. Trial complexation reactions with crude HL1 provided an alternative
purification method, whereby crystalline material of the corresponding sodium salt ([NaL1]),
suitable for X-ray diffraction, could be isolated (Section 2.4).
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2.2.2 Synthesis of HL2

2

Scheme 2.4: Synthesis of HL using method B.

The functionalised amine side-arm, N,N,N',N'-tetraethyldiethylenetriamine (sa2), used to
synthesise HL2 is commercially available. While method A succeeded under reflux conditions
with high yield, a trace impurity (≤ 3.5%) was observed by 1H NMR spectroscopy, and the
product could only be obtained as a dark orange oil. THP protection appeared to
substantially hinder the reaction, with product formation incomplete even after 15 days.
The target product could not be acceptably purified by standard silica gel, aluminium oxide,
or Sephadex column chromatography, and despite numerous attempts to isolate the
corresponding lithium, sodium or potassium alkali salts no crystalline material was obtained.
Method B (Scheme 2.4) was previously applied in the literature, using only filtration as the
workup procedure.98 In the present case, minor additional pyrazole species were observed
after coupling to give the amide (AmdHL2), and so an alkaline extraction workup procedure
was developed to remove these (see experimental Section 8.2.2). Provided this
intermediate was of high purity, LiAlH4 reduction proceeded with high yield and produced
clean product, requiring only aqueous quenching and filtration for isolation.
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2.2.3 Synthesis of HL3

3

Scheme 2.5: Synthesis of sa according to a combination of literature known procedures.

The macrocyclic amine side-arm, N,N'-diisopropyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane (sa3), employed
to prepare HL3 was synthesised using a combination of literature known procedures
(Scheme 2.5).99,100 Starting from commercially available diethylenetriamine (DETA) each of
the three amine functional groups are protected through reaction with p-toluolsulfonyl
chloride (TosCl) to give N,N',N''-tris(tosyl)diethylenetriamine (Tos3DETA). Deprotonation of
the terminal nitrogen atoms to give the corresponding disodium salt (Na2Tos3DETA)
followed by reaction with tosylated ethylene glycol completes formation of the
triazocyclononane ring, affording N,N',N''-tris(tosyl)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane (Tos3TACN).
Subsequent deprotection at two of the three amide groups to give N-tosyl-1,4,7triazacyclononane (TosTACN) then allows for selective alkylation of these nitrogen atoms
with 2-bromopropane, resulting in N-tosyl-N',N''-diisopropyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane
(iPr2TosTACN). The desired side-arm can then be obtained by cleavage of the remaining
tosyl functional group under acidic conditions. The colourless oil which resulted after
vacuum distillation was then used directly for coupling reactions with the chlorinated
pyrazole synthons, PzA and PzB.
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3

Scheme 2.6: Synthesis of HL using method B.

Attempts to synthesise HL3 using method A resulted in brown oily products, which could not
be adequately purified. As such, the literature known method B (Scheme 2.6)77 was utilised
with one major modification to the workup, as follows. The same alkaline extraction
procedure as in the case of HL2 was applied, after which the pure amide compound, AmdHL3,
could be obtained as crystalline material suitable for X-ray diffraction. LiAlH4 reduction of
this crystalline material then gave pure HL3 as a highly viscous colourless oil. The
corresponding sodium salt ([NaL3]) could also be isolated provided the ligand was already of
high purity, a requirement which limited the use of such a strategy as a purification
technique in this instance.

2.3 Characterisation of Ligands and Ligand Precursors
Preliminary characterisation of the above products by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy was
consistent with the data reported in the literature, and indicative of the expected
compounds. More in-depth NMR characterisation was then carried out for all ligands, as this
aided in analysing the results of further complexation reactions. For example, diffusion
coefficients and nitrogen-15 chemical shifts were measured by Diffusion Ordered
Spectroscopy (DOSY) and 1H−15N NMR HMBC experiments, respectively. One consequence
of this was the necessity to acquire spectra of the relevant ligands in the same solvent used
for solution state characterisation of the complexes. While the NMR spectra were typically
in agreement with the symmetric species reported in the literature, HL2 and HL3 exhibited
additional signals when measured under strictly anhydrous conditions (Figure 2.1),
indicating that the two halves of the molecule were no longer equivalent.
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1

3

Figure 2.1: H NMR spectra of HL in CD3CN when measured at RT under wet (undried ligand and solvent) or
dry (anhydrous, sealed sample) conditions. The inset shows a comparison of the downfield region. Residual
solvent signals are labelled (○).

2.3.1 Prototropy
Prototropy in pyrazole-NH systems has been extensively studied by NMR spectroscopy, and
is one of the most thoroughly investigated examples of tautometrism. 101 The activation
barrier for this process is often low enough that only average 1H, 13C and 15N resonances are
detected at RT, giving the appearance of a symmetric system.101 Ring substituents, solvent,
concentration and temperature have all been found to influence the exchange rate.102 This
rate can thus be slowed sufficiently under certain circumstances such that the signals from
each half of the pyrazole unit are resolved on the NMR timescale.102

13

15

Scheme 2.7: Chemical shifts (above: C, below: N) of the pyrazole ring nuclei, illustrating the asymmetry of
2
3
the HL and HL ligand systems when measured under anhydrous conditions in CD3CN.

The 1H NMR spectra of HL2 and HL3 in dry CD3CN at RT both show relatively sharp
resonances at approximately δ = 13 ppm. Furthermore, in 1H−13C and 1H−15N HMBC
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experiments the pyrazole methine (H4, Scheme 2.7) proton in both systems showed
correlations with two different quaternary carbon atoms, and with two nitrogen atoms,
respectively. The chemical shift values of the detected nitrogen nuclei are in good
agreement with literature data reported for unsubstituted pyrazole measured in (CD3)2SO
(−79.8 and −173.1 ppm for N2 and N1, respectively), where the pyrazole NH proton is
localised.103–105 The chemical shifts of the quaternary carbon atoms were likewise assigned
on the basis of literature comparison with unsubsituted pyrazole in (CD3)2SO101 and 3,5bis(ethyl)-1H-pyrazole in the solid state,106 where the pyrazole NH is once again localised.

1

3

Figure 2.2: H NMR spectra of HL at various temperatures under anhydrous conditions in CD3CN. Partial
coalescence is observed for several signals (see Figure 2.1 for assignments). Residual solvent signals are
labelled (○).

Additional experiments in the cases of HL2 and HL3 showed that introduction of a proton
shuttle, such as water, or heating (Figure 2.2) of the sample both induced partial
coalescence of all relevant signals, thus restoring the equivalence of the two halves of the
ligand being studied. The averaging of these signals is consistent with exchange of the acidic
NH proton between the two nitrogen atoms of the pyrazole ring in each system. Taken
together, the above findings unambiguously demonstrate that the HL2 and HL3 ligands are
asymmetric in dry CD3CN solutions at RT as a result of pyrazole-NH prototropy. The slow
exchange in these systems may be supported by formation of intra-molecular hydrogen
bonds, such as those observed in the solid state structure of AmdHL3, discussed below.
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Am

3

Figure 2.3: Molecular structure of HL . Atoms are represented with fixed radii. The position of the pyrazoleNH was calculated geometrically. Symmetry operation used to generate equivalent atoms: 1/2−x, 1/2−y, −z.

The molecular structure of AmdHL3 is shown in Figure 2.3. This product crystallises from
MeCN in the monoclinic C2/c space group, with four molecules per unit cell. The pyrazole
ring is disordered about four positions, two of which are associated with a
crystallographically imposed inversion centre. Nevertheless, the distance and orientation
between the pyrazole- and isopropyl-nitrogen atoms (N1A···N4 = 2.732 Å for the
conformation depicted in Figure 2.3) strongly supports the presence of an intra-molecular
hydrogen bond.107,108 Furthermore, NMR spectroscopy indicates that this hydrogen bond
persists in solution at RT in undried non-protic solvents such as CD3CN and CDCl3. This is
evident from the asymmetry of the pyrazole ring, the significant shift in resonance of one of
the four isopropyl groups, and the relatively sharp pyrazole-NH signal. Dissolution in CD3OD
once again renders the pyrazole ring symmetric by restoring the proton tautomerism,
although the two halves of each macrocyclic side arm remain inequivalent due to the high
rotational barrier of the amide bond.109,110 While introducing an additional degree of
complexity into the NMR spectra, the lower flexibility of the amide bonds together with the
intra-molecular hydrogen bond may enhance crystallisation by limiting the conformations
available to the molecule in solution. Furthermore, the hydrogen bonding in AmdHL3 may be
thought of as a pronounced example of the more general case observed in HL2 and HL3. In
contrast, no analogous behaviour was observed in the case of HL1.
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2.4 Sodium complexes
2.4.1 Synthesis and Characterisation of [NaL1]

1

Figure 2.4: Molecular structure of dimeric [NaL ] showing the two independent molecules found in the unit
cell. For clarity their relative orientation differs from that in the solid state and hydrogen atoms are omitted.
Atoms are represented with fixed radii. Tables of bond lengths and angles can be found in experimental
Section 8.10. Symmetry operation used to generate equivalent atoms: 1−x, y, 3/2−z (left); 3/2−x, 3/2−y, 1−z
(right).

Solid material of [NaL1] suitable for structural determination could be isolated through
reaction of HL1 with NaH in THF, followed by filtration and recrystallisation from EtCN. This
product crystallises in the monoclinic C2/c space group, with eight molecules per unit cell.
Although the data is not of high quality, it is clear that [NaL1] is a symmetric dimer, [(NaL1)2]
(Figure 2.4), in which both pyrazole ligands have been deprotonated and bridge two sodium
cations in the typical κ1:κ1 fashion. Two independent molecules are observed in the unit cell,
with one half of each molecule in the asymmetric unit. In addition to the simple dimeric
adduct (Figure 2.4, left), a second dinuclear molecule is present which shows seven-fold
coordination for both sodium cations, with one additional water ligand per centre lying
along the sodium-sodium axis (Figure 2.4, right). These aqua ligands may originate from
residual water in the solvent used for recrystallisation. Nevertheless, the presence of this
coordinated water does not significantly alter the structure, and can be removed under high
vacuum, evident from the elemental analysis performed under inert conditions. Unless
otherwise stated, water-free material was used for all subsequent complexation
experiments.
The association state of [NaL1] in solution was investigated by Mass Spectrometry (MS)
under inert conditions. In dry MeCN at RT essentially just two peak sets were observed
corresponding to [(Na)(L1)(H)]+ (m/z = 319.0) and [(Na)(L1)2(H)2]+ (m/z = 615.5). However,
several higher nuclearity species dominated the spectrum when the concentration was
increased, including [(Na)3(L1)2]+ (m/z = 659.5) and [(Na)4(L1)3]+ (m/z = 977.8). While these
findings appear to indicate that [NaL1] remains associated to some extent in solution, the
oligomeric species observed at higher concentrations suggest that these adducts may also
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simply be an artefact of the MS measurements. Further analysis was thus conducted by
NMR spectroscopy.

1

1

1

Figure 2.5: H NMR spectra of HL (above) and [NaL ] (below) measured under anhydrous conditions in CD3CN
at RT. Both spectra are consistent with symmetric species in solution. Residual solvent signals are labelled (○).

The 1H and 13C NMR spectra of [NaL1] reveal one set of sharp resonances for a saturated
CD3CN solution measured under anhydrous conditions at RT. Both spectra appear similar to
that of the free ligand, HL1, and are indicative of a highly symmetric species (Figure 2.5). This
is not consistent with strict retention of the solid state structure in solution. Coordination to
the sodium cations would prevent nitrogen inversion and hinder the free rotation of bonds.
This would render the terminal methyl groups inequivalent and cause geminal coupling
between the methylene protons, leading to more complicated spectra, as observed for the
copper(I) complex of HL3 (Section 3.4.3). However, fast exchange processes such as
dissociation and re-association of the terminal sidearm nitrogen donors could induce
equivalence of the relevant groups on the NMR timescale. The results of the analytical
techniques applied above are clearly ambiguous and offer little conclusive insights as to the
speciation of [NaL1] in solution. Further investigation by 1H DOSY and also by variable
temperature NMR experiments may provide useful information in this regard.
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2.4.2 Synthesis and Characterisation of [NaL3]

3

Figure 2.6: Molecular structure of [NaL ]. Thermal displacement ellipsoids are shown at 30 % probability.
Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Tables of bond lengths and angles can be found in experimental
Section 8.10.

When ligand HL3 is of sufficient purity, deprotonation with NaOtBu in EtCN affords the
corresponding sodium salt [NaL3] after a short time at RT. The product crystallises as a
dimer, [(NaL3)2]·0.5 EtCN (Figure 2.6), in the monoclinic P21/c space group, with four
molecules per unit cell. In the solid state [NaL3] displays an unusual κ2:κ1 bridging motif,
leaving one side arm completely uncoordinated. Due to the extremely limited solubility of
[NaL3] in MeCN, analyses were initially conducted in acetone (dry Me2CO for MS, dry
(CD3)2CO for NMR). MS analysis under inert conditions revealed two dominant signals.
These correspond to [(Na)(L3)(H)]+ (m/z = 541.5) and [(Na)2(L3)]+ (m/z = 563.5) and suggest
that the complex is no longer dimeric in solution. 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopic analysis was
consistent with this dissociation and showed a single set of sharp resonances, though with
some broadening in the case of the macrocyclic CH2 and isopropyl CH3 carbon atom signals.
When the NMR experiments were repeated in deuterated THF, C4D8O, all signals were
substantially broadened to the extent that the 13C NMR spectrum is almost featureless.
Repeating these measurements at 55 °C revealed significant sharpening of all signals, such
that the spectra appear similar to those discussed above for (CD3)2CO. This is indicative of a
dynamic process, which likely involves some degree of sodium cation association in solution.
Low temperature NMR and 1H DOSY experiments would once again aid in determining the
exact nature of [NaL3] in solution, though as evident from the above findings the speciation
likely depends heavily on the properties of the solvent. A comparison between the [NaL1]
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and [NaL3] data is therefore also not plausible, as these systems were characterised in
different solvents due to the limited solubility of [NaL3] in CD3CN. Of greater significance to
the overall focus of this work is the further observations with respect to NMR
measurements made with [NaL3] dissolved in (CD3)2CO.

1

3

Figure 2.7: H NMR spectrum of crystalline [NaL ] dissolved in (CD3)2CO. Residual solvent signals (including
EtCN from synthesis) are labelled (○), as are the additional deuterium containing species in the insets (*).

Although 1H NMR analysis conducted in (CD3)2CO was initially consistent with the presence
of a single symmetric pyrazole species, additional pyrazole peaks appeared over time, and
several unexpected signals displaying proton-deuterium coupling were also detected (Figure
2.7). Furthermore, extra carbonyl species which also increased in number over time were
present in the 13C spectrum. These observations are indicative of a reaction between [NaL3]
and (CD3)2CO, likely aldol-type condensations and/or attack of the pyrazolate-N upon the
respective carbonyl carbon atoms. Both reactions would be enhanced under basic
conditions and the latter has previously been observed in the case of unsubstituted neutral
pyrazole with acetone.111 These byproducts were only minor species and therefore their
formation was not further investigated. Even so, this highlights that Me2CO is not well suited
for reactions in which free pyrazolate anion is present.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions
Starting materials of an appropriate quality provide a solid foundation for any chemical
study. Although already reported in the literature, the preparative procedures used to
acquire the compartmental pyrazole ligands HL1, HL2 and HL3 have been adapted herein to
obtain precursors of suitable purity for formation of stable copper(I) complexes. In addition
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to the synthetic outcome of these modifications, several precursors could be
crystallographically characterised. Structural determination of the intermediate AmdHL3
indirectly granted insight into the dynamic process responsible for broadening the NMR
resonances of the corresponding final ligand, HL3, and this prototropy could then
furthermore be demonstrated for the related ligand HL2 under anhydrous conditions.
Isolation of [NaL3] also led to a more detailed characterisation of this intermediate,
revealing that Me2CO is an unsuitable solvent for the complexation strategy employed
herein. In conclusion, the work described in this chapter has established a suitable basis for
further investigation of bioinspired copper-mediated dioxygen activation chemistry
supported by compartmental pyrazole ligand scaffolds.
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3 Pyrazole-supported
Copper(I)
Speciation in Solution

Complexes

-

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Solution Stability
A general strategy for producing copper-oxygen adducts is to react cuprous complexes
directly with dioxygen. A correlation exists between the structure of the copper(I) precursor
and the type of adduct which results,14,15 thereby making detailed knowledge about the
former invaluable. As reaction with dioxygen is typically carried out in solvent, significant
efforts have been devoted herein to solution characterisation of the copper(I) complexes
used in the current work. Owing to the oxygen sensitivity of these systems, all such
undertakings were performed under inert conditions.

Scheme 3.1 Copper(I) disproportionation reaction. The equilibrium clearly lies far to the right at RT under
aqueous conditions.

Copper(I) complexes are in some cases known to undergo spontaneous disproportionation
into metallic copper and copper (II) species, a reaction which occurs readily under aqueous
conditions at RT (Scheme 3.1).112,113 While the use of relatively soft aromatic nitrogen114 or
nitrile115 donors can greatly attenuate this decomposition pathway, ligands employing
aliphatic nitrogen donors not suitable for stabilising copper(I) may still suffer from this
drawback. Systems illustrating this behaviour which are especially relevant to dioxygen
activation chemistry include the unsubstituted tren ligand and its methylated derivative,
Me6tren,116 as well as the hexamethylcyclam, Tet b.31 The corresponding copper(I)
complexes of these ligands all undergo disproportionation, yet the latter two have been
used to isolate and structurally characterise TP species despite this (Scheme 3.2).31,32

Scheme 3.2: Tetracoordinate copper(I) complexes susceptible to disproportionation, which have been used to
T
T
isolate P species. Metric parameters for the latter P species can be found in Table 5.1.

In direct relation to the current work, it was reported in a previous investigation that the
dinuclear copper(I) complex of HL3 was stable only below temperatures of −40 °C, rapidly
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decomposing to a copper(II) species above this temperature.91 It was additionally shown in a
separate study that copper(I) complexes of tetramethylethylenediamine (TMED), a
mononucleating analogue related to HL1, also disproportionate.117 The TMED system was
furthermore found to be sensitive toward the stoichiometry employed, with slight
deviations leading to unstable copper(I) complexes.117 Initial copper(I) complex
crystallisation trials employing crude ligands met with no success in the present study,
which was largely attributed to the above mentioned complications. This impeded the
application of crystallisation as a purification procedure, and further emphasised the need
for organic starting materials of high purity. While the use of sufficiently pure ligands then
allowed room temperature stable copper(I) complexes to be prepared, including those of
HL3, crystalline material could not be successfully obtained. Evidence for the formation of
these complexes therefore relies solely on characterisation in solution by NMR and MS
studies.

3.1.2 General Synthetic Strategy and Nomenclature

+

+

−

−

−

−

−

Scheme 3.3 General copper(I) complex synthetic scheme. M = Na or K , X = PF6 , BF4 , ClO4 , OTf , or B(C6F5)4 ,
R = Me or Et.

A general synthetic procedure was employed for producing the copper(I) complexes,
[CuI2L1]X, [CuI2L2]X and [CuI2L3]X, with some modifications for specific purposes. Ligands were
deprotonated using alkali metal tert-butoxide salts (MOtBu, M = Na+, K+) in RCN solvents (R =
Me,Et). Tetrakis-acetonitrile salts ([Cu(MeCN)4]X) with various weakly coordinating
counteranions (WCAs, X = PF6−, BF4−, ClO4−, OTf− or B(C6F5)4−) were employed as the copper(I)
sources (Scheme 3.3). The volatile MeCN and tBuOH byproducts were then removed under
vacuum, and the resulting residues re-dissolved in the solvent required for subsequent
study (CD3CN, EtCN, etc.). However, as the complexes were not further isolated, it should be
kept in mind that one equivalent of MX is generally present in the analyte solutions
discussed herein. This also applies in the case of ligand HL1, where the sodium salt [NaL1]
was used for preparation of the corresponding copper(I) complexes, and thus one
equivalent of NaX is present. When the presence of these additional salts in solution is
significant then they are specifically highlighted. Otherwise, when referring to each system
in a general sense, the 'X' superscript is used as above.
Organonitriles are often employed as solvents for these systems, as they stabilise the
copper(I) state due to their strong -donor and π-acceptor capabilities.115 Initial synthetic
attempts were thus conducted with propionitrile (EtCN) as a solvent. While significantly
more toxic than MeCN, EtCN has a sufficiently lower freezing point to enable the use of
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temperatures down to and below −80 °C. Once it was established that the copper(I)
complexes were indeed stable at RT, other solvents could be trialled. Acetone was not
appropriate for copper(I) complex formation reactions due to its relatively high acidity
(Section 2.4). Although dichloromethane (DCM) was employed in studies of some of these
complexes in a previous work,90 it can be problematic with respect to chloride abstraction
reactions.115,118–121 Even in the absence of such unwanted reactivity, residual chloride can
interact strongly with copper centres, blocking binding sites and attenuating subsequent
reactivity toward substrates.122 In fact, literature evidence exists to suggest that chloride can
competitively inhibit pyrazole-bridged dinuclear copper models of T3 active sites,79 and
halide ions are furthermore known to act as inhibitors of the native Tyr itself.123 Chlorinated
solvents were therefore avoided in the current work, and EtCN generally showed the best
results in synthetic procedures. The main exception to this was the use of MeCN, which was
widely employed for characterisation.
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3.1.3 Speciation and Dynamic Processes of Relevance to Characterisation
The speciation of copper(I) complexes with tetradentate or tridentate nitrogen donor
ligands in solution can be complicated. Dynamic processes such as dissociation and reassociation of nitrogen donor atoms can occur, and dimeric species are also frequently
observed despite the use of mononucleating tri- or tetradentate ligands. This applies even in
the cases of relatively prevalent copper(I) complexes with highly symmetric ligands like
TMPA115,121 and trispyrazolylborate (HB(Pz)3),124 and their derivatives.125,126 Binucleating
organic scaffolds can lead to yet higher oligomeric structures.64 Ligands with pyrazole units
capable of occupying a bridging position are especially well known for forming cyclic trimeric
and tetrameric assemblies,127–129 which can furthermore exhibit fluxional behaviour in
solution.130,131 With respect to bis-tridentate pyrazole-bridging chelates of the type
employed in the synthesis of [CuI2L1]X, a binuclear copper(I) complex has been reported
which shows interconversion at RT between cis- and trans- isomers (Scheme 3.4).132 The
dynamic behaviour in the above described systems is generally identified by broadening of
resonances in the corresponding NMR spectra. Several of the aforementioned fluxional
processes are considered in interpreting the characterisation data discussed in this chapter.

Scheme 3.4: Interconversion between cis- and trans- isomers in a pyrazole-bridged copper (I) complex. The
enantiomer of the trans- isomer is not depicted above but would also be part of the equilibrium. L = P(CH3)3.
Charges and counterions are omittied.
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3.2 Synthesis and Characterisation of [CuI2L1]X
3.2.1 Synthetic Considerations

I

1 X

−

−

−

−

Scheme 3.5: Synthesis of [Cu 2L ] . X = PF6 , BF4 , ClO4 or OTf , R = Me or Et.

Although the synthesis of this complex was already published, [CuI2L1]X served only as an
intermediate in that case and was not isolated, therefore it has not been previously
characterised.89 Preliminary reactions aimed at isolating [CuI2L1]X in crystalline form directly
from crude HL1 were conducted in the current work. The literature reported method was
initially utilised, which employs tetrabutylammonium hydroxide ([Bu4N]OH) as a base.
Solutions resulting from this preparative route were intense yellow in colour, and appeared
to be sensitive with respect to temperature. Crystallisation attempts met with little success
in the case of the PF6− counteranion, and while introduction of B(C6H5)4− led to crystalline
material, structural determination revealed only [Bu4N]B(C6H5)4. The same by-product was
also isolated when Me2CO was employed as a solvent. As a result of these findings, the use
of alternative bases was investigated, leading to isolation of [NaL1] (section 2.4). Unless
otherwise stated, thoroughly dried [NaL1] was then subsequently used for all complexation
reactions in this work. Reaction of [NaL1] with [Cu(MeCN)4]X (X = PF6−, BF4−, ClO4− or OTf−)
salts in EtCN resulted in colourless solutions which were stable for several days at RT, but
often decomposed during longer time periods. While relatively few further attempts were
made to obtain crystalline [CuI2L1]X, the enhanced stability gained by this alternative
synthetic strategy allowed for in situ characterisation to be conducted at RT.
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3.2.2 Mass Spectrometry

I

1 OTf

Figure 3.1: Positive mode ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L ] measured in EtCN at RT. The insets show experimental
+
+
and simulated isotopic distribution patterns for [C15H31Cu2N6] (left) and [(C15H31Cu2N6)2CF3SO3] (right).
I

1 OTf

Table 3.1: Assignment of signals in the positive mode ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L ]
m/z

Intensity (%)

(RT in EtCN).

Assignment*

Monomeric Adducts
I

1 +

421.0

100

[Cu 2L ]

635.0

6

[(Cu 2L )(Cu )(OTf)]

I

1

I

+

Dimeric Adducts
I

1

+

993.2

24

[(Cu 2L )2(OTf)]

1207.1

3

[(Cu 2L )2(Cu )(OTf)2]

1239.1

5

[(Cu 2L )2(Cu )(OTf)2(MeOH)]

I

I

1

1

I

I

+
+

*Rather than purely empirical formulas the assignments presented here are grouped in order to allow for
easier interpretation, although it must be highlighted that the measurements give no direct information about
connectivity of the elements which make up the observed ion peaks.

The positive mode ESI-MS spectrum of [CuI2L1]OTf (Figure 3.1), measured in EtCN at RT, is
dominated by a peak set corresponding to [CuI2L1]+ (m/z = 421.0) (Table 3.1). A relatively
minor trinuclear adduct of this parent [M]+ cation could also be identified,
[(CuI2L1)(CuI)(OTf)]+ (m/z = 635.0). At considerably higher mass an additional signal with
significant intensity is observed which displays an isotopic envelope consistent with a
tetranuclear dimeric species, [(CuI2L1)2(OTf)]+ (m/z = 993.2). Trace amounts of even higher
aggregates are also present, and can be assigned to [(CuI2L1)2(CuI)(OTf)2]+ (m/z = 1203.1) and
to an adduct of this consistent with O2 or MeOH incorporation (m/z = 1239.1). Residual
MeOH may be present inside the instrument, and is the more likely assignment as the
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[(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2(OTf)]+ cation results upon deliberate reaction with O2 (Section 4.2.1).
These findings suggest that [CuI2L1]X is largely present in solution as a dinuclear monomeric
species.

I

1 OTf

Figure 3.2: Negative mode ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L ] in EtCN. The inset shows experimental and simulated
−
isotopic distribution patterns for [(C15H31Cu2N6)2(CF3SO3)3] .
I

1 OTf

Table 3.2. Assignment of signals in the negative mode ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L ]
m/z

Intensity (%)

(RT in EtCN).

Assignment*

Monomeric Adducts
I

−

360.6

100

[(Cu )(OTf)2]

664.7

50

[(Na)3(OTf)4]

836.7

60

[(Na)4(OTf)5]

1048.6

13

[(Cu )(Na)4(OTf)6]

−
−

I

−

Dimeric Adducts
I

1

−

1291.0

19

[(Cu 2L )2(OTf)3]

1504.9

9

[(Cu 2L )2(Cu )(OTf)4]

I

1

I

−

*Rather than purely empirical formulas the assignments presented here are grouped in order to allow for
easier interpretation, although it must be highlighted that the measurements give no direct information about
connectivity of the elements which make up the observed ion peaks.

Interestingly, the simultaneously measured negative mode spectrum displays a contrasting
trend (Figure 3.2). While it mainly shows inorganic adducts of the triflate anion with
copper(I) and sodium ions, [(CuI)n(Na)m(OTf)n+m+1]−, no monomeric adducts are detected
(Table 3.2). On the other hand, peak sets consistent with analogues of the above described
dimeric species are present, [(CuI2L1)2(OTf)3]− (m/z = 1291.0) and [(CuI2L1)2(CuI)(OTf)4]− (m/z
= 1504.9). The observation of these multinuclear clusters may indicate the presence of
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higher aggregation states in solution, thereby implying that the speciation of [CuI2L1]X is not
accurately depicted in Scheme 3.5. Indeed, the unsaturated coordination spheres of the
copper(I) ions in this complex would allow for such a scenario. NMR spectroscopy was thus
employed in order to ascertain whether the above findings reflect the true nature of
[CuI2L1]X in solution.

3.2.3 NMR Spectroscopy

1

1

I

1 X

−

−

Figure 3.3: H NMR spectra of HL (25 °C) and [Cu 2L ] (X = OTf , PF6 for 25 °C, 70 °C, respectively) measured
I 1 X
under anhydrous conditions in CD3CN. Heating the [Cu 2L ] sample leads to sharpening of all signals.
1

H and 13C NMR analysis of [CuI2L1]X (X = PF6− or OTf−) in CD3CN at RT revealed one set of
resonances which display altered chemical shift values to the corresponding free ligand, HL1,
and sodium complex, [NaL1]. In contrast to the latter two systems, the spectra for [CuI2L1]X
show significant broadening at RT for all 1H resonances (Figure 3.3), and for the 13C signals
corresponding to the pyrazole bridging unit and the methyl groups of the shoulder tertiary
nitrogen atoms. In fact, the pyrazole methine carbon atom resonance could only be
detected at RT through 1H−13C HSQC experiments. Cooling the sample resulted in an
increase in the line widths of all signals. Conversely, heating caused all resonances to
sharpen until coupling patterns similar to those for HL1 and [NaL1] were once again
resolved. Only one set of 6 peaks corresponding to [CuI2L1]X is apparent at 70 °C in the 13C
NMR spectrum (The pyrazole methine carbon could not be observed, even with application
of 1H−13C HSQC experiments), and cross-peaks corresponding to 3 nitrogen nuclei are
apparent in the 1H−15N HMBC spectrum.
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These observations are consistent with the presence of a pyrazole-bridged copper(I)
complex which is fluxional in solution, leading to the averaging of the chemical
environments of the ligand scaffold at higher temperatures. As [CuI2L1]X possesses only
tridentate metal-binding pockets, association of an external co-ligand is plausible.
Coordination of additional donors, such as CD3CN solvent molecules, would induce
asymmetry if interacting with a single copper(I) centre, or result in cis-trans isomers if
associated to both copper(I) ions in [CuI2L1]X (Scheme 3.6).132 Both of these processes could
lead to the observed signal broadening. However, given the well-known tendency of
pyrazole-bridging ligands to form trimeric and tetrameric assemblies with coinage metals,
such as copper(I), an additional molecule of complex [CuI2L1]X itself is also a viable external
co-ligand. Indeed, the observation of multinuclear adducts in the MS experiments described
above is consistent with the latter proposal. In order to investigate if any of the
aforementioned scenarios apply to the current system, attempts were made to assess the
molecular size of [CuI2L1]X in solution.

I

1 X

Scheme 3.6 Coordination of a nitrile solvent molecule to the two copper centres in [Cu 2L ] could result in cisand trans- isomers, analogously to the situation depicted in Scheme 3.4. The enantiomer of the trans- isomer
is not shown above but would also be part of the equilibrium. L = MeCN or EtCN. Charges and counterions are
omitted.
1

H NMR DOSY is a technique which is useful for gaining information about the size of a
molecule in solution, as it separates signal sets by their diffusion coefficients. A large
diffusion coefficient reflects a fast rate of translational motion through solution, and thus
implies that the corresponding molecule is relatively small. Conversely, a small diffusion
coefficient is indicative of a large molecule. Furthermore, diffusion coefficients allow for an
estimate of the molecular radii and volume in solution to be derived (see Experimental
Section 8.4 for details). The spectra of [CuI2L1]OTf in CD3CN at RT show the presence of a
single species, with a significantly smaller diffusion coefficient (D = 1.07 × 10−9 m2s−1) than
that found for equimolar solutions of free ligand HL1 (1.45 × 10−9 m2s−1). The molecular radii
calculated from these values reveal that [CuI2L1]OTf (r = 5.5Å) occupies substantially more
space in solution than the corresponding ligand HL1 (r = 4.1Å). [CuI2L1]OTf is thus
approximately 2.5 times larger in terms of volume in solution.
It is evident from the above described data that [CuI2L1]X is present in solution as a
multinuclear aggregate. A tetranuclear species incorporating four copper(I) centres and two
ligand molecules was observed in RT ESI-MS experiments, in both positive and negative
modes. Furthermore, the difference in diffusion coefficient between [CuI2L1]OTf and HL1
indicate that the molecular volume approximately doubles upon complexation with
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copper(I). Although a dimeric tetranuclear species is also plausible,133 pyrazole bridging
ligands are well known for forming planar trimeric assemblies with copper(I).127,131 In fact, a
multinuclear aggregate containing such a cyclic triangular core was previously isolated and
crystallographically characterised upon reaction of CuBr with a binucleating ligand closely
related to HL1 (Scheme 3.7, XII).134 Furthermore, solution analysis of this species in MeCN
revealed similar MS adducts to those observed for [CuI2L1]OTf, and analogous broadening in
the corresponding 1H NMR spectrum. Taken together, the above considerations suggest that
[CuI2L1]X may be present in solution as a trimeric hexanuclear species (Scheme 3.7,
([CuI2L1]X)3).

I

1

I

1 X

Scheme 3.7: Solid state structure of XII and proposed trimeric assembly of [Cu 2L ] to give ([Cu 2L ] )3 in
I 1 X
solution. Only one of the possible relative configurations of the ([Cu 2L ] )3 side-arms is depicted. Charges and
counterions are omitted (XII is a neutral complex).

The exact nature of the dynamics displayed by this system are still unclear. It is worth noting
that the nuclearity of pyrazole supported copper(I) metallocycles can vary depending on the
experimental conditions used for synthesis.127 Furthermore, equilibrium mixtures of trimeric
and tetrameric species which interconvert have been observed in solution,131,135 which
could account for the observed dynamics. An additional process involving the terminal
nitrogen donors might also contribute. While the cyclic pyrazole coordination motif is
generally planar in these trimeric assemblies,127 the tertiary amine groups in ([CuI2L1]X)3
likely coordinate from above or below the central plane (Scheme 3.7). Different isomers
thus result depending on the relative arrangements of the three distal copper(I) centres,
and interconversion between these species is conceivable. Solvent molecules could also
additionally coordinate and compete with the tertiary amine donors of the ligand. Such a
process is well documented in related copper(I) systems supported by multidentate
nitrogen-donor ligands, and is discussed in more detail below (Section 3.3.3). Further
studies are needed to fully elucidate the fluxional behaviour observed in this system, and to
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corroborate the trimeric assignment of ([CuI2L1]X)3. The speciation and dynamics likely
depend on both solvent and temperature. Employing a less-coordinating solvent in place of
MeCN may thus offer insights with respect to its possible involvement. The use of
alternative solvents could also allow for NMR studies to be conducted at lower
temperatures, which may lead to resolution of signal sets for contributing species.

3.3 Synthesis and Characterisation of [CuI2L2]X
3.3.1 Synthetic Considerations

I

2 X

+

+

−

−

−

−

−

Scheme 3.8: Synthesis of [Cu 2L ] . M = Na or K , R = Me or Et, X = PF6 , BF4 , ClO4 , OTf , or B(C6F5)4 .

In situ formation of dinuclear complex [CuI2L2]PF6 upon reaction of [Cu(MeCN)4]PF6 with HL2
in EtCN (Scheme 3.8) was proposed to occur in a prior study, though no characterisation
data was reported.90 Despite the use of low temperatures in the former investigation,
complex [CuI2L2]X was found to be indefinitely stable at RT in the current work, giving faintly
coloured yellow solutions. When compared with the other complexes investigated herein,
[CuI2L2]X indeed appears to be relatively robust with respect to disproportionation. The
resulting stability of [CuI2L2]X proved extremely useful as further work including
characterisation could be conducted at RT.
The observed long term stability of [CuI2L2]X furthermore appeared to make it a good
candidate for crystallisation attempts. Numerous attempts to produce crystalline material
were performed using different counteranions and solvents, as discussed below. In addition
to the commonly utilised PF6−, BF4−, ClO4−, OTf− and B(C6H5)4−, several fluorinated organic
counterions such as B[3,5-(CF3)2C6H3]4−, B(C6F5)4−, and Al(OCH(CF3)2)4− were investigated.
Although the addition of soft alkyl phosphine or isonitrile co-ligands met with success in
previous instances,132,136 their strongly coordinating nature tends to result in copper(I)
complexes inert to O2.14 Therefore several more labile nitriles were trialled with a selection
of counterions, including isobutyronitrile (iPrCN), butyronitrile (nPrCN), valeronitrile (nBuCN)
and pivalonitrile (tBuCN), with the first three employed as solvents and the latter as an
additive to EtCN to allow the use of low temperatures. In an alternative approach, a new
synthetic methodology was developed in order to completely exclude nitriles. This was
achieved by using CuOtBu as a copper(I) source and adding one equivalent of NH4X (X = PF6−,
BF4−, OTf−). Employing this procedure with THF as a solvent gave oxygen sensitive yellow
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coloured solutions, but no crystalline [CuI2L2]X could be isolated. In contrast, DCM solutions
rapidly became black to dark green in colour, consistent with previously reported
dehalogenation reactions observed in related TMPA analogues.115,118–121 This alternative
synthetic route was not pursued further.
The use of other solvents in combination with the general synthetic strategy (Scheme 3.8)
met with little success, but two combinations of reagents are worthy of further mention.
When a methanolic solution of NaB(C6H5)4 was added at low temperature to [CuI2L2]PF6, preformed in MeOH from HL2, NaOMe and [Cu(MeCN)4]PF6, a white precipitate resulted.
Unfortunately the isolated precipitate melted at RT, but techniques for cold filtration and
drying may circumvent this problem and could be employed in future investigations.
Similarly, addition of [Cu(MeCN)4]B(C6F5)4 to HL2 in toluene with one equivalent of KOtBu
present gave an immediate precipitate. Layering attempts were made using these reagents,
whereby toluene solutions of deprotonated ligand and copper salt were allowed to mix by
slow diffusion. Although these solutions remained clear for several days, an oil eventually
deposited. Repeating this procedure with a range of temperatures and concentrations is
thus a second promising lead for future work. Some insight into the lack of success
encountered in crystallising [CuI2L2]X is provided by its in situ characterisation. The general
synthetic route using nitriles (Scheme 3.8) was employed for all remaining investigations.

3.3.2 Mass Spectrometry
Preliminary analysis of [CuI2L2]PF6 by ESI-MS at RT in MeCN showed the presence of [CuI2L2]+
(m/z = 647.4) as the second most prominent species, with the greatest intensity peak set
corresponding to the mononuclear [(CuIL2)(H)]+ (m/z = 585.5). Several additional minor
species (≈ 10%) could be identified, including [(CuII2L2)(X)]2+ (m/z = 353.2 or 360.2 where X =
MeCO2− or EtCO2− respectively), and [(CuICuIIL2)(Cl)]+ (m/z = 684.3). The carboxylate anion
adducts originate from hydrolysis of the corresponding nitriles in the analyte solution. The
source of the water required for this is likely the ubiquitous H2O present inside the
spectrometer, although the relative amount of these adducts generally increased when
solutions exposed to dry dioxygen were allowed to decay. Residual O2 may thus play a role,
consistent with the copper(II) oxidation state of these carboxylate adducts. While it is
uncertain if the chloride ions are present in the sample or inside the spectrometer, the
[(CuICuIIL2)(Cl)]+ species serves to illustrate the high affinity these complexes have toward
chloride anions (Section 3.1.2). Whether the two dominant peaks are indicative of the true
speciation in solution is rather unclear. Interestingly, an analogous spectrum was also
observed in a related system employing a binucleating pyrazole scaffold, even though the
isolated copper(I) complex had a dimeric tetranuclear structure in the solid state and
crystalline material was used for the measurement.136 Some further insight in this regard
was provided by Cryo-ESI-MS measurements.
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Figure 3.4: Positive mode HR-Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L ] in EtCN. The insets show experimental and
+
+
simulated isotopic distribution patterns for [C29H61Cu2N8] (left) and [(C29H61Cu2N8)2Cu(CN)2] (right).
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Table 3.3: Assignment of signals in the positive mode HR-Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L ]
m/z

Intensity (%)

(−80 °C in EtCN).

Assignment*

Monomeric Adducts
I 2

+

585.437

4

[(Cu L )(H)]

647.360

100

[Cu 2L ]

745.324

7

[(Cu 2L )(PO3F)]

764.295

6

[(Cu 2L )(Cu )(CN)2]

I

II

2 +

2

+

I

2

II

+

I

2

I

+

Dimeric Adducts
1413.656

1

[(Cu 2L )2(Cu )(CN)2]

1558.619

1

[(Cu 2L )2(Cu )(CN)2(PF6)]

I

2

II

+

*Rather than purely empirical formulas the assignments presented here are grouped in order to allow for
easier interpretation, although it must be highlighted that the measurements give no direct information about
connectivity of the elements which make up the observed ion peaks.

The high resolution (HR) Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [CuI2L2]PF6 (Figure 3.4), measured at −80
°C in EtCN, appears considerably different than that described above. It is dominated by just
one signal, with a mass to charge ratio and isotopic distribution pattern consistent with that
calculated for dinuclear [CuI2L2]+ (m/z = 647.360) (Table 3.3). Only minor amounts of
additional species are observed, all with relative intensities of less than 8%, including the
mononuclear species (m/z = 585.437) observed above. A decomposition adduct is again
present, [(CuII2L2)(PO3F)]+ (m/z = 745.324). This species could plausibly result from
decomposition of the PF6− counteranion, and was significantly enhanced when solutions of
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[CuI2L2]PF6 exposed to dry dioxygen were allowed to warm to RT overnight (this peak set can
also be formulated as [(CuI2L2)(Me2CO2)(K)]+, though this assignment seems less likely given
the copper ion oxidation states). A species with an isotopic pattern showing inclusion of an
additional copper ion is also present, [(CuI2L2)2(CuII)(CN)2]+ (m/z = 764.295). Interestingly, at
significantly higher m/z two weak signals appear which correspond to adducts of the latter
species with an additional dinuclear unit of [CuI2L2]+, or both [CuI2L2]+ and PF6− (m/z =
1413.656 and 1558.619). This suggests that dimerisation has taken place to give a
multinuclear ion incorporating two ligand molecules, and may indicate that the system
supported by HL2 is able to aggregate in solution.
Comparing the two measurements above suggests differences in solvent and temperature
may have had a profound effect on the species present in solution. However, it is not
possible to attribute the observed changes solely to the alteration in experimental
conditions. The spectrometers employed were of two distinct types, an ion trap instrument
was used for RT measurements, whereas a time of flight instrument was used for low
temperature measurements. Furthermore, although both utilised ESI for ion generation,
different ionisation processes dominate at particularly low temperatures. 137–139 The
variation in results between the two ESI-MS techniques employed is significantly
accentuated when measurements are conducted in negative mode. This is particularly true
with regard to the dimeric aggregates. While observed only in trace amounts above, their
presence is especially relevant to subsequent dioxygen adduct formation (Section 4.3), and
greatly enhanced when monitoring negative ions under Cryo conditions.

I

2 ClO4

Figure 3.5: Negative mode HR-Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L ]
in EtCN. The inset shows experimental and
−
simulated isotopic distribution patterns for [(C29H61Cu2N8)2(ClO4)3] .
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Table 3.4: Assignment of signals in the negative mode HR-Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L ] (−80 °C in EtCN).
m/z

Intensity (%)
Monomeric Adducts -

Assignment*
−
PF6

counteranion
I

2

−

937.294

58

[(Cu 2L )(PF6)2]

1025.306

100

[(Cu 2L )(PF6)2(?)]

1083.269

65

[(Cu 2L )(H)(PF6)3]

I

2

−

I

2

−

I

2

−

−

Dimeric Adducts - PF6 counteranion
1673.664

34

[(Cu 2L )2(PF6)2(?)]

1731.620

25

[(Cu 2L )2(PF6)3]

I

2

−

I

2

−

−

Monomeric Adducts - ClO4 counteranion
847.255

22

[(Cu 2L )(ClO4)2]

947.212

15

[(Cu Cu L )(ClO4)3]

I

II 2

−

−

Dimeric Adducts - ClO4 counteranion
I

2

−

1595.565

100

[(Cu 2L )2(ClO4)3]

1717.499

38

[(Cu 2L )2(ClO4)3(NaClO4)]

1839.440

40

[(Cu 2L )2(ClO4)3(NaClO4)2]

I

2

−

I

2

−

*Rather than purely empirical formulas the assignments presented here are grouped in order to allow for
easier interpretation, although it must be highlighted that the measurements give no direct information about
connectivity of the elements which make up the observed ion peaks.

The negative mode ESI-MS spectrum of [CuI2L2]PF6 measured at RT in MeCN shows only one
weak signal with an isotopic envelope indicative of a copper containing species. This peak
set has a relative intensity of just 5% (100% peak = [PF6]−) and corresponds to the dinuclear
species [(CuI2L2)(H)(PF6)3]− (m/z = 1083.3). This signal is also observed when measurements
are conducted at −80 °C in EtCN, though with a much greater relative intensity of 65% (Table
3.4). Almost none of the numerous additional species in the Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum could be
unambiguously assigned, except for [(CuI2L2)(PF6)2]− (m/z = 937.294). Despite this
uncertainty, numerous peak sets displaying isotopic patterns consistent with tetranuclear
copper species could be observed in the higher mass ranges. Indeed, although the most
intense signal (m/z = 1025.306) in the spectrum could not be identified, the peak set with
greatest relative intensity (34%) above 1500 Da corresponds to an adduct of the dominant
species (m/z = 1025.306) with one additional [CuI2L2]+ unit. A second tetranuclear aggregate
with a considerable relative intensity of 15% could also be assigned as [(CuI2L2)2(H)(PF6)3]−
(m/z = 1083.269), which corresponds to the dimeric form of the only species observed at RT.
In fact, by substituting the KOtBu with NaOtBu and PF6− counterion with ClO4− it was found
that the major peak in the spectrum (Figure 3.5) under otherwise identical conditions
becomes that of the dimeric tetranuclear species [(CuI2L2)2(ClO4)3]− (m/z = 1595.565, Table
3.4). Aggregates of this adduct together with additional NaClO4 ions are also prominent,
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[(CuI2L2)2(ClO4)3(NaClO4)]− (m/z = 1717.499) and [(CuI2L2)2(ClO4)3(NaClO4)2]− (m/z =
1839.440). While several monomeric dinuclear species are still present, such as
[(CuI2L2)(ClO4)2]− (m/z = 847.255) and [(CuICuIIL2)(ClO4)3]− (m/z = 947.212), their intensities
are in all cases below 30%.
The above observations are somewhat ambiguous with respect to the speciation of [CuI2L2]X
in solution. Although the positive mode measurements conducted at low temperature
indicate that [CuI2L2]X is a monomeric dinuclear species, the prevalence of tetranuclear
clusters in the corresponding negative mode spectra suggest that this system is susceptible
to dimerisation. The counteranion present (ClO4− or PF6−) appears to influence the ratio
between the monomeric and dimeric adducts observed in negative mode, with ClO4−
favouring the latter, tetranuclear aggregates. This could plausibly result from the stronger
coordinating ability of ClO4− when compared with PF6−.140,141 However, it must be
highlighted that the above measurements provide no structural information about the
connectivity between the associated ions. It is also possible that the higher aggregates of
[CuI2L2]X observed in the above measurements are merely artefacts of the ESI-MS
measurement. To assess their relevance to the true speciation of [CuI2L2]X in solution,
further investigation was carried out using NMR spectroscopy.

3.3.3 NMR Spectroscopy
The 1H NMR spectrum of [CuI2L2]X (X = PF6− or OTf−) in CD3CN at RT shows only very broad
resonances, as is the case for several of the signals in the 13C NMR spectrum. However, at
least two species appear to be present by examination of the pyrazole methine and
shoulder CH2 group proton resonances, in an approximate ratio of 4:1 (Figure 3.6, A and B
for major and minor, respectively). Increasing the temperature results in coalescence of
these signals, with the shoulder groups converging already at 55 °C, but with the pyrazole
CH resonances remaining almost indistinguishably broad even at the highest measured
temperature of 70 °C. At this temperature all other resonances became significantly
sharper, to the extent that the coupling patterns were once again discernible. Furthermore,
only one set of 6 peaks is apparent at 70°C in the 13C NMR spectrum (The pyrazole methine
carbon nucleus could not be observed), and cross-peaks corresponding to 2 nitrogen nuclei
are apparent in the 1H−15N HMBC spectrum (Signals for the pyrazole nitrogen nuclei were
not observed, likely owing to the extremely broad pyrazole methine hydrogen resonance (a,
δ ≈ 6.2 ppm, Figure 3.6)). These results indicate that the two species become equivalent at
higher temperatures as a result of fast exchange.
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Figure 3.6: H NMR spectra of [Cu 2L ] at various temperatures under anhydrous conditions in CD3CN. Signals
of the major and minor species resolved at 25°C are labelled (subscripts A and B, respectively), but coalesce at
higher temperatures. Residual solvent signals (including EtCN from synthesis) are labelled (○). The downfield
region of the spectra are magnified approximately six-fold in intensity for clarity.

The 1H NMR spectrum of [CuI2L2]X (X = PF6− or OTf−) in CD3CN at RT shows only very broad
resonances, as is the case for several of the signals in the 13C NMR spectrum. However, at
least two species appear to be present by examination of the pyrazole methine and
shoulder CH2 group proton resonances, in an approximate ratio of 4:1 (Figure 3.6, A and B
for major and minor, respectively). Increasing the temperature results in coalescence of
these signals, with the shoulder groups converging already at 55 °C, but with the pyrazole
CH resonances remaining almost indistinguishably broad even at the highest measured
temperature of 70 °C. At this temperature all other resonances became significantly
sharper, to the extent that the coupling patterns were once again discernible. Furthermore,
only one set of 6 peaks is apparent at 70°C in the 13C NMR spectrum (The pyrazole methine
carbon nucleus could not be observed), and cross-peaks corresponding to 2 nitrogen nuclei
are apparent in the 1H−15N HMBC spectrum (Signals for the pyrazole nitrogen nuclei were
not observed, likely owing to the extremely broad pyrazole methine hydrogen resonance (a,
δ ≈ 6.2 ppm, Figure 3.6)). These results indicate that the two species become equivalent at
higher temperatures as a result of fast exchange.
In order to assess the molecular size in solution of the two above described species, 1H NMR
DOSY analysis was conducted in CD3CN at RT with [CuI2L2]PF6. The two signal sets described
above show differing diffusion coefficients (D = 0.85 × 10−9 and 0.91 × 10−9 m2s−1 for A and B,
respectively), but both are smaller than that displayed for equimolar solutions of free ligand
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HL2 (D = 0.98 × 10−9 m2s−1). The molecular radii derived from these values indicate that both
A (r = 6.9 Å) and B (r = 6.5 Å) occupy considerably more space in solution than the
corresponding ligand HL2 (r = 6.1 Å). The major species A is 1.5 times larger than HL2 in
terms of volume in solution, whereas the minor species B is only 1.2 times larger. These
ratios are significantly smaller than that expected if either of the species A or B was a
dimeric adduct in solution. Nevertheless, the above findings still strongly suggest that the
speciation of [CuI2L2]X in solution is not that of a simple adduct between deprotonated HL2
and two copper(I) ions. Given that a mononuclear copper(I) species was also observed in the
ESI-MS spectrum measured at RT, the 1H NMR analysis of [CuI2L2]OTf was repeated after
introduction of an excess of 10% copper(I) salt (Figure 3.7). Under these conditions the
second minor signal set corresponding to species B was no longer present, though it should
be highlighted that all remaining signals were still quite broad.

1

I

2 OTf

Figure 3.7: H NMR spectra of [Cu 2L ] in CD3CN at RT when prepared with 2 or 2.2 equivalents of copper(I)
salt. The inset is a magnification of the downfield region, clearly showing the presence of a second pyrazole
species when only 2 equivalents are present. Resolved signals of the major and minor species are labelled
(subscripts A and B, respectively). Residual solvent signals (including EtCN from synthesis) are labelled (○).

Taken together, the aforementioned findings strongly suggest that the additional minor
peak set of species B observed in the above spectra can be assigned to a mononuclear
copper(I) adduct, [CuIL2], resulting from incomplete complexation. This hypothesis is further
supported by the dioxygen reactivity displayed by this system (section 4.3.2), where
mononuclear CuO2 adducts are observed as by-products when only two equivalents of
copper(I) source are used to generate [CuI2L2]. This correlation thereby implies that the
speciation observed in the NMR experiments at RT in CD3CN also applies at −80 °C in EtCN,
though the equilibrium position is likely shifted. Further evidence is provided by the MS
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experiments discussed above, where a mononuclear species was observed in all cases,
albeit with differing relative intensities depending on the measurement conditions.

1

I

2 OTf

Figure 3.8: H NMR spectra of [Cu 2L ] at various temperatures under anhydrous conditions in CD3CN.
Splitting of the shoulder CH2 group is highlighted (bA). Residual solvent signals (including EtCN from synthesis)
are labelled (○). The downfield region of the spectra are magnified approximately six-fold in intensity for
clarity.

When samples of [CuI2L2]OTf prepared with two equivalents of copper(I) were cooled to −30
°C several of the peaks sharpened significantly. The signal corresponding to the shoulder
CH2 groups of the major species A furthermore split into two (bA, δ ≈ 3.8 ppm, Figure 3.8).
The large separation (> 70 Hz) between the resulting pair of peaks rules out geminal
coupling,105 and implies that the two halves of the ligand in the A species are no longer in
equivalent chemical environments. The same signal splitting as that shown above was
observed for species A when samples were prepared with excess copper(I) source. In
addition, 13C and 1H−13C HSQC NMR experiments revealed two distinct resonances for the
shoulder carbon atoms and for the quaternary pyrazole positions. Taken together with the
results of the 1H DOSY NMR experiments, the above findings suggest that the species A is a
dinuclear copper(I) complex, [CuI2L2]X, which becomes asymmetric with respect to the two
pyrazole binding pockets at lower temperatures.
The changes displayed in the NMR spectra of [CuI2L2]X when recorded at low temperatures
are indicative of an additional dynamic process of relevance to the dinuclear species. It is
evident from the data that [CuI2L2]X shows significant asymmetry about the pyrazole
bridging unit at low temperatures, suggesting that the two copper(I) coordination pockets
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become inequivalent. Several of the copper(I) complexes supported by the tetradentate
tripodal TMPA ligand and its derivatives are known to coordinate an additional nitrile in the
solid state (Scheme 3.9),66,115 as is the copper(I) complex chelated by Bisp (see Scheme 1.11
for ligand structure).142 Furthermore, these systems are known to exhibit fluxional
behaviour in solution involving substitution of one of the aromatic nitrogen donor atoms for
an acetonitrile molecule.66,115,119,142,143

Scheme 3.9: Solution dynamics in a copper(I) TMPA complex observed by NMR spectroscopy. Charges and
counterions are omitted.

An analogous scenario is a plausible explanation for the dynamics observed in the [CuI2L2]X
system, whereby association of a nitrile molecule (MeCN or EtCN) with one of the two
copper(I) centres would cause asymmetry with respect to the pyrazole bridge. In fact, the
large differences between the chemical shifts of the corresponding 1H and 13C nuclei suggest
that coordination of this solvent ligand may induce dissociation of the pyrazole moiety
(Scheme 3.10). This proposal also accounts for the larger apparent size of [CuI2L2]X in
solution when compared with HL2. It is furthermore consistent with the MS measurements,
wherein the solvent-derived nitrile molecule could dissociate under the high vacuum
conditions inside the instrument. One way to assess the validity of this scenario would be to
repeat the NMR measurements in a less-coordinating solvent, such as deuterated THF,
C4D8O, or toluene, C7D8. These solvents should have much less affinity for the copper(I)
centres in [CuI2L2]X, and thus the dynamics observed in this system should be suppressed.

I

2

Scheme 3.10: Proposed speciation of [Cu 2L ] in nitrile solution. Nitrile coordination to the copper(I) centre
likely induces dissociation of the pyrazole unit, analogously to the TMPA case. R = Me or Et.

Although the dynamic processes discussed above have not been investigated quantitatively
herein, they provide sufficient qualitative information to gain insights into the speciation of
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[CuI2L2] X in solution. These measurements accurately reflect the coordination state which is
relevant to the subsequent investigation of dioxygen activation. This is evidenced by the
above described observation of a mononuclear copper(I) species, which accounts for
formation of CuO2 adducts upon reaction with dioxygen (Section 4.3.2). Furthermore, the
above proposed structure for RCN···[CuI2L2]X is also consistent with its reactivity toward
dioxygen, where evidence for the formation of inter-molecular dioxygen-adducts is
apparent (Section 4.4.5). An experiment which may offer additional evidence for the
structure of RCN···[CuI2L2]X in solution includes repeating the measurements in a different,
less-coordinating solvent. Introduction of one equivalent of a more strongly coordinating
donor molecule such as PMe3 or tBuNC might also offer insights. Association of these coligands to a single copper(I) centre may result in less fluxional derivatives of L···[CuI2L2]X
which show fixed speciation at RT, providing indirect support for the analogous
RCN···[CuI2L2]X structure proposed above.
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3.4 Synthesis and Characterisation of [CuI2L3]X
3.4.1 Synthetic Considerations

I

+

+

−

−

−

−

Scheme 3.11: Synthesis of [Cu 2L3]. M = Na or K , R = Me or Et, X = PF6 , BF4 , ClO4 or OTf .

Complexation of HL3 with [Cu(MeCN)4]X (X = PF6−, BF4−, ClO4− or OTf−) salts (Scheme 3.11)
was found to be particularly dependent on the conditions employed, with initial attempts at
RT giving green solutions and in some cases black colloidal precipitate, in agreement with
previous studies which specified the need to use low temperatures.90,91 Even so, after
extensive optimisation of the synthetic procedure it was possible to prepare RT stable
solutions in EtCN which were nearly colourless, generally showing only very faint traces of
pale yellow or blue-green discolouration.
To achieve this it was necessary to introduce solutions of [Cu(MeCN)4]X salts gradually, as
direct addition of solid copper(I) sources led to solutions which showed much more intense
blue-green discolouration. Precise stoichiometry appeared to have a profound effect on the
outcome, providing an explanation for the observed sensitivity toward the purity of the
ligand, and the way in which reagents were combined. Furthermore, once the complex was
prepared the solvent could be easily exchanged without further decomposition. This
allowed manipulations for further experiments to be carried out inside a glovebox at RT and
generally made handling much easier during characterisation.

3.4.2 Mass Spectrometry
The ESI-MS spectra of [CuI2L3]ClO4 at RT in MeCN shows only one major signal corresponding
to [CuI2L3]+ (m/z = 643.4). Minor species with a relative intensity of around 10% could also
be identified, including [(CuII2L3)(OH)]2+ (m/z = 331.1) and [(CuII2L3)(OH)(ClO4)]+ (m/z =
761.4). Both of these cations likely result from reaction with dioxygen given their copper(II)
oxidation state, although residual water cannot be ruled out as the oxygen atom source.
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Figure 3.9: Positive mode HR-Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L ]
in EtCN. The insets show experimental and
+
+
simulated isotopic distribution patterns for [C29H61Cu2N8] (left) and [(C29H61Cu2N8)2Cu2(CN)2ClO4] (right).

The HR Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum measured at −80 °C in EtCN (Figure 3.9) appears qualitatively
equivalent, being dominated by the molecular ion [CuI2L3]+ (m/z = 643.328), but showing
only traces of [(CuII2L3)(OH)(ClO4)]+ (m/z = 761.276, Table 3.5). While the major observable
difference in the spectrum is the presence of small amounts (< 10%) of [(CuI2L3)(CuI)(CN)]+
(m/z = 734.259) and [(CuICuIIL3)(ClO4)]+ (m/z = 744.275), at much higher m/z a weak signal
(2%) consistent with a cation incorporating a second dinuclear unit of [CuI2L3]+ can be
observed, [(CuI2L3)2(CuI)2(CN)2(ClO4)]+ (m/z = 1563.476).
I

3 ClO4

Table 3.5: Assignment of signals in the positive mode HR-Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L ]
m/z

Intensity (%)

(−80 °C in EtCN).

Assignment*

Monomeric Adducts
I

3 +

643.328

100

[Cu 2L ]

734.259

7

[(Cu 2L )(Cu )(CN)]

744.275

5

[(Cu Cu L )(ClO4)]

761.276

2

[(Cu 2L )(OH)(ClO4)]

I

3

I

II

I

II 3

3

+

+
+

Dimeric Adducts
1567.476

2

I

3

I

+

[(Cu 2L )2(Cu )2(CN)2(ClO4)]

*Rather than purely empirical formulas the assignments presented here are grouped in order to allow for
easier interpretation, although it must be highlighted that the measurements give no direct information about
connectivity of the elements which make up the observed ion peaks.

As in the analogous case of [CuI2L2]X (see section 3.3.2), direct comparison between the two
sets of experimental conditions (LR measured at RT and HR-Cryo) is complicated by the use
of two different instruments. Although the molecular ion of [CuI2L3]X dominates under both
conditions in the current case, it is worth noting that the dimeric species is once again only
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observed under low temperature conditions in the less polar of the two solvents. This
process may be influenced by the presence of the perchlorate anion. Indeed, solution
association of perchlorate anions with alkali metal cations is known to increase with
reduction in the solvent dielectric constant.144–147 The difference in dielectric constant
between MeCN and EtCN would thus favour ion association in the case of the less polar
EtCN solvent. On the other hand, the dielectric constant of a solvent generally increases
with decreasing temperature,148 which would work in opposition to the change in solvent
polarity. It should also be highlighted that the electrostatic driving force which induces ion
association in the case of perchlorate may be offset by the relatively lipophilic character of
the [CuI2L3]X complex. The differences in the species observed between the two sets of
measurement conditions are once again accentuated when monitoring the presence of
anions.

I

3 ClO4

Figure 3.10: Negative mode Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L ]
in EtCN. The inset shows experimental and
−
simulated isotopic distribution patterns for [C29H57Cu2N6(ClO4)2] .

The negative mode RT ESI-MS spectrum of [CuI2L3]ClO4 in MeCN shows a single signal with an
isotopic envelope indicative of a dinuclear copper anion. This peak set is consistent with the
species [(CuII2L3)(OH)(ClO4)3]− (m/z = 959.2) and has a relative intensity of approximately
10% (100% peak = [Na(ClO4)2]−). This signal is also observed in EtCN at −80 °C (Figure 3.10),
though with a much greater intensity of about 68% (Table 3.6). Under these cryo conditions
the most prominent peak corresponds to the simple perchlorate adduct of [CuI2L3]+,
[(CuI2L3)(ClO4)2]− (m/z
=
843.225), with
an
additional related
cluster,
I 3
−
[(Cu 2L )(ClO4)2(NaClO4)2] (m/z = 1087.100), also present in significant amounts of 83%.
Several other peaks sets were also observed, including some in the dimeric region, but these
correspond to adducts with residual dioxygen, and are therefore discussed in the next
chapter (Section 4.4.3). Other than these dioxygen adducts, all other signal sets in the
dimeric region of the spectrum were observed only in trace amounts (≤ 4%).
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I

3 ClO4

Table 3.6: Assignment of signals in the negative mode HR-Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L ]
m/z

Intensity (%)

(−80 °C in EtCN).

Assignment*

Monomeric Adducts
I

3

−

843.225

100

[(Cu 2L )(ClO4)2]

959.176

68

[(Cu 2L )(OH)(ClO4)3]

1087.100

83

[(Cu 2L )(ClO4)2(NaClO4)2]

II

I

3

3

−
−

*Rather than purely empirical formulas the assignments presented here are grouped in order to allow for
easier interpretation, although it must be highlighted that the measurements give no direct information about
connectivity of the elements which make up the observed ion peaks.

Despite the uncertainty about the driving force behind the observed aggregation, the above
described measurements provide qualitative information about association state in solution.
They are furthermore especially useful for comparing the speciation in the current case with
that of the [CuI2L2]X complex (Section 3.3.2). In positive mode, the Cryo-ESI mass spectra of
[CuI2L2]PF6 and [CuI2L3]ClO4 are similar, and both are dominated by the respective dinuclear
monomeric species. In contrast, significant differences are apparent when comparing the
spectra of the two systems acquired in negative mode in the presence of ClO4− counterions.
The majority of the signals in the spectrum of [CuI2L2]ClO4 are identified as tetranuclear
dimeric aggregates, whereas the prevailing species in the case of [CuI2L3]ClO4 are still
dinuclear monomeric adducts. These findings clearly indicate that the system supported by
HL2 is much more susceptible to the formation of dimeric species in solution. This conclusion
is indirectly supported by the NMR spectroscopic data for [CuI2L2]X, which imply that the
system is relatively labile. Partial ligand dissociation may faciliate the aggregation observed
in the Cryo-ESI-MS experiments by allowing for free donor atoms and coordination sites to
interact inter-molecularly. Such a process furthermore has significant implications for the
subsequently investigated dioxygen activation chemistry.

3.4.3 NMR Spectroscopy
The 1H and 13C NMR spectra of [CuI2L3]X (X = ClO4− or OTf−) in CD3CN or (CD3)2CO show sharp
resonances at RT (Figure 3.11). Changes in chemical shift values relative to the free ligand
HL3 and the sodium complex [NaL3] are apparent, suggesting that the ligand is coordinated.
Interpretation on the basis of chemical shift alone is not conclusive, and is further
complicated by the prototropy observed for HL3 (section 2.3.1) and uncertainty about the
nature of [NaL3] in solution (see section 2.4). The complicated splitting pattern in the
aliphatic region of the 1H NMR spectrum shows that each of the hydrogen atoms in the
macrocyclic CH2 groups now display geminal coupling, in addition to the coupling they
showed in the free ligand. Therefore, each proton in each pair is now in a unique chemical
environment. This observation is consistent with prevention of nitrogen inversion imposed
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by coordination to copper(I). This is also reflected in the appearance of two distinct signals
for each of the diastereotopic isopropyl-methyl groups.

1

I

OTf

Figure 3.11: H NMR spectra of [Cu 2L3] in CD3CN (above) and (CD3)2CO (below) at RT. Signals of residual
solvent (including EtCN from synthesis) are labelled (○).

The appearance of the pyrazole shoulder CH2 groups as a sharp singlet, and the single CH
isopropyl resonance in the 1H spectra indicate that [CuI2L3]X is highly symmetric in solution
at RT. This is further supported by the number of signals in the 13C spectrum, with a single
resonance for the pyrazole quaternary carbons and a total of only three for the macrocyclic
CH2 groups. Furthermore, 1H−15N HMBC experiments reveal cross-peaks indicative of only 3
distinct nitrogen nuclei. Thus, the coordination environments of each of the two copper(I)
metal centres are equivalent and the spectra indicate that complex [CuI2L3]X exists in
solution as a C2v symmetric species. The above observations demonstrate that complex
[CuI2L3]X is quite rigid and well-defined in solution.149 These findings are in good agreement
with the results of the MS studies, and strongly suggest that HL3 is present in solution as a
monomeric dinuclear species. Further evidence for this proposal was provided by 1H NMR
DOSY spectroscopy.
1

H NMR DOSY analysis of [CuI2L3]X (X = ClO4− or OTf−) was conducted in CD3CN at RT. The
spectra reveal the presence of a single species with a diffusion coefficient (D = 0.96 × 10−9
m2s−1) slightly smaller than that displayed for equimolar solutions of free ligand HL3 (D =
1.02 × 10−9 m2s−1). The molecular radii derived from these values indicate that [CuI2L3]X (r =
5.8 Å) occupies only marginally more space in solution than the corresponding ligand HL3 (r
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= 6.2 Å). In fact, [CuI2L3]X is only 1.2 times larger in terms of volume in solution. This ratio
strongly suggests that [CuI2L3]X is a monomeric dinuclear species in solution. The slight
increase in molecular size with respect to the free ligand HL3 may result solely from
incorporation of the copper(I) ions into the binucleating organic scaffold.

3.5 Summary and Conclusions
Previously established synthetic methods for the preparation of the copper(I) complexes,
[CuI2L1]X, [CuI2L2]X and [CuI2L3]X, were re-investigated and optimised. These complexes were
thereby shown to be significantly more stable at RT than previously described,90,91 which
allowed for their detailed characterisation in solution.
NMR spectroscopic analysis of the [CuI2L1]X system was conducted, and through the
application of 1H NMR DOSY information about the size of [CuI2L1]X in solution was obtained.
In combination with ESI-MS, these measurements revealed that the structure of this
complex in solution is most consistent with a multinuclear aggregate. Taking the
information from these experiments together with the known tendency of similar pyrazole
scaffolds to form triangular coinage metal assemblies, a cyclic hexanuclear trimeric
configuration could be proposed for the complex in solution, ([CuI2L1]X)3. This assignment is
strongly supported by comparison with a closely related system, XII, for which an analogous
structure was previously demonstrated crystallographically. In addition, solution
characterisation data for XII is in good agreement with that displayed by the current system,
furthermore corroborating the proposed ([CuI2L1]X)3 speciation in solution.
A comparable analysis to that described above was carried out for [CuI2L2]X. This revealed
the presence of a major and minor species in solution. The minor species could be identified
as a mononuclear copper(I) complex, [CuIL2], resulting from incomplete complexation. This
hypothesis was strongly supported by introduction of an excess of copper(I) source,
conditions under which this minor species was no longer observed. Through the use of 1H
NMR DOSY experiments the major species could then be identified as a dinuclear copper(I)
complex. In addition, further variable-temperature NMR spectroscopic investigation of the
[CuI2L2]X system showed that the complex undergoes a dynamic process in solution. Making
use of the extensive literature data for related systems, a scenario to account for this
fluxionality in solution could be proposed, whereby a process involving coordination of a
solvent molecule to one of the two copper(I) centres in [CuI2L2]X induces asymmetry at low
temperatures. This results in a RCN···[CuI2L2]X structure in solution which, in combination
with the identification of a mononuclear [CuIL2] species, has important consequences for
subsequent dioxygen-activation chemistry.
In contrast to the above two systems, solution characterisation data for [CuI2L3]X was
entirely consistent with a symmetric dinuclear structure in solution. This well-defined and
rigid nature allowed [CuI2L3]X to act as a benchmark for comparison with the [CuI2L2]X
system in further experiments. Thus, in addition to standard ESI-MS analysis at RT,
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measurements at cryogenic temperatures were conducted for the [CuI2L2]X and [CuI2L3]X
systems. The data indicate that, relative to [CuI2L3]X, the [CuI2L2]X system displays a much
greater susceptibility toward aggregate formation in solution. This finding reflects the
greater lability of the [CuI2L2]X system, which can account for both this tendency for
dimerisation and the fluxionality observed in the NMR spectrosopic measurements
discussed above.
In conclusion, the work described in this chapter has provided significant insights into the
solution speciation of the copper(I) complexes, [CuI2L1]X, [CuI2L2]X and [CuI2L3]X. These
results are especially useful for interpreting the outcome of experiments aimed at exploring
the dioxygen-activating potential of these systems, which is the focus of the next chapter.
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4 Dioxygen Activation Chemistry - Novel CopperPeroxo Adducts
4.1 Introduction
The reaction of dioxygen with copper(I) complexes often proceeds through an inner-sphere
electron transfer process involving thermally sensitive species which may go unobserved at
ambient temperatures.14,30 Observation, stabilisation, and isolation of such copper-dioxygen
adducts thus often requires the use of low reaction temperatures, for both entropic reasons
and to enhance intermediate lifetimes (Section 1.3.5). In addition, owing to the frequently
observed tendency of these species to behave as either basic or H-atom abstracting
reagents (Sections 1.3.3 and 1.3.4), aprotic solvents are generally employed.14 Halide anions
are also not compatible with this chemistry (Sections 3.1.2), contributing to the widespread
use of WCAs, though it should be highlighted that even these can undergo interactions with
the dioxygen adducts formed. For example, the equilibrium between SP and BO species can
be influenced by varying the basicity of the WCA present,150,151 and evidence exists to
suggest that abstraction of fluoride from PF6− can occur.64,152–154 Each system investigated
herein behaved differently, and though the above considerations cannot be applied in a
general sense in the current work, almost all found relevance in at least one case.

Figure 4.1: Typical spectroscopic features of the copper-dioxygen adducts of greatest relevance to the results
1
discussed in this chapter. Relatively few determinations of the O−O stretch for η -superoxo species are known,
so the value shown here is only approximate. Still, in all cases they differ significantly from Cu2O2 species.

Each of the known adducts which commonly form upon reaction of copper(I) complexes
with dioxygen possess distinct spectroscopic features.14,16,18 Their intense colours result
from oxygen to copper charge transfer (CT) transitions, which directly reflect the
interactions occurring between these two ions. The corresponding UV-vis spectra are thus
especially informative with regards to the copper-oxygen structural arrangement, and
thereby can offer insight into the type of species formed in solution, without the need for
isolation. Typical spectroscopic features of relevance to the chemistry discussed in this
chapter are shown in Figure 4.1. Using the information obtained from the electronic
absorption spectrum, resonance Raman (rR) vibrational spectroscopy can then be applied to
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further probe the nature of bonding between copper and oxygen. This technique is
especially useful as modes associated with the chromophore can be selectively enhanced.
Furthermore, isotopic labelling with 18O2 allows for definitive vibrational assignments to be
made. The O−O stretching frequency generally reflects the bond strength of the resulting
dioxygen-derived ligand, and is thus diagnostic of its oxidation state. Typical O−O stretching
vibrations for the corresponding adducts are shown in Figure 4.1. The origin of these
physicochemical properties is briefly described in terms of the electronic structure in the
introduction of the next chapter (Section 5.1).

4.2 Formation of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2
4.2.1 Prior Work and Present Motivation
Crystallographic structural determination of the dark green tetranuclear copper(II) peroxide
adduct, [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2](PF6)2, which results from reaction of [CuI2L1]PF6 formed in situ
with air at −80 °C was previously published (Scheme 4.1, where X = PF6−).89 The unusual µ4peroxide binding motif may appear to be a simple adduct on first inspection, resulting from
straightforward electron transfer and dimerisation. However, several aspects with regards
to formation of this complex are still unclear (Scheme 4.1). In order to generate this
[(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 framework, four copper(I) ions have lost one electron each to give
four copper(II) ions in the product. This is not consistent with the six electrons necessary to
produce the exogenous bridging ligands directly from dioxygen. While residual water could
provide the hydroxide ions required, reduction of O2 to O22− accounts for only two of the
four electrons lost by the copper atoms. Therefore neither of these scenarios adequately
describes the formation of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2.

II

1

X2

I

1 X

Scheme 4.1: Formation of [(Cu 2L )2(O2)(OH)2] from [Cu 2L ] . The open questions regarding the
I 1 X
stoichiometry are highlighted above the reaction arrow. Although [Cu 2L ] is not depicted accurately given the
findings presented in the previous chapter, the same mechanistic queries apply regardless. For the known
−
crystallographically characterised species, X = PF6 .

The above mentioned inconsistencies clearly indicate that a more complicated mechanism is
involved in assembling [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2, and further investigation is thus warranted.
Furthermore, after several days at RT a blue coloured product, [(CuII2L1)2(OH)4](PF6)2, could
be isolated from solutions of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2](PF6)2 exposed to air. Crystallographic
structural determination revealed a replacement of the bridging peroxide moiety with a pair
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of hydroxide anions (Scheme 4.2, where X = PF6−). This formally represents a two electron
reductive cleavage of the peroxide bond, and yet the copper ion oxidation states remain
unchanged. It is noteworthy that the bridging hydroxide groups in this product might also
originate from adventitious water.

II

1

X2

Scheme 4.2: Formation of a blue [(Cu 2L )2(OH)4] species from the green tetranuclear copper-dioxygen
II 1
X2
adduct, [(Cu 2L )2(O2)(OH)2] . Whether water is involved in the reaction is unclear, as are the mechanistic
−
details. For the known crystallographically characterised species, X = PF 6 .

The magnetic properties and reactivity of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 are also of considerable
interest given its unique structural arrangement. For such investigations material of a high
quality is especially desirable, as trace impurities can significantly complicate the relevant
analyses. A primary objective herein was thus to establish a synthetic route capable of
affording crystalline [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2. The previously reported procedure was an
obvious starting point, though could not be applied successfully in the current work. One
complicating aspect was the use of air in the original preparation, the water content of
which is undefined. Taken together, the considerations discussed above provide motivation
for understanding the factors determining formation of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2, with a focus
on the role of water in this self-assembly reaction.
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4.2.2 A New Synthetic Route for [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2
Initial attempts to generate [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 by using crude ligand HL1 together with
dry O2 and different hydroxide free bases such as NaH, KN(Si(CH3)3)2 and KOtBu showed
promising results. The system thereby behaved equally to the literature case where
[Bu4N]OH was employed as the base, becoming intense green upon exposure to dioxygen at
−80 °C. In situ UV-vis spectroscopic monitoring of the reaction between dry O2 and
[CuI2L1]PF6 (generated from crude HL1 with KOtBu and [Cu(MeCN)4]PF6) furthermore revealed
a spectrum in agreement with those previously reported.89 Two absorption features at 360
and 631 nm (ε = 2400, 350 M−1 cm−1, respectively) thus developed directly, without
accumulation of an intermediate, indicating essentially quantitative formation of
[(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2](PF6)2. However, despite trialling several bases, solvents, and
counteranions, and the aforementioned repetition of the procedure exactly as described in
the literature, no synthetic attempts resulted in high purity crystalline material of
[(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2.

I

1 PF6

Figure 4.2: UV-vis spectroscopic monitoring of the reaction between [Cu 2L ] and O2 at −80 °C in EtCN (1 ×
−2
II 1
(PF6)2
10 M). The features are in very good agreement with those reported for [(Cu 2L )2(O2)(OH)2]
.

Owing to the lack of success described above with regards to isolating [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2,
an alternative synthetic strategy was developed. The converse approach of reacting a
copper(II) complex directly with a peroxide source was thus utilised. During the course of
the above investigation it was noted that green solutions of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 were
relatively stable at RT, and therefore trial reactions were carried out at RT to allow for high
throughput screening.
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Reaction of sodium salt [NaL1] with Cu(OTf)2 in undried RCN (R = Me, Et) under air resulted
in blue solutions, to which were added an excess of alkali metal peroxide, M 2O2 (M = Li+,
Na+). The introduction of Na2O2 resulted in black solutions which were not further
investigated. On the other hand, while MeCN solutions failed to change colour upon
introduction of Li2O2, EtCN solutions gradually turned dark green in colour. These EtCN
solutions eventually became blue again upon prolonged stirring at RT under air. However,
when stored in sealed vessels the green colour persisted over the course of days, or even
weeks when cooled to 4 °C or below. Repeating the procedure under strictly anhydrous
conditions with dry reagents ([NaL1], [Cu(OTf)2], Li2O2, EtCN) inside a glovebox eventually
generated very faintly green coloured solutions, but only after prolonged stirring.
Taking all of the above synthetic observations into account appeared to indicate that the
formation of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 is enhanced by the presence of small amounts of water.
Isolation attempts were thus conducted in sealed vessels using undried EtCN at a range of
temperatures. Layering or vapour diffusion techniques with Et 2O were investigated, either
after addition of [Bu4N]PF6 or directly with the OTf− containing solutions. What appeared to
be green crystals resulted in several cases, however, closer examination revealed that the
crystalline material was colourless and not sensitive to oxygen. While this product was not
further characterised, it is worth noting that a related procedure led to isolatation of
colourless, polymeric [(EtCN)2Na(µ3-OTf)]n. The new synthetic route detailed above thereby
failed to yield pure [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 material. However, RT ESI-MS analysis of the green
solutions resulting from this procedure provided a suitable benchmark for a more thorough
investigation of the role of water in [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2] X2 formation, as described below.
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4.2.3 Mass Spectrometry

1

Figure 4.3: Positive mode ESI-MS spectrum of a reaction sample containing [NaL ], CuOTf, and Li2O2 measured
at RT in EtCN. The insets show experimental and simulated isotopic distribution patterns for
+
+
[(C15H31Cu2N6)2(O)2(OH)2(Na)] (left) and [(C15H31Cu2N6)2(O2)(OH)2(CF3SO3)] (right).

Preliminary investigation of the above described intense green EtCN solutions by ESI-MS,
diluted with and measured in MeCN, showed several peak sets indicative of dinuclear
copper species (Table 4.1). The two most predominant were formulated as
[(CuII2L1)(OTf)(X)]+ (m/z = 629.1 or 643.2 where X = MeCO2− or EtCO2− respectively), with the
carboxylate anions most likely resulting from hydrolysis of the corresponding nitriles, MeCN
and EtCN. No signals consistent with tetranuclear species were observed, however, in light
of the above synthetic observations regarding MeCN, the analysis was repeated using EtCN
for dilution and measurement. Under these conditions several additional signals with higher
nuclearity were present.
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One of these peak sets could be assigned to the species [(CuII2L1)2(O)2(OH)2(Na)]+ (m/z =
933.2), which can be thought of as a deprotonated sodium adduct of the tetra-hydroxo
species described above ([(CuII2L1)2(OH)4]X2, Scheme 4.2). A related adduct was also
observed but could not be unambiguously identified (m/z = 949.2, this peak set is consistent
with [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2(Na)(O)]+ or [(CuII2L1)2(O)2(OH)2(K)]+). Most importantly, the signal
with the highest intensity in this region was identified as [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2(OTf)]+ (m/z =
1059.2), the mono-cationic triflate adduct of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2. Having established the
latter signal as a possible benchmark for the formation of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 in solution,
the former synthetic strategy involving reaction with O2 was once again adopted in order to
allow the use of isotopically labelled dioxygen-18, and further investigate the possible role
of adventitious water.
II

1

Table 4.1: Assignment of signals in the positive mode ESI-MS spectrum of [(Cu 2L )2(O2)(OH)2]
m/z

Intensity (%)

(OTf)2

(RT in EtCN).

Assignment*

Monomeric Adducts
II

1

+

629.1

100

[(Cu 2L )(OTf)(MeCO2)]

643.2

30

[(Cu 2L )(OTf)(EtCO2)]

II

1

+

Dimeric Adducts
II

1

+

933.2

7

[(Cu 2L )2(O)2(OH)2(Na)]

949.2

11

[(Cu 2L )2(O)2(OH)2(K)] / [(Cu 2L )2(O2)(OH)2(Na)(O)]

1059.2

13

[(Cu 2L )2(O2)(OH)2(OTf)]

II

1

+

II

1

II

1

+

+

*Rather than purely empirical formulas the assignments presented here are grouped in order to allow for
easier interpretation, although it must be highlighted that the measurements give no direct information about
connectivity of the elements which make up the observed ion peaks.

4.2.4 The Role of Water in [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 Formation
Water-free copper(I) complex [CuI2L1]OTf generated in anhydrous EtCN from thoroughly
dried [NaL1] and two equivalents of [Cu(MeCN)4]OTf was used as a starting point for the
following experiments. Although these solutions became green in colour when exposed to
dry O2 at −80 °C, no signal for [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2(OTf)]+ was observed when ESI-MS analysis
was conducted under inert conditions at RT. Deliberate introduction of water prior to O2
exposure restored the [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2(OTf)]+ peak set in the subsequently measured ESIMS spectrum. Approximate quantification furthermore showed five equivalents of water to
be more effective than one, suggesting that the hydroxide ions in the
[(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2(OTf)]+ cation are water-derived under these conditions. In contrast to
these findings, after one week at RT inside the glovebox both the anhydrous and watercontaining samples displayed similar spectra. The [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2(OTf)]+ signal was not
observed in either case, and the corresponding region in both spectra was dominated by a
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very intense peak set (> 70%) indicative of tetranuclear [(CuII2L1)2(O)2(OH)2(Na)]+ (m/z =
933.1).
Direct injection of cold EtCN solutions immediately after oxygenation in the presence of one
equivalent of water then proved to significantly enhance the intensity of the
[(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2(OTf)]+ signal. This technique was then further applied with substitution
of the standard dioxygen gas for isotopically enriched 18O2. The resulting spectrum had only
one signal with significant intensity in the tetranuclear region, a new peak set consistent
with [(CuII2L1)2(18O2)(OH)2(OTf)]+ (m/z = 1063.3), showing a very clear shift of 4 Da compared
to the 16O2 spectra (Figure 4.4, left). Labelling was not evident for any other signals in the
spectrum but after approximately one week at RT, with the sample stored and measured
under inert conditions, the [(CuII2L1)2(O)2(OH)2(Na)]+ peak set (m/z = 933.2/935.2) showed a
distinct though somewhat ambiguous isotopic inclusion (Figure 4.4, right).

16

18

18

Figure 4.4: Experimental ( O2 and O2) and simulated ( O2) isotopic distribution patterns for
+
18
16
18
[(C15H31Cu2N6)2(O2)(OH)2(CF3SO3)] (left), and experimental ( O2, middle) and simulated ( O2 and O2) isotopic
+
distribution patterns for [(C15H31Cu2N6)2(O)2(OH)2(Na)] (right).

Taken together, the above results allow some conclusions to be drawn about the formation
of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 in solution. It is apparent that the presence of water has a
significant influence on the reaction, with even one equivalent favouring product formation,
as evidenced by ESI-MS analysis. Assignment of the [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2(OTf)]+ signal was
confirmed by isotopic labelling, with the shift of only 4 Da strongly supporting the
hypothesis that the hydroxide ligands are water-derived. While fast exchange of these
hydroxide bridging moieties with adventitious oxygen-16 water could potentially occur, this
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would lead to significant spreading of the peak distribution for this signal. Such a scenario
involving scrambling is inconsistent with the extremely well-defined nature of the
isotopically labelled [(CuII2L1)2(18O2)(OH)2(OTf)]+ peak set.
The above findings with respect to the [(CuII2L1)2(18O2)(OH)2(OTf)]+ peak set are in stark
contrast to the signal observed after one week at RT for the tetrahydroxo product,
[(CuII2L1)2(OH)4]X2. The signal corresponding to this species, [(CuII2L1)2(O)2(OH)2(Na)]+,
showed fluctuating relative intensities within the isotopic envelope over the course of the
measurement. This reflects variability in the isotopic enhancement, and is indicative of a
scrambling process. In fact, the distribution of isotope peaks in this case is in good
agreement with overlap between an entirely natural-abundance oxygen-16 species and one
incorporating a single atom of oxygen-18 (Figure 4.4, right). This finding furthermore implies
that the 18O2 bond has been cleaved. Such reactivity has been previously considered in the
context of this system,89 and the ability of copper complexes and their related enzymes to
achieve the four electron reduction of dioxygen is well-known in the literature.14,16,18,122
It is worth noting that the peak set corresponding to [(CuII2L1)2(OH)4]X2 was observed even
when there was no indication for the formation of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2. This suggests that
a pathway exists for dioxygen bond scission, without the involvement of
[(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 as an intermediate. Irrespective of this, cleavage of O2 in the current
case must proceed quite slowly, as no signal for [(CuII2L1)2(OH)4]X2 was observed when an
oxygen-exposed anhydrous solution was sampled after one day at RT. The contribution of
this reaction to [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 formation at −80 °C is thus unlikely to be significant.
These findings therefore give strong evidence suggesting that [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 does
not form under strictly anhydrous conditions, however, the results require verification by
the application of supplementary investigative techniques. For example, resonance Raman
spectroscopy could prove to be useful in monitoring formation of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 in
the presence and absence of water.
It must be highlighted that the above MS measurements provide information about the
overall elemental composition of the ions of interest, but do not give insights into
connectivity, or allow for unambiguous assignment of oxidation states. Thus, while the
[(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2(OTf)]+ has been formulated with a CuII4−(O2)(OH)2 configuration, the
isoelectronic CuI2CuII2−(O2)2(H)2 adduct would result in the same peak set. The
[(CuII2L1)2(O)2(OH)2(Na)]+ cation is likewise also consistent with an alternative
CuI2CuII2−(O2)(OH)2 configuration. The assignments in Table 4.1 which have been used to
interpret the above MS findings are the most chemically sensible, and in agreement with
the structures determined in the solid state. In addition, they are furthermore supported by
the isotopic labelling experiments. The well-defined nature of the isotopically labelled
[(CuII2L1)2(18O2)(OH)2(OTf)]+ peak set provides strong evidence against a formulation
involving two O2 molecules, as this would result in a shift of 8 Da. The partial isotopic
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enhancement for the [(CuII2L1)2(O)2(OH)2(Na)]+ signal set when generated with
supports its assignment, as no peak set with a shift of 4 Da was observed.

18

O2 also

Further crystallisation attempts were conducted by oxygenation of Et 2O layered EtCN
solutions of [CuI2L1]X in the presence of an equivalent of water at −80 °C, with and without
additional Bu4NX (X = PF6−, BF4−, ClO4− and OTf−), but no high quality crystalline material
resulted. It is worth noting in this regard that, despite having established a role for water in
the formation of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2, the mechanism by which the tetra-copper(II)-peroxo
unit forms is still very much an open question. The above findings suggest that both
hydroxide ions in [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 are derived from water, however, this still does not
adequately account for the changes in oxidation state needed to form the product from the
starting materials. It is therefore likely that a more complex mechanism is involved, which is
indeed consistent with the trimeric structure of the copper(I) precursor, ([CuI2L1]X)3 (Section
3.2.3). Analysis of the reaction by additional experimental methods is needed to gain further
information. In this regard, valuable insights may be provided by determining the reaction
stoichiometry through oxygen uptake experiments, in combination with kinetic
measurements performed by low temperature stopped flow techniques.
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4.3 Synthesis and Characterisation of [CuII2L2(O2)]X
4.3.1 Synthetic Considerations

II

2

X

+

+

−

−

−

−

Scheme 4.3: Synthesis of [Cu 2L (O2)] . M = Na or K , X = PF6 , ClO4 , OTf , or B(C6F5)4 .

Formation of a violet to violet-brown transient intermediate, [CuII2L2(O2)]PF6, upon reaction
of [CuI2L2]PF6 with air at low temperatures has been previously observed (Scheme 4.3). While
the spectrum reported used EtCN as a solvent, in the same work DCM was found to enhance
the stability of the resulting species, and was thus utilised for preliminary characterisation
by rR and stopped-flow UV-vis spectroscopy.90 Chloride abstraction from the DCM solvent
was proposed as a degradation pathway, and the intermediate was found to decompose
completely within a minute, even at −80 °C. Similar observations were made in the current
work also, with at best only extremely short-lived brown solutions forming at −80 °C despite
numerous efforts under various conditions, including the use of air or pure dried dioxygen
and stabiliser-free DCM dried over molecular sieves or by distillation. Trial reactions with
THF, MeTHF, toluene and diethyl ether were also unsuccessful, with solutions becoming
briefly black and then green, or directly green without sign of an intermediate. While the
intense violet colour of [CuII2L2(O2)]X was observed in acetone when exposed to pure dried
dioxygen, it rapidly became green within seconds, possibly as a result of the basic nature of
[CuII2L2(O2)]X. The green colour observed in the above cases was interpreted as formation of
a copper(II) decomposition product, and was generally not investigated further.
Conversely to the above results, [CuII2L2(O2)]X formed herein with pure dioxygen in EtCN was
stable over the course of several hours at −80 °C, which allowed for the molar extinction
coefficient of [CuII2L2(O2)]X to be determined and for further investigation by rR
spectroscopy (Section 4.3.2). Furthermore, by using HL2 of high purity and substituting the
PF6− counterion used in the synthesis for BF4−, ClO4− or OTf−, B(C6F5)4−, solutions of
[CuII2L2(O2)]X which were stable for up to two weeks at −80 °C could be prepared.
Unfortunately, no crystalline material could be obtained by ether layering or the use of
concentrated solutions. Fluorinated organic counterions were also investigated, but due to
their greater solubility diethyl ether is no longer sufficient for inducing precipitation.
Extremely non-polar solvents like hexane and pentane were thus used but, while sufficiently
miscible at RT, two-phase systems are observed at lower temperatures with EtCN. This is
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also the case with the more lipophilic iPrCN, nPrCN and nBuCN, which were as well employed
in crystallisation attempts.
Despite the relatively limited success described above, two crystallisation strategies should
be investigated in more depth on the basis of the observations made, as follows. By using
the sterically demanding B(C6H5)4− anion in combination with MeOH, solid material resulted
in the case of the dinuclear copper(I) complex [CuI2L2]X (Section 3.3.1), and so an analogous
synthetic strategy was investigated for [CuII2L2(O2)]X. Although [CuII2L2(O2)]X proved stable in
the presence of this counterion at −80 °C in EtCN, it decomposed rapidly upon introduction
of MeOH. Nonetheless, the B(C6H5)4− anion has been previously shown to have a profound
effect on the stability of a related dioxygen adduct of Me6tren,32 and should be further
investigated. In a related approach, utilisation of the B(C6F5)4− counterion in toluene
afforded a white copper(I) precipitate which furthermore became intensely violet when
exposed to O2 at −80 °C in the solid state (Section 3.3.1). Attempts to crystallise
[CuII2L2(O2)]X with this counterion at low temperatures, with combinations of EtCN and
toluene made by pre-mixing or layering, may thus hold further promise.

4.3.2 Spectroscopic Characterisation and O2 uptake

I

2 PF6

Figure 4.5: UV-vis spectroscopic monitoring of the reaction between [Cu 2L ] and O2 at −80°C in EtCN (1 ×
−2
10 M). The molar extinction coefficient (ε) was found to vary depending on the batch and concentration of
copper(I) complex used (see Section 4.4.5 for further detail).

When [CuI2L2]X (X = PF6−, ClO4−, OTf−) formed with a 10% excess of copper(I) source is
oxygenated in EtCN at −80 °C, the resulting UV-vis spectrum (Figure 4.5) appears
qualitatively similar to those of other crystallographically characterised µ-η1-η1-peroxo
species.14,155–157 The principal absorption band appears at 553 nm (ε ≈ 2500 M−1 cm−1) with a
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broad shoulder at approximately 650 nm, consistent with previous findings which resolved
this feature into two respective peaks at 544 and 633 nm by Gaussian curve fitting. 90 While
the molar extinction coefficient determined herein is approximate as a result of variations
depending on the batch and concentration of copper(I) complex used (see Section 4.4.5 for
further detail about the variability of this feature), it was observed in all cases to be
significantly lower than the majority of other characterised µ-η1-η1-peroxo species.14,155–157
Applying high vacuum to EtCN solutions overnight at −80 °C led to partial visual bleaching,
after which exposure to additional dry dioxygen restored the original intense violet colour.
However, attempts to further explore this reversibility by spectroscopic monitoring were
hindered by the high temperature sensitivity of [CuII2L2(O2)]X, which generally resulted in
decomposition before significant backward reaction.

I

2 OTf

Figure 4.6: UV-vis spectroscopic monitoring of the reaction between [Cu 2L ] (formed with 2 or 2.2
−3
equivalents of copper(I) salt) and O2 at −80°C in EtCN (2.4 × 10 M).

In contrast to the previously reported findings,90 when [CuI2L2]X formed in situ from HL2,
KOtBu, and two equivalents of copper(I) salt was oxygenated in the current work, an
additional feature centred at approximately 460 nm was also visible (Figure 4.6, left).
Variation in the relative rate of formation and decay of this band with respect to the more
intense feature at 553 nm was sometimes observed between experiments, however,
formation of the two peak sets was generally simultaneous. The 460 nm band usually arose
with a fixed intensity ratio of approximately 1:2 relative to the major feature at 553 nm.
Although the 460 nm band was present regardless of the counterion used, when an excess
of 10% copper(I) salt was added prior to O2 exposure this extra absorption was no longer
observed (Figure 4.6, right).
Taken together with the finding that the mononuclear copper(I) complex [CuIL2] is present
when only two equivalents of copper(I) source are used to generate [CuI2L2]X (Section 3.3.3),
the above observations imply the presence of a mononuclear copper(II)-superoxo adduct,
[CuIIL2(O2•)]. Such species are often observed as transient intermediates en route to the
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formation of dinuclear copper(II) µ-η1-η1-peroxo adducts,37,125,157–160 but both can also
coexist in solution under certain conditions.155,161 The generally observed simultaneous
appearance of the 460 and 553 nm features described above suggests that [CuIIL2(O2•)]
represents an independent species rather than an intermediate. This was confirmed by
preliminary stopped flow UV-vis spectroscopy conducted at −80 °C, which showed only
simultaneous formation of the two signal sets. Targeted synthesis using HL2 in combination
with only one equivalent of copper(I) salt showed little promise, and formation of this
mononuclear copper-dioxygen adduct was thus pursued no further.

I

2 PF6

Figure 4.7: Resonance Raman spectrum of the reaction product when [Cu 2L ] is exposed to O2 at −80°C in
−2
EtCN (1 × 10 M, λexc = 633 nm). The inset shows a difference spectrum for the region containing the O−O
stretching frequency, showing a shoulder on the low energy side (lower wavenumber) of both bands. Isolated
solvent bands were used to scale spectra relative to one another.

Resonance Raman (rR) spectroscopy of [CuII2L2(O2)]PF6 in EtCN at −80 °C using a laser
excitation of 633 nm provided additional evidence indicative of a copper-peroxo adduct
(Figure 4.7). Preliminary experiments showed significant overlap with EtCN solvent bands,
and therefore relatively high concentrations of [CuII2L2(O2)]PF6 were used in order to
adequately distinguish the vibrational features of interest. A total of four isotope sensitive
features were observed at 470, 540 and 817 cm−1 (Δ16O2−18O2 = 28, 26 and 45 cm−1
respectively), with an overtone of the latter band visible at 1354 cm−1 (a shift is apparent
upon isotopic labelling but the signal is not well resolved). On the lower energy side of the
band at 817 cm−1 a shoulder with a frequency of approximately 800 cm−1 is visible, which
shifted accordingly in the isotopically labelled spectrum. The dominant features in the
spectrum are the two at 817 and 540 cm−1, which are in exceptionally good agreement with
those known for reported trans-µ-η1-η1-dicopper-peroxo species.14,32,46,156,162 The additional
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pair of vibrational bands at 800 and 480 cm−1 are not consistent with a superoxo adduct, for
which a feature at approximately 1000−1150 cm−1 would be expected.14,44,61 Furthermore, it
is worth noting that at the irradiation wavelength used (633 nm) only vibrational modes
associated with the dominant UV-vis absorption bands at 553 and 650 nm would be
enhanced. Therefore, as the above described [CuIIL2(O2•)] species was proposed on the basis
of a UV-vis band at 460 nm, its corresponding rR spectroscopic features would not be
enhanced, and most likely would not be observed at this irradiation wavelength. Thus, the
minor signal set in the rR spectrum may indicate the presence of a second, less abundant
dicopper-peroxo species. This situation is not uncommonly observed in the literature, has
been found to be highly dependent on several factors including the solvent employed and
concentration, and may involve different conformers, or a mixture of inter- and intramolecular species.159,163,164

I

2 ClO4

−2

Figure 4.8: Oxygen uptake at −80 °C by [Cu 2L ]
in EtCN (1 × 10 M). Each injection of oxygen is equal to one
equivalent of complex (dinuclear unit).

Assignment of the individual components described above on the basis of rR alone is not
straightforward, and based on their similar coordination environments they would
furthermore not be expected to exhibit significantly differing UV-vis spectra.161,165 While the
above techniques give strong evidence for formation of copper(II)-peroxo species with µη1:η1-coordination, they do not provide information about the stoichiometry of the reaction
or differentiate between intra- or inter-molecular dioxygen adducts. The reaction with O2
was thus assessed by monitoring uptake with a Clark electrode (Figure 4.8), and was found
to proceed in EtCN in approximately 90% yield per dinuclear copper complex, suggesting 1:1
stoichiometry between [CuI2L2]X and dioxygen. Although not readily apparent by application
of the above techniques, Cryo-ESI-MS offered some insight into the possible speciation of
the [CuII2L2(O2)]X dioxygen adducts in solution.
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4.3.3 Mass Spectrometry
The positive mode HR Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [CuII2L2(O2)]PF6, acquired at −80 °C in EtCN
after generation and injection by hand at the same temperature, appears very similar to
that of the dinuclear copper(I) complex [CuI2L2]PF6 measured under equivalent conditions.
Although there is significant enhancement (40%) of the signal corresponding to the
decomposition product [(CuII2L2)(PO3F)]+ (m/z = 745.324), the most intense peak set is that
of the starting material [CuI2L2]+ (m/z = 647.360). Solutions rapidly became green during
injection, and while the observed spectrum may partially result from fast decay owing to the
temperature sensitivity of [CuII2L2(O2)]PF6, the prevalence of the [CuI2L2]+ signal is not
consistent with thermal decomposition. Indeed, solutions that were oxygenated and
warmed to RT overnight showed almost exclusively [(CuII2L2)(PO3F)]+ (m/z = 745.324), with
minor amounts (16%) of starting material, [CuI2L2]+. Though the above results offer little
insight with respect to the dioxygen adduct, [CuII2L2(O2)]X, more promising spectra were
obtained by monitoring the anionic species present.

II

2

ClO4

Figure 4.9: Negative mode HR-Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L (O2)]
in EtCN, measured at -80 °C. The insets
−
show experimental and simulated isotopic distribution patterns for [C29H61Cu2N8(O2)Na3(ClO4)5] (left) and
−
[(C29H61Cu2N8)2(O2)Na(ClO4)4] (right).

As in the case of the corresponding copper(I) complex, [CuI2L2]X, the HR Cryo-ESI-MS spectra
of [CuII2L2(O2)]X were obtained in negative mode with either KPF6 or NaClO4 present. Once
again, only a relatively limited number of peaks could be unambiguously assigned when
KPF6 was present, and none of these corresponded to dioxygen adducts. On the other hand,
the results with NaClO4 present were much more insightful (Figure 4.9).
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II

2

Table 4.2. Assignment of signals in the negative mode HR-Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L (O2)]
at −80 °C in EtCN after formation at the same temperature).
m/z

Intensity (%)

ClO4

(measured

Assignment*

Monomeric Adducts
I

2

−

847.255

100

[(Cu 2L )(ClO4)2]

963.210

13

[(Cu 2L )(OH)(ClO4)3]

1247.062

26

[(Cu 2L )(O2)(Na)3(ClO4)5]

1367.005

23

[(Cu 2L )(O2)(Na)4(ClO4)6]

II

2

−

II

2

−

II

2

−

Dimeric Adducts
I

II 2

−

II 2

−

1749.492

20

[(Cu Cu L )2(O2)(Na)(ClO4)4]

1873.435

28

[(Cu Cu L )2(O2)(Na)2(ClO4)5]

I

*Rather than purely empirical formulas the assignments presented here are grouped in order to allow for
easier interpretation, although it must be highlighted that the measurements give no direct information about
connectivity of the elements which make up the observed ion peaks.

When [CuII2L2(O2)]ClO4 was generated from dry O2 at -80 °C and rapidly injected by hand, the
resulting cryo-ESI-MS spectrum revealed a roughly equal distribution between monomeric
and dimeric dioxygen adducts. This finding is in stark contrast to the analogous [CuI2L2]ClO4
case, which showed dimeric adducts as the dominant species (Section 3.3.2). The dominant
peak set in the current case was clearly formulated as [(CuI2L2)(ClO4)2]− (m/z = 847.255).
However, the monomeric dioxygen adducts [(CuII2L2)(O2)(Na)3(ClO4)5]− (m/z = 1247.062) and
[(CuII2L2)(O2)(Na)4(ClO4)6]− (m/z = 1367.005) could also be identified, as well as the related
tetranuclear dimeric species [(CuICuIIL2)2(O2)(Na)(ClO4)4]− (m/z = 1749.492) and
[(CuICuIIL2)2(O2)(Na)2(ClO4)5]− (m/z = 1873.435), all with relative intensities of around 25%.
The spectrum resulting from labelling with isotopically enriched 18O2 (Figure 4.10) confirmed
the above assignments for the dioxygen adducts. The most intense signal in the case of this
18
O2 spectrum, also observed as a relatively minor species in the above 16O2 spectrum and in
the case of [CuI2L2]ClO4, is consistent with a decomposition product, [(CuII2L2)(OH)(ClO4)3]−
(m/z = 963.210). This peak set displayed no appreciable isotopic enrichment, suggesting that
the hydroxide group is derived from adventitious water. While fast exchange of this
hydroxide bridging moiety with oxygen-16 water could lead to loss of the isotopically
labelled signal, this scrambling process should be suppressed given that measurements
were made at low temperatures and samples injected directly by hand.
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16

18

18

Figure 4.10: Experimental ( O2 and O2) and simulated ( O2) isotopic distribution patterns for
−
−
[C29H61Cu2N8(O2)Na3(ClO4)5] (left) and [(C29H61Cu2N8)2(O2)Na(ClO4)4] (right).

As mentioned above, the positive mode Cryo-HR-ESI-MS spectrum shows the dinuclear
copper(I) cation [CuI2L2]+ as the dominant species, despite thoroughly dioxygen-exposed
solutions being injected into the spectrometer. Although it was not possible to completely
ensure that these solutions remained at −80 °C while being transferred into the instrument,
observation of the starting material as opposed to decay products is suggestive of a
backward reaction rather than decomposition. The binding of dioxygen in relevant model
systems is often found to be reversible, and indeed observed for all other T3 binuclear
copper enzymes.14,18 The above findings with respect to MS can thus be attributed to the
enhanced lability of the dioxygen ligand under the high vacuum gas phase conditions inside
the instrument, in contrast to the lack of reversibility observed in solution. The clustering
observed in the negative mode spectrum may suppress this dissociation of dioxygen, though
this effect is more apparent for [CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4, and is thus discussed in Section 4.4.3.
Whether these clusters reflect the true speciation in solution is difficult to infer, although
the above stoichiometry measurements provide strong evidence against formation of a
Cu4−O2 adduct. Nonetheless, the oxygen uptake experiments do not rule out oligomeric
[CuII2L2(O2)]Xn structures in which the ratio between copper and dioxygen is unchanged. In
fact, given the dynamic behaviour involving pyrazole dissociation (Section 3.3.3) and
tendency toward aggregation (Section 3.3.2) already observed for this system in solution,
formation of such adducts is indeed feasible. A comparison with the system supported by
ligand HL3 is informative in this regard, and can be found in Section 4.4.5.
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4.4 Synthesis and characterisation of [CuII2L3(O2)]X
4.4.1 Synthetic Considerations
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+

+

−

−

−

Scheme 4.4: Synthesis of [Cu 2L3(O2)] . M = Na or K , X = PF6 , ClO4 or OTf .

The reaction of [CuI2L3]X with air results in an intensely violet, thermally labile dioxygen
adduct, [CuII2L3(O2)]X (Scheme 4.4), which even persists for some minutes at room
temperature. Preliminary characterisation of this species by UV-vis91 and rR90 spectroscopies
was reported previously, conducted in EtCN and DCM respectively, although in the case of
the latter overlap with a solvent band hindered interpretation. The decay of [CuII2L3(O2)]X
was also investigated, and although the product has not been unambiguously identified,
some insight into the reaction was gained by using stopped-flow UV-vis spectroscopy with
DCM as the solvent (see Section 6.2 for further details). Decomposition involving chloride
abstraction was tentatively suggested. Therefore, taken together with the problem of signal
overlap encountered in the rR measurements described above, and the herein observed
instability of [CuI2L2]X and [CuII2L2(O2)]X in DCM (Sections 3.2.1 and 4.3.1, respectively), the
use of this solvent for formation of [CuII2L3(O2)]X was avoided in the current work.
Screening of conditions by in situ UV-vis spectroscopy showed that EtCN solutions at −40 °C
had sufficient long term stability to carry out crystallisation attempts. Initial attempts with
Et2O layering and PF6−, BF4−, ClO4− and OTf− counterions showed promise in the latter two
cases, with temperature sensitive purple-black solid material forming. Diffusion of Et2O at
−30 °C resulted in crystalline material which proved to be much more stable but diffracted
poorly. Exchange of the EtCN solvent for Me2CO, followed again by Et2O diffusion at −30 °C,
then ultimately resulted in crystalline material of sufficient quality for structural
determination by X-ray diffraction (Section 4.4.4). As a consequence, the majority of the
characterisation has been performed in both the initially employed EtCN, and then
afterwards in Me2CO. The behaviour of [CuII2L3(O2)]X (X = PF6−, BF4−, ClO4− and OTf−) with all
counterions and in both solvents is qualitatively equivalent, as indicated by the
experimental data, and any minor deviations from this trend are highlighted where
significant.
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4.4.2 Spectroscopic Characterisation and O2 uptake

I

3 PF6

Figure 4.11: UV-vis spectroscopic monitoring of the reaction between [Cu 2L ] and O2 at −80°C in EtCN (1 ×
−2
10 M). Product yield is unkown, so use of the molar extinction coefficient (ε) for the vertical axis is tentative.

Initial UV-vis investigation of the reaction between [CuI2L3]X and O2 in the current work using
EtCN and dry dioxygen at −80 °C resulted in the formation of brown solutions, with a major
absorption band at 430 nm (ε ≈ 1500 M−1 cm−1, tentative as adduct yield is unknown), and a
less intense somewhat variable feature at approximately 600 nm (Figure 4.11). The
appearance of this spectrum somewhat surprisingly corresponds to formation of a superoxo
species, resulting from single electron reduction of dioxygen.14,44,61 Further analysis by rR
spectroscopy at −80 °C with an irradiation wavelength of 457 nm supported this (Figure
4.12), showing oxygen-isotope sensitive bands at 1067 and 2116 cm−1 (Δ18O2−16O2 = 58, 117
cm−1, respectively).
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I

3 ClO4

Figure 4.12: Resonance Raman spectrum of the reaction product when [Cu 2L ]
is exposed to O2 at −80°C in
−2
16
18
EtCN (1 × 10 M, λexc = 457 nm). The copper(II)-superoxo O−O stretching frequency of both the O2 and O2
samples overlap with solvent bands. The inset shows a difference spectrum for the region containing these
two signals. Isolated solvent bands were used to scale spectra relative to one another.

These signals are in good agreement with the O−O stretching frequency and first overtone
of known copper(II)-superoxo species.14,44,61 Unambiguous assignment of a band
corresponding to the expected Cu−O vibration was not possible, due to the presence of an
additional oxygen-isotope sensitive feature in the spectrum. This additional band which
appears as a broad signal at approximately 790 cm−1 (Δ18O2−16O2 ≈ 42 cm−1, an overtone is
also observed for this signal at 1568 cm−1, but the isotopically labelled signal shows
significant overlap with a solvent band) clearly indicates that a copper(II)-peroxo species is
also present, thus complicating the assignment of features in the Cu−O vibration region.
The above observations may explain why solutions of [CuII2L3(O2)]X formed at −80 °C were
previously described as violet to violet-brown.90 Although the assignment of this species as a
S
S or an ES adduct is not easily made on the basis of rR data, the UV-vis spectrum is most
consistent with an ES arrangement.
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Figure 4.13: UV-vis spectroscopic monitoring of the reaction between [Cu 2L ]
and O2 at −30 °C in EtCN (1 ×
−2
10 M). Formation was irreversible under these conditions (See text for details).

Alternatively to the observations described above, UV-vis spectroscopic analysis of
[CuII2L3(O2)]X in EtCN or Me2CO at −30 °C with dry dioxygen revealed a principal band at 500
nm (ε ≈ 3000 M−1 cm−1, varied slightly with [CuI2L3]X batch and solvent), and a broad
shoulder at 630 nm (Figure 4.13). These features are qualitatively similar to those of known
dicopper(II) µ-η1-η1-peroxo TP species, although with substantially less intensity.14,155–157 No
backward reaction was observed upon applying vacuum or purging with argon, with and
without warming, indicating that reaction with O2 was irreversible under these conditions.
Binding of O2 was found to proceed in acetone in 80−90% yield per dinuclear copper
complex (Figure 4.13), demonstrating the 1:1 stoichiometry of the reaction between
dinuclear [CuI2L3]X and dioxygen.

I

3 OTf

−2

Figure 4.14: Oxygen uptake at −30 °C by [Cu 2L ] in Me2CO (1 × 10 M). Each injection of oxygen is equal to
one equivalent of complex (dinuclear unit).
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Further evidence confirming the formation of such a species, [CuII2L3(O2)]X, was obtained by
rR spectroscopy with a laser excitation of 633 nm (Figure 4.15). EtCN solutions of
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf cooled to −30 °C showed three oxygen isotope sensitive features at
approximately 445, 796 and 1574 cm−1 (Δ16O2−18O2 = 15, 41 and ≈ 81 cm−1 respectively),
characteristic of an end-on peroxide moiety bridging two copper(II) ions.14,32,46,156,162 The
band at 445 cm−1 is shifted towards significantly lower energy than the typical literature
values reported for Cu−O stretching frequencies, and the signal corresponding to the O−O
stretch at 796 cm−1 is made up of two closely spaced peaks at 786 and 805 cm−1, consistent
with the data previously reported, but unexplained, for DCM. Upon reaction with pure 18O2
this signal collapses into a single band at 755 cm−1, which provides strong evidence for the
presence of a single species in solution. Occurrence of the two bands in the 16O2 spectrum
can therefore be attributed to Fermi resonance, which has been previously observed in
related systems.59,155,166–170 The remaining isotope sensitive signal at 1574 cm−1 can be
attributed to the first overtone of the fundamental O−O mode, though the corresponding
peak in the 18O2 is partially obscured by solvent overlap. Measurement in Me2CO gives the
same qualitative result, with slight variation in the numerical values, although it is
somewhat more complicated by overlap of the O−O band with a solvent signal. Further
investigation into the intra- or inter-molecular nature of [CuII2L3(O2)]X was performed with
MS.

I

3 OTf

Figure 4.15: Resonance Raman spectrum of the reaction product when [Cu 2L ] is exposed to O2 at −30°C in
−2
EtCN (1 × 10 M, λexc = 633 nm). The inset shows a difference spectrum for the region containing the O−O
16
stretching frequency, showing the Fermi doublet in the O2 case which disppears when the product is
18
generated with O2. Isolated solvent bands were used to scale spectra relative to one another.
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4.4.3 Mass Spectrometry
The low-resolution ESI-MS spectrum of [CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4, generated in EtCN at −30 °C with dry
O2 and injected rapidly by hand after dilution with cold MeCN, shows a dominant signal
corresponding to [(CuI2L3)]+ (m/z = 643.5). The major additional species with variable relative
intensities could be identified as [(CuII2L3)(OH)]2+ (m/z = 330.1) and [(CuII2L3)(OH)(ClO4)]+
(m/z = 761.4). Once again, as indicated by their copper(II) oxidation state, both likely
represent decomposition products derived from reaction with dioxygen or residual water.
The HR Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum measured at −80 °C in EtCN is similar, with [CuII2L3(O2)]X also
generated at −30 °C and injected rapidly by hand. Although dominated by the [CuI2L2]+
molecular ion (m/z = 643.328) the spectrum also shows an appreciable amount of
[(CuI2L3)(CuI)(CN)]+ (m/z = 732.262), which appears to overlap with an additional species in
this case, likely [(CuI2L3)(CuII)(H)(CN)]+ (m/z = 733.270). These findings are rather
disappointing with respect to observation of the dioxygen adduct [CuII2L3(O2)]X, and while
monitoring anions with low resolution ESI-MS showed no remarkable improvement in this
regard, the Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum measured in negative mode granted far more interesting
results.

I

3 ClO4

Figure 4.16: Negative mode HR-Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L ]
in EtCN. The insets show experimental and
−
simulated isotopic distribution patterns for [C29H57Cu2N8(O2)Na2(ClO4)4] (left) and
−
[(C29H57Cu2N8)2(O2)2Na3(ClO4)6] (right).
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Table 4.3. Assignment of oxygen-containing signals in the negative mode HR-Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of
I 3 ClO4
[Cu 2L ]
(measured at −80 °C in EtCN after formation at -30 °C).
m/z

Intensity (%)

Assignment*

Monomeric Adducts
I

3

−

843.225

100

[(Cu 2L )(ClO4)2]

1119.089

23

[(Cu 2L )(O2)(Na)2(ClO4)4]

1243.029

42

[(Cu 2L )(O2)(Na)3(ClO4)5]

1364.966

8

[(Cu 2L )(O2)(Na)4(ClO4)6]

II

3

−

II

3

−

II

3

−

Dimeric Adducts
I

II 3

−

I

II 3

−

I

II 3

−

1741.423

32

[(Cu Cu L )2(O2)(Na)(ClO4)4]

1863.374

16

[(Cu Cu L )2(O2)(Na)2(ClO4)5]

1987.312

4

[(Cu Cu L )2(O2)(Na)3(ClO4)6]

2019.300

7

[(Cu 2L )2(O2)2(Na)3(ClO4)6]

II

3

−

*Rather than purely empirical formulas the assignments presented here are grouped in order to allow for
easier interpretation, although it must be highlighted that the measurements give no direct information about
connectivity of the elements which make up the observed ion peaks.

The negative mode Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [CuI2L3]ClO4 was dominated by various dinuclear
monomeric perchlorate adducts, the anions being required to impart an overall negative
charge (Section 3.4.2). Although not discussed in the previous chapter due to their greater
relevance to the current section, several additional signals were also observed in the
negative mode Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [CuI2L3]ClO4. These are consistent with perchlorate
aggregates additionally containing dioxygen, such as [(CuII2L3)(O2)(Na)2(ClO4)4]− (m/z =
1119.089) and the related anions with one or two additional NaClO4 units (Table 4.3).
Furthermore, at significantly higher masses a series of signals was present which can be
identified as the corresponding tetranuclear dioxygen adducts, including
[(CuICuII2L3)2(O2)(Na)(ClO4)4]− (m/z = 1741.423) and the analogous anions with one or two
additional NaClO4 units, as well as a fully dimeric species incorporating two dioxygen
molecules, [(CuII2L3)2(O2)2(Na)3(ClO4)6]− (m/z = 2019.300).
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II

3

ClO4

Figure 4.17: Negative mode HR-Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L (O2)]
in EtCN. The insets show
−
experimental and simulated isotopic distribution patterns for [C29H57Cu2N8(O2)2H(ClO4)3] (left) and
−
[(C29H57Cu2N8)2(O2)Na(ClO4)4] (right).

II

3

Table 4.4: Assignment of signals in the negative mode HR-Cryo-ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L (O2)]
EtCN).
m/z

Intensity (%)

ClO4

(−80 °C in

Assignment*

Monomeric Adducts
I

3

−

843.224

31

[(Cu 2L )(ClO4)2]

959.174

46

[(Cu 2L )(OH)(ClO4)3]

975.168

100

[(Cu 2L )(O2)(H)(ClO4)3]

1119.091

10

[(Cu 2L )(O2)(Na)2(ClO4)4]

1243.025

12

[(Cu 2L )(O2)(Na)3(ClO4)5]

1364.961

4

[(Cu 2L )(O2)(Na)4(ClO4)6]

II

II

3

3

−
−

II

3

−

II

3

−

II

3

−

Dimeric Adducts
I

II 3

−

I

II 3

−

I

II 3

−

1741.423

17

[(Cu Cu L )2(O2)(Na)(ClO4)4]

1863.368

7

[(Cu Cu L )2(O2)(Na)2(ClO4)5]

1987.333

2

#

[(Cu Cu L )2(O2)(Na)3(ClO4)6]

2019.304

2

#

[(Cu 2L )2(O2)2(Na)3(ClO4)6]

II

3

−

*Rather than purely empirical formulas the assignments presented here are grouped in order to allow for
easier interpretation, although it must be highlighted that the measurements give no direct information about
connectivity of the elements which make up the observed ion peaks.
#

Signals were clearly visible but varied throughout the measurement and were not well resolved from baseline.
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While the majority of these species were also observed in varying amounts when
[CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4 was specifically targeted through reaction of [CuI2L3]ClO4 with dry dioxygen, a
new signal became the most prominent when solutions were injected rapidly by hand (Table
4.4). The isotopic distribution pattern of this peak set is consistent with that calculated for
the dinuclear dioxygen adduct [(CuII2L3)(O2)(H)(ClO4)3]− (m/z = 975.168). Substituting the
standard dioxygen gas used in generating [CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4 for isotopically labelled 18O2 with
sample treatment otherwise identical gave rise to a spectrum dominated by
[(CuII2L3)(18O2)(H)(ClO4)3]− (m/z = 979.181), providing confirmation of the proposed
formulation (Figure 4.18). The remaining dioxygen adduct assignments discussed above
were likewise confirmed, including that of the tetranuclear dimer, which shifted 8 Da upon
labelling to give [(CuII2L3)2(18O2)2(Na)(ClO4)4]− (m/z = 2027.322). Interestingly, the
[(CuII2L3)(OH)(ClO4)3]− (m/z = 959.174) anion present in all cases showed no discernible
isotopic enhancement whatsoever, as was the case for the analogous [(CuII2L2)(OH)(ClO4)3]−
anion observed in the spectrum of [CuII2L2(O2)]ClO4. Once again, a scrambling process with
oxygen-16 water should be suppressed given that measurements were made at low
temperatures and samples injected directly by hand. Therefore, the lack of isotope
incorporation with respect to the [(CuII2L3)(OH)(ClO4)3]− signal suggests that the hydroxide
moiety is derived from adventitious water.

16

18

18

Figure 4.18: Experimental ( O2 and O2) and simulated ( O2) isotopic distribution patterns for
−
−
[C29H57Cu2N8(O2)2H(ClO4)3] (left) and [(C29H57Cu2N8)2(O2)2Na3(ClO4)6] (right).
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Despite visibly violet solutions being injected into the spectrometer, the positive mode CryoHR-ESI-MS spectrum once again showed the corresponding dinuclear copper(I) cation
[CuI2L3]+ as the major species, similarly to the findings for complex [CuII2L2(O2)]X (Section
4.3.3). This result is in agreement with the facile dissociation of dioxygen proposed for
[CuII2L2(O2)]X. It furthermore contrasts with the irreversibility of dioxygen binding observed
for [CuII2L3(O2)]X in solution, likely due to the high vacuum and gas phase conditions inside
the MS device. In comparison to the negative mode Cryo-HR-ESI-MS of [CuII2L2(O2)]ClO4,
[CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4 shows a much greater proportion of dioxygen adducts, though in no case are
any of these species observed without the presence of an additional cation, either a proton
or sodium ion. The extra cation present in these species may hinder the dissociation of
dioxygen, thereby stabilising the adducts sufficiently to allow for their observation. Whether
this cation or the perchlorate anions also often seen associated contribute to the stability of
the adducts is not easily assessed, especially given these interactions may merely be an
artefact of the Cryo-ESI-MS measurements. Indeed, although NaClO4 clusters commonly
appear as repeating units in ESI-MS analyses, they have only been observed in negative
mode.171 On the other hand, literature exists to indicate that sodium and perchlorate ion
pair to some extent in both organic144,171,172 and aqueous solvent systems.173,174 Evidence
that these interactions are not entirely limited to the Cryo-ESI-MS measurements in the
current case is provided by determination of the solid state structures (Sections 4.4.4 and
4.4.6).
It must be further highlighted that the above formulations, including those for [CuII2L2(O2)]X
in Section 3.3.2, are to some extent ambiguous with respect to the oxidation state of the
copper ions and the dioxygen derived ligands. This is especially true in the case of the
dimeric species with a single O2 unit. While their assignment as CuI2CuII2−(O22−) adducts is
most consistent with the spectroscopic data described, isoelectronic Cu II4−(O2−)2
configurations are possible. Literature precedent exists for copper-complex-mediated
reduction of O2 to the corresponding O2− ligands.122 Furthermore, a related di-iron(II)
pyrazole-bridged complex can analogously reduce dioxygen through dimerisation, to form
an overall tetranuclear iron(III)-bis(µ-oxo) species framework supported by two
multidentate pyrazole scaffolds.175 In fact, a complex cation which may result from
complete cleavage of the dioxygen bond in [CuII2L3(O2)]X is reported in the current work
(Section 6.2.1), though there is uncertainty about the source of the oxide-level ligands due
to the possibility of exchange with oxygen-16 containing solvent or adventitious water.
Although the isotopic labelling performed in the above Cryo-ESI-MS experiments clearly
shows that both oxygen atoms in the relevant products originate from 18O2, the formal
oxidation states of the individual components remain unclear.
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Precise quantification is generally not possible in MS measurements without the use of an
internal standard.176 However, it is clear that the dimeric tetranuclear species described
above are quite prevalent when [CuII2L3(O2)]X is formed under limiting conditions by
reaction of [CuI2L3]X with residual O2, but that monomeric species dominate when an excess
of dioxygen is provided. In fact, the oxygen uptake experiments described above which
indicate a 1:1 stoichiometry suggest these particular tetranuclear adducts are not present in
appreciable amounts in the presence of even one equivalent of O2. On the other hand, the
fully dimeric tetranuclear species containing two dioxygen units cannot be ruled out on the
basis of the oxygen uptake experiments, and is particularly interesting considering the
structures found in the solid state, discussed below.
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4.4.4 Crystallographic Structural Determination of [CuII2L3(O2)]X

II

3

OTf

Figure 4.19: Molecular structure of [Cu 2L (O2)] ·NaOTf. Thermal displacement ellipsoids are shown at 30 %
probability. Hydrogen atoms and non-coordinated triflate counteranions have been omitted for clarity.
Symmetry transformation used to generate equivalent atoms: 1−x, 1−y, 1−z.
II

3

OTf

Table 4.5: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for [Cu 2L (O2)] ·NaOTf.
Atoms

Bond Lengths

Atoms

Angles

Atoms

Angles

Cu1-O1

1.899(5)

O1-Cu1-N1

98.9(2)

N2-Cu2-O2

98.5(2)

Cu1-N1

1.916(7)

O1-Cu1-N3

171.2(2)

N2-Cu2-N6

80.1(3)

Cu1-N3

2.141(7)

N1-Cu1-N3

79.7(3)

O2-Cu2-N6

172.3(2)

Cu1-N5

2.175(6)

O1-Cu1-N5

103.8(2)

N2-Cu2-N7

138.2(2)

Cu1-N4

2.194(7)

N1-Cu1-N5

136.1(3)

O2-Cu2-N7

103.6(2)

Cu1-Cu2

3.7966(12)

N3-Cu1-N5

82.7(3)

N6-Cu2-N7

82.1(2)

Cu2-N2

1.902(7)

O1-Cu1-N4

90.8(2)

N2-Cu2-N8

129.6(3)

Cu2-O2

1.911(5)

N1-Cu1-N4

132.6(3)

O2-Cu2-N8

91.7(2)

Cu2-N6

2.134(6)

N3-Cu1-N4

83.9(3)

N6-Cu2-N8

83.5(2)

Cu2-N7

2.163(5)

N5-Cu1-N4

84.4(2)

N7-Cu2-N8

84.9(2)

Cu2-N8

2.188(6)

N2-N1-Cu1

128.0(5)

N1-N2-Cu2

128.8(5)

O1-O2

1.498(7)

O2-O1-Cu1

119.1(4)

O1-O2-Cu2

118.9(4)

Definitive elucidation of the peroxide binding mode in [CuII2L3(O2)]X was provided by X-ray
diffraction. The molecular structure ([CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf, Figure 4.19) represents the first
crystallographically characterised end-on CuII2(µ-η1:η1-O2) peroxide species with a cisgeometry (CP), in contrast with the four known structurally authenticated examples of the
trans- (TP) configuration.31,32,159,177 The complex cation crystallises in the triclinic P-1 space
group with one molecule per unit cell, and is a dimeric structure bridged by co-crystallised
NaOTf, [{CuII2L3(O2)}{(Me2CO)Na(OTf)}]22+, with a crystallographically imposed inversion
centre. The coordination spheres around each copper atom lie at the mid-point between
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the idealised square pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal geometries, with tau factors (τ)178
of 0.59 and 0.57 for Cu1 and Cu2, respectively. Copper-ligand bond lengths are significantly
shorter for the peroxide and pyrazolate anionic bridging donors (1.899−1.916 Å) than those
of the neutral side-arm nitrogen atoms (2.134−2.194 Å). Although these metric parameters
all fall within the range already observed for TP species, it should be noted that the peroxide
ligand bond length (O−O = 1.498 Å) is at the upper limit of those known. In contrast, the
intermetallic distance in [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf (Cu···Cu = 3.797 Å) is substantially (> 0.5 Å)
shorter than in all TP species, and this unique situation imposes a significant torsion angle
() upon the bridging peroxide ligand (Cu−OO−Cu = 65.2°), the implications of which are
examined in more detail in the next chapter. An additional remarkable feature is the close
contact between the peroxide moiety and the co-crystallised sodium cation, which is
discussed further in Section 4.4.6.

4.4.5 Comparison of the [CuII2L2(O2)]X and [CuII2L3(O2)]X adducts
The solid state structure of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf described above provides significant
insight with respect to the spectroscopic data discussed earlier (Sections 4.4.2). The good
agreement between the solution and solid state rR and UV-vis spectroscopic data (Section
5.3.1) indicate that the end-on cis-peroxo structural motif is retained in solution, allowing
this species to act as a benchmark for comparison with [CuII2L2(O2)]X. The rR spectra of
[CuII2L2(O2)]X (Section 4.3.2) showed an intense pair and a relatively weak pair of isotopesensitive signals, consistent with the presence of two distinct dioxygen adducts. Comparison
between the frequencies of the lower intensity peak set (480 and 800 cm−1) and those
obtained for [CuII2L3(O2)]X (437 and 795 cm−1) shows reasonably good agreement,
suggesting that the minor adduct may correspond to a CP-type CuII2(µ-η1:η1-O2) species. In
contrast, the frequencies of the signal set observed for the major product (540 and 817
cm−1) are much more consistent with literature-known values for trans-type (TP) dioxygen
adducts.14,32,46,156,162 Taking into account the geometric constraints imposed by ligand HL2,
and assuming the pyrazole bridging unit remains coordinated to at least one copper(II)
centre, a trans-configuration would require the product to be inter-molecular in nature.
Literature precedent for such a scenario exists.161,163 Dinucleating analogues of prominent
mononucleating systems, such as TMPA (Scheme 1.4), have been previously shown to form
inter-molecular dioxygen-adducts in solution. The ligand TMPA2Et consists of two
mononucleating TMPA binding pockets, bridged by an ethylene linker attached to one of
the 5-pyridyl-positions on each of the two subunits. Low temperature kinetic studies of the
copper-dioxygen species generated with TMPA2-Et as a supporting ligand revealed the
formation of a mixture of several inter-molecular TP adducts, all of which furthermore
displayed very similar UV-vis absorption spectra.161 The distribtion of these species was
additionally found to be temperature dependent, and a cyclic hexanuclear trimeric adduct,
[{CuII2(TMPA2Et)(O2)}3]6+, was found to be especially stable within a particular temperature
range, although a well-defined structure was not proposed. A related example of specific
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relevance to [CuII2L2(O2)]X is provided by a system supported by the dinucleating ligand
NO2−XYL.163 This organic scaffold consists of two bis[2-(2-pyridyl)ethyl]amine metal-binding
pockets bridged by a nitrated meta-xylyl linker (Scheme 4.5). When the copper(I) complex of
this ligand is exposed to dioxygen at low concentrations (4 mM), a band at 747 cm−1 is
observed in the corresponding rR spectrum. This was assigned to the O−O stretching
frequency of an intra-molecular SP adduct. However, at slightly higher concentrations (8
mM) a second band at 733 cm−1 was also present in the rR spectrum. Furthermore, this
additional feature became more intense as the concentration was increased. The authors
propose that this second signal results from the formation of a dimeric tetranuclear intermolecular SP species.163

S

Scheme 4.5: Concentration dependent speciation of the P adduct formed with the NO2−XYL ligand system.
Charges and counterions are omitted.

In solution, the [CuI2L2]X system was already shown to exhibit dynamic behaviour involving
pyrazole dissociation (Section 3.3.3), and a tendency toward aggregation (Section 3.3.2),
suggesting that formation of inter-molecular dioxygen-adducts in this system is indeed
feasible. This proposal is furthermore supported by the presence of tetranuclear dimeric
adducts in the Cryo-ESI-MS spectra of [CuII2L2(O2)]X and [CuII2L3(O2)]X. Observation of these
species suggests that formation of inter-molecular copper-dioxygen adducts is possible in
both systems. However, these specific Cu4−O2 adducts can be ruled out by considering the
1:1 stoichiometry of the reaction between the respective copper(I) complexes and dioxygen
(Section 4.3.2). This thereby implies that the dominant dioxygen adduct present in the
solutions of [CuII2L2(O2)]X used for rR measurements is a Cu4−(O2)2 or higher oligomer, with
dioxygen-derived ligands bound in a TP configuration. However, on the basis of comparison
with other known TP adducts it would then be expected to exhibit a greater molar extinction
coefficient in solution than that observed in UV-vis experiments. It is also interesting to note
that, aside from the Cryo-ESI-MS measurements, no other evidence indicates the presence
of an inter-molecular dioxygen-adduct in the case of [CuII2L3(O2)]X.
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C

T

Scheme 4.6: Proposed equilibirum between a P monomeric and P oligomeric dioxygen adduct in the system
2
supported by HL . Frequencies of the relevant resonance Raman bands assigned to each species are included.

A proposal consistent with all of the above described experimental data is the existence of
an equilibrium between intra- and inter-molecular dioxygen adducts in solution. As
evidenced by qualitatively comparing the data for the [CuI2L2]X and [CuI2L3]X systems, and
the Cryo-ESI-MS measurements for [CuII2L2(O2)]X and [CuII2L3(O2)]X, complexes of ligand HL2
are more flexible and have a greater tendency toward dimer formation than those
generated with HL3. This indirectly indicates that the equilibrium for [CuII2L3(O2)]X is much
more strongly biased toward monomeric dinuclear adducts in solution, in contrast to the
case of [CuII2L2(O2)]X. Assuming higher concentrations promote association to give the intermolecular adducts furthermore allows several of the experimental observations to be
accounted for. The concentrations used for the UV-vis (Maximum of 1.0 × 10−2 M) and rR
(2.5 × 10−2 M) spectroscopic studies of [CuII2L2(O2)]X differed. The considerably higher
concentrations used in the case of the rR measurements would thus favour the intermolecular TP adduct, which is reflected by the dominance of its vibrational features in the
corresponding spectrum. In contrast, the relatively low concentrations used in the UV-vis
experiments would facilitate formation of an intra-molecular CP species similar to
[CuII2L3(O2)]X, which provides an explanation for the diminished molar extinction coefficient.
Based on the current data alone this theory is tentative at best, but experiments aimed at
assessing the concentration dependence of the two peak sets observed in the rR spectra
would be especially informative in verifying or disproving such a proposal. Similar UV-vis
experiments may also provide additional insights. The above considerations with respect to
speciation, in combination with those regarding the formation of a superoxide adduct under
certain conditions (Section 4.4.2), may also provide an explanation for the difficulties
encountered in crystallising [CuII2L2(O2)]X.
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4.4.6 Varying Counterions - Further Solid State Structures of [CuII2L3(O2)]X
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Figure 4.20: Molecular structure of [Cu 2L (O2)] ·KOTf. Thermal displacement ellipsoids are shown at 30 %
probability. Hydrogen atoms and non-coordinated triflate counteranions have been omitted for clarity.
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Table 4.6: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for [Cu 2L (O2)]

OTf

·KOTf.

Atoms

Bond Lengths

Atoms

Angles

Atoms

Angles

Cu1-O1

1.907(2)

O1-Cu1-N1

98.68(12)

O2-Cu2-N2

97.53(12)

Cu1-N1

1.911(3)

O1-Cu1-N3

171.92(12)

O2-Cu2-N6

171.45(12)

Cu1-N3

2.154(3)

N1-Cu1-N3

80.11(12)

N2-Cu2-N6

79.98(12)

Cu1-N5

2.170(3)

O1-Cu1-N5

103.92(12)

O2-Cu2-N7

104.63(11)

Cu1-N4

2.187(3)

N1-Cu1-N5

137.82(13)

N2-Cu2-N7

138.95(13)

Cu1-Cu2

3.7979(7)

N3-Cu1-N5

81.87(12)

N6-Cu2-N7

82.19(12)

Cu2-O2

1.908(3)

O1-Cu1-N4

91.77(11)

O2-Cu2-N8

91.94(11)

Cu2-N2

1.909(3)

N1-Cu1-N4

130.55(13)

N2-Cu2-N8

129.29(12)

Cu2-N6

2.136(3)

N3-Cu1-N4

83.14(12)

N6-Cu2-N8

83.51(12)

Cu2-N7

2.178(3)

N5-Cu1-N4

84.13(13)

N7-Cu2-N8

84.46(11)

Cu2-N8

2.191(3)

N2-N1-Cu1

127.3(2)

N1-N2-Cu2

128.7(2)

O1-O2

1.4820(33)

O2-O1-Cu1

118.71(17)

O1-O2-Cu2

118.95(18)
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The methodology used above to isolate crystalline [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf could be further
applied to obtain the homologous KOTf bridged adduct ([CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·KOTf, Figure 4.20) by
substituting NaOtBu for KOtBu. The complex cation, [{CuII2L3(O2)}{(Me2CO)K(OTf)}]22+, also
crystallises in the triclinic P-1 space group and is isostructural with that of
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf, again composed of a dimeric structure having a crystallographically
imposed inversion centre, with an almost identical cell volume. The major difference by
simple visual inspection is a subtle shift in the bridging triflate anion orientation, which
creates an additional interaction between it and the potassium ion (O13−K1 = 3.016 Å). This
effectively represents a change in bridging mode from an almost symmetric µ-η1:η1coordination in the case of the sodium adduct, [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf, to a µ-η1:η2configuration for the potassium compound, [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·KOTf, thereby increasing the
coordination number of the latter alkali metal, consistent with its larger ionic radius. Apart
from those metric parameters relating to the potassium ion and corresponding triflate
oxygen donor atoms, all others remain largely equivalent (Table 4.8). The coordination
spheres are once more extremely distorted, with τ factors of 0.57 and 0.54 for Cu1 and Cu2
respectively, and shorter copper-ligand bond lengths are again found for the anionic
bridging donors (1.907−1.911 Å) than those of the neutral side-arm nitrogen atoms
(2.136−2.191 Å). While the intermetallic distance in [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·KOTf (Cu···Cu = 3.798 Å)
is essentially identical to that of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf, a marginally shorter peroxide bond
length (O−O = 1.483 Å) is observed in the current case, together with a slightly larger torsion
angle (Cu−OO−Cu = 66.8°).
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Figure 4.21: Molecular structure of [Cu 2L (O2)] ·KClO4. Thermal displacement ellipsoids are shown at 30 %
probability. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.
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Table 4.7: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for [Cu 2L (O2)]

ClO4

·KClO4.

Atoms

Bond Lengths

Atoms

Angles

Atoms

Angles

Cu1-N2

1.905(7)

N2-Cu1-O1

97.8(3)

N1-Cu2-O2

99.0(3)

Cu1-O1

1.917(7)

N2-Cu1-N3

79.8(3)

N1-Cu2-N6

80.0(3)

Cu1-N3

2.134(8)

O1-Cu1-N3

171.5(3)

O2-Cu2-N6

172.1(3)

Cu1-N5

2.175(8)

N2-Cu1-N5

139.6(4)

N1-Cu2-N8

131.6(4)

Cu1-N4

2.182(9)

O1-Cu1-N5

104.2(3)

O2-Cu2-N8

92.0(3)

Cu1-Cu2

3.8242(17)

N3-Cu1-N5

82.5(3)

N6-Cu2-N8

83.0(3)

Cu2-N1

1.907(8)

N2-Cu1-N4

128.8(3)

N1-Cu2-N7

136.5(3)

Cu2-O2

1.910(6)

O1-Cu1-N4

91.6(3)

O2-Cu2-N7

103.4(3)

Cu2-N6

2.150(8)

N3-Cu1-N4

83.7(3)

N6-Cu2-N7

82.3(3)

Cu2-N8

2.167(9)

N5-Cu1-N4

84.3(3)

N8-Cu2-N7

84.5(3)

Cu2-N7

2.198(8)

N1-N2-Cu1

129.6(6)

N2-N1-Cu2

127.1(6)

O1-O2

1.502 (9)

O2-O1-Cu1

119.2(5)

O1-O2-Cu2

120.2(5)
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In addition to the structurally characterised triflate salts resulting from the above synthetic
procedures, crystalline material was also obtained with both sodium and potassium cations
when perchlorate was used as the counteranion. In these cases the crystals were much
smaller and diffracted poorly, such that extended acquisition times were necessary for
characterisation by X-ray diffraction. Nevertheless, the obtained data were sufficient to
discern the molecular structure (Figure 4.21) when the ions potassium and perchlorate were
used in combination to give the overall neutral compound, [CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4·KClO4. This
product crystallises in the monoclinic P21/c space group with four molecules per unit cell.
Although the composition of the complex, [{CuII2L3(O2)}{(Me2CO)K(ClO4)2}],
in
II 3
ClO4
[Cu 2L (O2)] ·KClO4 differs from the previous two cases, it is clear that the cis-peroxo
structural motif is retained. In addition, a side-on contact with the potassium ion is once
again present. The most significant distinction between [CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4·KClO4 and the two
structures discussed above is the loss of the dimeric arrangement. Thus, while the
coordination sphere of the alkali metal is once again completed by an acetone molecule and
two weakly coordinating counteranions, the latter do not form a bridge to a second cation
in the case of the perchlorate adduct [CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4·KClO4, in contrast to the triflatecontaining structures [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf and [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·KOTf. Although the lower
quality of structure [CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4·KClO4 must be taken into account with respect to the
analysis of metric parameters, for the most part they do not appreciably deviate from those
of the other structures (Table 4.8). The main difference is found upon examination of the
geometry around one of the copper(II) atoms. The τ factors for Cu1 and Cu2 are 0.53 and
0.68 respectively, indicating that the latter has significantly more trigonal bipyramidal
character. Despite this distinction the remaining values are quite similar, with copper-ligand
bond lengths of the neutral side-arm nitrogen atoms (2.135−2.197 Å) again longer than the
anionic bridging donors (1.904−1.917 Å), both the intermetallic distance (Cu···Cu = 3.824 Å)
and peroxide bond lengths slightly elongated (O−O = 1.502 Å), and a marginally reduced
torsion angle (Cu−OO−Cu = 63.8°).
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Table 4.8. Comparison of selected metric parameters of [Cu 2L (O2)] ·MX cis-peroxo adducts.
Property

Compound
II 3
OTf
[Cu 2L (O2)] ·NaOTf

II 3
OTf
[Cu 2L (O2)] ·KOTf

τ factors

0.59/0.57

0.57/0.54

0.53/0.68

Cu−O (Å)

1.900/1.912

1.907/1.909

1.917/1.909

Cu···Cu (Å)

3.800

3.798

3.824

O−O (Å)

1.484

1.483

1.502

∠Cu−OO−Cu,  (°)

64.0

66.8

63.8

2.296/2.302

2.606/2.646

2.639/2.656

+

M−O (Å), M = Na or K

+

II

3

[Cu 2L (O2)]

ClO4

·KClO4

A remarkable structural feature observed in all of the complexes [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf,
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·KOTf and [CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4·KClO4, is the close contact of the peroxide moiety
with the alkali metal cation (Tables of bond lengths and angles assocaited with the alkali
metal ions in each structure can be found in experimental Section 8.10). The Na−O distances
in [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf (2.296/2.302 Å), are shorter than those of the side-on bound
sodium cations in anhydrous ionic Na2O2 (2.322/2.404 Å). This is also the case when
comparing the K−O distances in [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·KOTf (2.606/2.646 Å) and
[CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4·KClO4 (2.639/2.656 Å) with their corresponding counterpart, anhydrous K2O2
(2.697/2.699 Å). Other known metal−O22− complexes (metal = Ti,179 Ga,180 Mo,181 Pu182)
exhibiting additional side-on peroxide-sodium cation interactions have an average Na−O
distance of 2.396 Å (range: 2.251−2.604 Å), whereas the metal−O22− series (metal = Mg,183
V,184 Ni,185 Zn,186 Rb,187 Pd,188 U189) in the case of potassium has an average K−O distance of
2.747 Å (range: 2.608−2.903 Å). Thus, while direct comparison is difficult owing to differing
alkali metal co-ligands and co-ordination numbers, the Me−O interactions observed in
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf, [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·KOTf and [CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4·KClO4 suggest that the
peroxide moiety retains a significant amount of negative charge in all cases. As the latter is
directly related to the ability of the peroxide to donate charge onto the copper,190 it
qualitatively suggests that the interaction between the two elements in the above cases is
diminished relative to that in known TP species. This proposal is discussed in further detail in
the following chapter.
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4.5 Summary and Conclusions
Building on the results of previous studies, the ability of three pyrazole supported copper(I)
systems to bind and activate dioxygen was investigated in further detail. The adducts which
resulted were all found to be temperature sensitive to varying degrees, leading to the
extensive use of in situ characterisation techniques, which have provided significant insights
in the case of each system.
Structural characterisation of the tetra-copper(II)-peroxo adduct which results upon
reaction of the [CuI2L1]X system with dioxygen was previously published, but no details of
the pathway by which the [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 complex forms were reported. Of
particular interest was the possible role of water in this self-assembly reaction. Although
efforts to isolate [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 in the current work by applying the previously used
synthetic methodology met with little success, an alternative procedure for generating
[(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 could be developed. This procedure led to the observation of an ESIMS signal which could be assigned to [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2, thereby providing a indicator
for the presence of this species in solution. Using this benchmark, in combination with 18O2
isotopic labelling experiments, gave strong evidence to suggest that both hydroxide bridges
in the [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 complex are derived from water. Nevertheless, it is apparent
from these experiments that this system can achieve cleavage of the dioxygen bond, but
only after several days at ambient temperatures. Despite having established a role for water
in the formation of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2, the changes in oxidation state needed to form the
product from the starting materials are still not adequately accounted for. This mechanistic
complexity may in part result from the trimeric hexanuclear speciation of the copper(I)
precursor, ([CuI2L1]X)3, identified in the previous chapter, and additional investigation by
complimentary experimental techniques may lead to further significant insights in this
regard.
The transient species which forms when the [CuI2L2]X system is exposed to dioxygen at low
temperatures proved to be the most elusive in the current study, in large part due to its
thermal instability. Although experimental conditions were developed under which the
lifetime of this species was extended into the range of weeks at −80 °C, the [CuII2L2(O2)]X
adduct could not be successfully isolated. This may be partially accounted for by the
complex speciation of the [CuII2L2(O2)]X system in solution, as revealed by in situ
characterisation. UV-vis spectroscopic data showed the presence of a major and minor
adduct, consistent with the two species observed for the relevant [CuI2L2]X system in the
previous chapter. When methodology to suppress the mononuclear [CuIL2] precursor
complex was applied, the minor dioxygen adduct was no longer observed, and on the basis
of its UV-vis features this minor species was then assigned as a mononuclear coppersuperoxo adduct, [CuIIL2(O2•)]X. Through further application of rR spectroscopy the major
species could be unambiguously identified as a µ-η1-η1-peroxo adduct, however, the data
indicated that this product also exhibits mixed speciation in solution. Through comparison
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with the extensive literature available for these systems, and by drawing on the structural
information obtained for the precursor [CuI2L2]X and for the analogous [CuII2L3(O2)]X system,
a scenario involving an equilibrium between an intra- and inter-molecular µ-η1-η1-peroxo
adduct could be proposed. Assessing the validity of this hypothesis would greatly benefit
from further concentration-dependent rR and UV-vis spectroscopic experiments.
Oxygenation of the well-defined [CuI2L3]X complex in solution at −80 °C unexpectedly led to
a transient species which appeared to be significantly different to that previously described
for this system. Further investigation by UV-vis and rR spectroscopic techniques allowed this
species to be unambiguously identified as a mononuclear [CuIIL3(O2•)]X adduct. Dioxygen
exposure at −30 °C led to a different product which was in much better agreement with
prior investigations. Spectroscopic characterisation was most consistent with the presence
of a single µ-η1-η1-peroxo species, and after screening a range of conditions crystalline
material of diffraction quality could be isolated.
Definitive elucidation of the peroxide binding mode in [CuII2L3(O2)]X was thereby provided,
revealing an end-on CuII2(µ-η1:η1-O2) peroxide species with a cis-geometry (CP), the first
known example of this type. In total, three different structural analogues of this compound
could be isolated and crystallographically characterised, which differ only in the identity of
the alkali metal cation and counteranion (MX) present. A remarkable structural feature of all
of these compounds in the solid state is the close contact of the peroxide moiety with the
co-crystallised alkali metal cation. This side-on binding interaction is facilitated by the
unique peroxide bonding arrangement, which furthermore exhibits a significant torsion
angle in all cases. The effect that this has on the magnetic coupling between the two
copper(II) ions is investigated in more detail in the following chapter. Whether the
aforementioned alkali metal cation binding interaction persists in solution is also addressed,
as is the possible interplay between these two factors.
Interpretation of the findings described in this section have been greatly aided by the
outcome of the preceding chapter. In the same way, several of the results elaborated on
here with respect to the copper-dioxygen adducts studied may have significant implications
for the subsequently investigated reactivity of these species. Of particular significance in
this regard is the observation of transient copper-superoxo species in both the [CuII2L2(O2)]X
and [CuII2L3(O2)]X systems, especially given that the reactivity studies described in Chapter 6
were performed with in situ generated material.
In conclusion, the results described in this chapter have provided insights with regard to
many aspects of the systems investigated. A role for water in the formation of
[(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X could be established. In addition, the thermally labile intermediates
which result in solution upon reaction of the [CuI2L2]X and [CuI2L3]X systems with dioxygen
could be characterised in detail. This revealed complex speciation for the [CuII2L2(O2)]X
system, most likely involving a mixture of intra- and inter-molecular µ-η1:η1-O2 peroxide
species. The [CuII2L3(O2)]X system displayed less complicated behaviour in solution, a likely
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outcome of which was that it could be isolated in the solid state and crystallographically
characterised. The structural determination revealed a CP binding mode of the dioxygenderived ligand, which represents a novel type of Cu2O2 adduct, and achieves the synthetic
goal outlined at the beginning of this work.
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5 A Novel Copper-Dioxygen Adduct
5.1 Introduction
Bonding between copper and peroxide in Cu2O2 species has been extensively investigated
owing to relevance to T3 coupled binuclear copper centres (Section 1.2.2).16,18,24,35,190,191 The
major contributor to Cu−O bonding in both the natural (SP) and model (TP and SP) systems is
an interaction between one of the two O22−  HOMOs and the symmetric combination of
copper(II) d orbitals (Figure 5.1). The planar nature of the TP and SP cores maximizes this
interaction, leading to energetic splitting of both the copper magnetic orbitals and the
peroxide HOMOs. This in turn gives rise to the two O22− Cu(II) CT transitions and the
strong antiferromagnetic coupling observed in these systems. Furthermore, the Cu−O
interaction also helps dictate the O−O bond strength as it transfers electron density from
peroxide to copper d orbitals. The extent of planarity in these adducts therefore
influences the strength of the Cu−O bonding interaction, which is reflected in the intensity
of the CT transitions, the magnitude of antiferromagnetic coupling, and the strength of the
O−O bond. It should be noted that the side-on binding mode in SP adducts leads to an
additional interaction between the antisymmetric combination of copper d orbitals and the
higher lying O22− * LUMO. Population of the latter is extremely efficient at weakening the
O−O bond and accounts for the additional degree of oxygen activation achieved by species
when compared with TP adducts.16

T

Figure 5.1: Electronic structure of P species, with MOs on the right. On the left are the associated
spectroscopic features, which are proportional to the extent of copper(II)-peroxide bonding.
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S

T

Figure 5.2: Mechanism for O2 binding by Hc (and Tyr), which leads to a singlet state P core (or P in synthetic
C
models). The intermediate is a P type Cu2O2 adduct.

Although the TP species are not considered to be biologically relevant, a DFT study has
identified an elegant mechanism for the spin forbidden activation of dioxygen by T3 centres
in which a CP configuration is thought to play a significant role (Figure 5.2).24 In the initial
stages of O2 binding, this CP species has been shown to possess a Cu−OO−Cu torsion angle
which allows the two perpendicular O22−  orbitals to simultaneously interact with the
bimetallic site, each with a different copper(I) ion. This allows synchronous transfer of two
electrons of the same spin to orthogonal dioxygen orbitals, reducing O 2 to O22− and
delocalizing the unpaired spins to the distal copper(II) ions. Progression to the planar Cu 2O2
core then establishes a superexchange pathway capable of overcoming spin-spin repulsion
and enabling intersystem crossing (ISC) to the coupled singlet state. It should be highlighted
that this mechanistic scenario is not applicable to Cu2O2 model systems which are formed by
self-assembly of mononuclear copper(I) complexes, as such reactions generally proceed
through copper(II)-superoxo intermediates (Section 1.3.1). Nevertheless, it is still relevant in
the case of discrete dinuclear copper(I) complexes such as those discussed in the current
work. In fact, the unique CP binding mode and Cu−OO−Cu torsion angle found in structure
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf suggest that it may serve as a model for the early stages of T3mediated O2 activation .
The copper d orbitals depicted in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 are deliberately drawn in a nonspecific fashion. This is in order to highlight the commonalities in electronic structure
between the TP and SP systems, and to show the general applicability of the proposed
dinuclear mechanism of oxygen activation. In actuality a distinction between the bonding
descriptions for the TP and SP species arises because of the different geometries adopted by
the copper(II) ions in each system. The majority of TP species exhibit trigonal bipyramidal
geometry with the peroxide donor occupying an axial position.32,159,177 In contrast, the
copper(II) ions in SP adducts predominantly have square pyramidal coordination spheres
with the dioxygen-derived ligand making up an edge of the basal plane.14 The specific
copper d orbitals which contribute to bonding and magnetic properties therefore differ
between the two systems, with dz2 and dx2−y2 SOMOs for the TP and SP adducts,
respectively.2 A detailed theoretical analysis of the physicochemical properties of
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[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf must take this into account. However, the general concepts conveyed
above apply equally to both the TP and SP systems, and are sufficient for understanding the
qualitative description of bonding discussed in this chapter.
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5.2 Bonding in [CuII2L3(O2)]X
5.2.1 Magnetism
Preliminary attempts to assess the molecular size of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf by 1H NMR DOSY
at −30 °C showed only extremely broad (> 100 Hz), paramagnetically shifted (δ = 5−54 ppm)
resonances, already providing some insight into the magnetic properties of
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf. It was also found to be surprisingly stable in the solid state by
qualitative methods (heating to 60 °C or applying vacuum overnight caused no significant
decomposition as monitored by rR). Although comparable data is lacking for
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·KOTf and [CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4·KClO4, the robust nature of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf
may be tentatively attributed to shielding of the peroxide moiety provided by the cocrystallised NaOTf, analogous to that of the [B(C6H5)4]− counteranion recently observed by
Schindler and co-workers.32 This high thermal stability in the solid state allowed for further
investigation of the magnetic properties of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf by SQUID magnetometry.

II

3

OTf

Figure 5.3: Temperature dependence of the χMT product for [Cu 2L (O2)] ·NaOTf between 2 and 295 K. The
−1
red line shows the best fit curve obtained with the following parameters: J (cm ) = −77; g = 2.0 (fixed); PI (%) =
3
−1
−4
4.9; TIP (cm mol ) = 1.2 × 10 .

The magnetic susceptibility data (Figure 5.3) indicate an S = 0 ground state with a singlettriplet splitting of −2J = 144 cm−1 (−2JS1S2 model, see Experimental Section 8.8 for details).
This value is significantly smaller than those experimentally determined as −2J ≥ 600 cm−1
for the essentially diamagnetic TP species [(TMPA)2Cu2(O2)]2+ (TMPA = see table 1)192 and SP
species oxyhemocyanin (oxyHc)193 and [(N4)Cu2(O2)]2+ (N4 = N,N,N',N'-tetrakis(2-(pyridin-2yl)ethyl)butane-1,4-diamine).192
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When present as the only pathway between two Cu(II) ions the pyrazolate unit mediates
relatively weak to moderate (−2J = −26 to −70 cm−1) antiferromagnetic coupling.194–196 To
provide further reference data, magnetic measurements were also conducted for the
related pyrazole-supported dinuclear copper(II) complex [CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2 (Section 6.2.1),
which is structurally analogous with [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf apart from the replacement of
the peroxide bridge by a water/hydroxide H3O2 moiety. Coupling through the latter Hbonded functionality should be negligible,196 thus giving an estimate for the magnetic
interaction produced by the pyrazole bridge alone. The data (Figure 5.4) once again show an
S = 0 ground state with a singlet-triplet splitting of −2J = 72 cm−1.

II

3

(OTf)2

Figure 5.4: Temperature dependence of the χMT product for [Cu 2L (H3O2)]
between 2 and 295 K. The red
−1
line shows the best fit curve obtained with the following parameters: J (cm ) = −36; g = 2.07; PI (%) = 10.0; TIP
3
−1
−4
(cm mol ) = 2.7 × 10 .
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Figure 5.5: The tosion angle () in [Cu 2L (O2)] ·NaOTf looking down the O1−O2 bond (N4 and N8 omitted for
clarity). This angle in part gives rise to the weak antiferromagnetic coupling.

The superexchange contribution from the peroxide bridge in [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf is thus
extremely diminished when compared with that of TP and SP species. This can be
rationalized by taking into account the unique bonding situation in [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf. It
was previously shown that the magnetic coupling in dinuclear copper(II) and nickel(II)
complexes supported by pyrazolate-bridging ligand scaffolds strongly depends on the
torsion angle along the pyrazolate N−N bond85,86 and along the exogenous ligand. With
respect to the latter, a (µ1,3-azido)(µ-pyrazolato)dinickel(II) complex was found to undergo
reversible thermally induced conformational switching in the solid state, exhibiting a
pronounced change in antiferromagnetic coupling (−2J = −162 cm−1 versus −48 cm−1)
between the two conformers as a result of the differing µ 1,3-azido torsion angles
(Ni−NNN−Ni = 4.3° vs −46.6°, respectively).197 In the case of torsion angles approaching 90°,
only orthogonal orbitals of the bridging ligand will be able to interact with the metal-based
SOMOs, leading to ferromagnetic coupling.85,86 The Cu−OO−Cu torsion angle of 65.2° in
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf is thus in accordance with relatively weak antiferromagnetic coupling
(Figure 5.5).
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5.2.2 Biological relevance

II
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Table 5.1: Selected metric and spectroscopic parameters of crystallographically characterised Cu 2(µ-η :η -O2)
complexes.

Ligand*

(Å)

Cu···Cu
(Å)

O−O
(Å)

∠Cu−O
O−Cu
(°)

P

1.852

4.359

1.432

180.0

P

1.867

4.476

1.450

180.0

Type

TMPA

T

Bz3tren

T

Me6tren

T

Tet b

T

Cu−O

O−O

Cu−O

−1

−1

(cm )

a

561

b

554

(cm )

3

L

P

C

P

1.907
1.923
1.939
1.899
1.911

4.590

1.368

180.0

b

832

839/829

a

-

4.566

1.495

143.7

3.797

1.498

65.2

825

b

-

b

585/541
-

828/811
a

799

b

788

525

11300

177,191

518

14900

159

552

13500

32,158

550

-

31

500

3000

Ref.

a

556/539
-

820/809

(nm)

ε
−1
(M cm )
−1

a

826

a

P

λmax

b

a

437

b

448

This
work

*TMPA = tris(pyridin-2-ylmethyl)amine, Bz3tren = tris[2-(benzylamino)ethyl]amine, Me6tren = tris[2(dimethylamino)ethyl]amine, and Tet b = rac-5,5,7,12,12,14-hexamethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane. All
T
a
b
listed P species contain two ligands per dimeric Cu2O2 unit. In solution. Solid state.

It is interesting to note that when taken together, the data for [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf show
that it indeed possesses characteristics that would be expected in an early stage of oxygen
binding to T3 dicopper sites, as exemplified by comparison to the known Cu II2(µ-η1:η1-O2)
species. The Cu−O stretching vibration is found near 450 cm−1, lower by far than any other
reported. This suggests a reduced degree of covalency, further supported by the molar
extinction coefficient of ≈ 3000 M−1 cm−1, which indicates that the peroxide π*-donor
interaction is significantly diminished.35,198 This in turn is reflected in the O−O stretching
frequency of 799 cm−1, which is among the lowest reported values for CuII2(µ-η1:η1-O2)
species, and is consistent with the long O−O bond length of 1.498 Å which lies at the upper
limit of those known. These observations can be qualitatively explained by considering the
description of bonding discussed earlier (Section 5.1).16,191 As a result of the torsion angle in
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf, interaction between the valence peroxide and Cu orbitals is
significantly reduced. This leads to a decrease in the covalency of the Cu−O bonds while at
the same time hindering the O22−π*Cu(II) charge transfer donation, resulting in more
electron density in orbitals which are antibonding with respect to the O−O bond. In addition,
overlap of a single O22−π* orbital with both half-filled Cu(II) orbitals is not possible. The
torsion angle in [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf in fact makes interaction with orthogonal O22−π*
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orbitals much more feasible (Figure 5.5). This attenuates the superexchange pathway and
results in weak antiferromagnetic coupling relative to TP and SP species, indicating that
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf lies close to the border of the ISC event. [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf thus
represents a snapshot of an intermediate in the binding of O2 to Hc, and provides strong
experimental support for the aforementioned mechanism of dioxygen activation.
The above interpretation is largely qualitative, and relies heavily on the general bonding
scenario described earlier (Section 5.1) being applicable to the herein discussed
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf system. In this regard, it must be highlighted that the MO diagram
(Figure 5.1) is strictly valid only for planar copper-peroxide systems with close to trigonal
bipyramidal or square pyramidal geometries. In fact, several TP adducts have been reported
which display atypical UV-vis spectra, in comparison to those generally observed for TP
species, as a result of distortions away from ideal trigonal bipyramidal geometry.45,120,167,199
The [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf system possesses a non-planar copper-peroxide core, and the
coordination spheres of the copper(II) ions in [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf display τ factors of 0.59
and 0.57. This places their geometries approximately midway between trigonal bipyramidal
and square pyramidal. Deviation from ideal spatial arrangements facilitates mixing of other
d orbital character into the copper SOMOs,35 thereby altering the overlap between the
orbitals involved in bonding. The geometric features of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf are therefore
likely to result in significant differences in the bonding contribution of the individual
orbitals, and the degree of mixing required to construct the MOs in the final adduct. Despite
this, the overall appearance of the UV-vis spectrum of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf is in good
agreement with those of the of typical TP adducts. An in-depth theoretical investigation of
the bonding in [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf is thus a topic of future interest.

5.3 Alkali cation binding in solution
On the basis of the crystallographic structural determinations of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf,
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·KOTf and [CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4·KClO4 discussed earlier, it appears likely that the
alkali metals present have an influence upon the Cu−OO−Cu torsion angle. As this change in
torsion angle is predicted to have a significant effect on the magnetic coupling, the
corresponding alkali metal free analogue of these species was sought after. In this regard it
is worth noting that the solid state structures of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf, [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·KOTf
and [CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4·KClO4 give no measure of the extent of alkali metal association in
solution. Indeed, it is feasible that the cation coordinated adducts are a minor component at
equilibrium, and favoured only by their removal upon crystallisation. Selection of a less
coordinating counteranion in such a scenario could therefore potentially allow for isolation
of the desired alkali metal free species. Furthermore, interaction of redox-inactive Lewis
acidic metal cations with transition metal-oxygen adducts, such as calcium, zinc and
scandium binding to high-valent manganese- or iron-oxo species, has been shown to
significantly influence the reactivity of the oxo species, and is currently a topic of
considerable interest in the literature.200–205 Very recently, such modulation of reactivity was
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also demonstrated in a mononuclear FeIII(η2−O2) peroxo species.206 Thus,
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf was thus used as a model system in order to further investigate the
association of sodium ions in solution.

5.3.1 Solid State versus Solution for [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf

II

3

OTf

Figure 5.6: Reflectance spectrum of crystalline [Cu 2L (O2)] ·NaOTf in the solid state at RT.

As a first step in determining whether the sodium cations found in the crystal structure of
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf remain associated in solution, UV-vis and rR spectroscopies were
carried out in the solid state using crystalline [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf. The reflectance
spectrum was found to be in good agreement with the solution spectra, with a principal
band at 500 nm and a shoulder at approximately 625 nm (Figure 5.6). On the other hand, rR
measurements of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf in the solid state (Figure 5.7) showed a difference of
approximately 10 cm−1 in both the O−O and Cu−O stretches, with the former shifting to
lower frequency and the latter to higher.
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II

3

OTf

Figure 5.7: Resonance Raman spectrum of [Cu 2L (O2)] ·NaOTf in the solid state (λexc = 633 nm). The inset
shows a difference spectrum for the region containing the O−O stretching frequency, showing the Fermi
16
18
doublet in the O2 case which disppears when the product is formed with O2. Spectra were scaled relative to
one another.

These changes in the vibrational spectrum are relatively minor and could potentially arise
solely from solvation or alteration of the physical state of the sample. On the other hand, it
seemed reasonable that interaction of the peroxide moiety with an alkali metal cation
would be reflected in the relevant vibrational bands, and thus a more detailed investigation
was conducted in solution by rR spectroscopy.

5.3.2 Solution State Resonance Raman Spectroscopy

Scheme 5.1: Alternative route for preparation of dinuclear copper(I) complex free of alkali metal cations
I 3 −M
([Cu 2L ] ).

In the previous sections the compound labels [CuI2L3]X and [CuII2L3(O2)]X were used in a
general sense to refer respectively to the [CuI2L3]+ and [CuII2L3(O2)]+ cations present in
solution, with the 'X' being substituted when a particular counteranion was being
emphasised. The experiments conducted in the following sections were carried out entirely
with [CuI2L3]OTf and [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf, however, introduction of NaBPh4 is also involved where
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noted. To emphasize the presence or absence of alkali metal cations here, additional
superscripts are also used. In order to investigate association of alkali metal cations with
[CuII2L3(O2)]X in solution, the corresponding copper(I) complexes were prepared employing
the general method previously outlined (Section 3.1.2). Thus, HL3 was deprotonated using
either NaOtBu (Na[CuI2L3]X) or KOtBu (K[CuI2L3]X) and two equivalents of [Cu(MeCN)4]OTf.
Dinuclear copper(I) complex free of alkali metal cations (−M[CuI2L3]X) was prepared
analogously, with substitution of the metal tert-butoxide salt and one equivalent of
[Cu(MeCN)4]OTf for CuOtBu (Scheme 5.1).

−M

II

3

OTf K

II

3

OTf

Figure 5.8: Resonance Raman spectra of the reaction product when [Cu 2L (O2)] , [Cu 2L (O2)] and
Na
II 3
OTf
16
−2
[Cu 2L (O2)] are exposed to O2 at −30 °C in EtCN (1 × 10 M, λexc = 633 nm). Signals of interest (discussed
in the text) are labelled (*). The remaining signals arise from the solvent. Spectra have been scaled relative to
these solvent signals, clearly showing the differing analyte signal intensities.

Equimolar solutions of Na[CuI2L3]OTf, K[CuI2L3]OTf and −M[CuI2L3]OTf were oxygenated in EtCN at
−30 °C, giving intense violet solutions of Na[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf, K[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf and
−M
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf. Comparison of the resulting rR spectra with irradiation at 633 nm showed
a trend in the data (Figure 5.8), which is somewhat complicated by the Fermi resonance
described in the previous chapter (Section 4.4.2). Close inspection of the corresponding
overtone signals significantly simplified the trend, and in order to corroborate this finding
the analogous 18O2 spectra were also measured. From the combined data it is apparent that
the O−O stretching vibration loses intensity and is shifted toward lower energy in the
presence of sodium ions, in comparison to the alkali metal free sample (Table 5.2). A similar
loss in intensity occurs for the Cu−O vibration. This feature is then poorly resolved for
Na
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf, making a definitive assignment of the frequency difficult. When potassium
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ions are present, the intensity and frequency of the O−O band is intermediate between the
two previously discussed spectra, in agreement with the weaker interaction observed in the
crystal structures (Sections 4.4.4 and 4.4.6). A similar difference to that described above for
sodium cations is also observed for Na[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf and −M[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf in acetone. These
findings suggest that alkali metal cations interact with the dioxygen adduct [CuII2L3(O2)]X in
solution. Further interpretation on the basis of these results alone is difficult, and so further
investigation was carried out using UV-vis spectroscopy.
M

II

3

Table 5.2: Comparison of resonance Raman O−O stretching frequencies of [Cu 2L (O2)]
−2
at −30 °C in EtCN (1 × 10 M, λexc = 633 nm).

OTf

cis-peroxo adducts

Compound
−1

Stretch (cm )

−M

II

3

[Cu 2L (O2)]

OTf

K

II

3

[Cu 2L (O2)]

OTf

Na

II

3

[Cu 2L (O2)]

16

797*

796*

795*

18

758

756

754

16

1585

1576

1571

18

1501

#

#

O−O, 0→1

( O2)

O−O, 0→1

( O2)

O−O, 0→2

( O2)

O−O, 0→2

( O2)

OTf

*Exact determination of these frequencies is complicated by Fermi resonance. The average shift of the two
16
18
bands is presented here. The trend is more clearly visible in the O2 overtone and O2 principal bands.
#

These signals are shifted beneath solvent bands.
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5.3.3 UV-vis Spectroscopy

Na

II

3

OTf

−4

Figure 5.9: UV-vis spectra of [Cu 2L (O2)] at RT in EtCN (2.5 × 10 M). The product decayed rapidly (see
Section 6.3), and the spectrum displayed above was recorded within seconds of sample insertion into the
spectrophotometer. The above spectrum is indistinguishable from those of sodium cation free samples.

The experiments described below were conducted at RT in order to facilitate easier handling
and allow for high throughput. The results were qualitatively equivalent in both EtCN and
Me2CO. Compared with that of Na[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf, no considerable difference in the colour of
the dioxygen adduct −M[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf was readily apparent upon visual inspection, however,
the corresponding UV-vis spectrum was found to subtly but significantly differ. The two
main peaks are red shifted to 530 and 653 nm, the latter has gained considerable intensity
such that it is now clearly resolved as a discrete band, and a new feature at approximately
450 nm is visible as a shoulder on the 530 nm absorption. While no concentration
dependence was evident for solutions of −M[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf, further investigation revealed
that the aforementioned spectra of Na[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf (Section 4.4.2) are observed only for
relatively concentrated solutions. Thus, while in good agreement with the solid state
reflectance data at high concentrations (≥ 5.0 × 10−3 M), at lower concentrations (≤ 2.5 × 10−4
Na
II 3
OTf
M) solution spectra of [Cu 2L (O2)]
are indistinguishable from those of −M[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf
(Figure 5.9). An additive spectrum with an intermediate λmax value resulting from overlap of
both peak sets was observed at concentrations between these two limiting spectra.
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Na

II

3

OTf

−4

Figure 5.10: Overlay of three RT UV-vis spectra of [Cu 2L (O2)] (5.0 × 10 M) in Me2CO with increasing
NaOTf presence (total of 1, 10 or 16 equivalents). Each spectra was generated with the same stock solution of
Na
II 3
OTf
[Cu 2L (O2)] . The spectra were chosen arbitrarily from within the first minutes after reaction with oxygen.

The influence of sodium cation concentration was then investigated. Formation of
Na
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf at low (2.5 × 10−4 and 5.0 × 10−4 M) concentrations in the presence of
increasing amounts of NaOTf or NaBPh4 thus resulted in spectra with λmax values
progressively shifted toward higher wavelength. The extent of the shift correlated with the
amount of excess sodium salt added, up to the 500 nm maximum value observed for the
solid state ([CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf) and concentrated solutions of Na[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf (Figure
5.10). Interestingly, NaBPh4 was less effective at inducing the change in both solvents,
bringing into question the role of triflate anions. Hence, up to nine equivalents of [Bu4N]OTf
were added to dilute solutions of Na[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf under identical conditions to those used
above, which caused no change whatsoever in the resulting UV-vis spectra. This was
confirmed by 19F NMR diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) at −30°C. Solutions of
Na
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf in CD3CN or (CD3)2CO displayed diffusion coefficients identical to that of
[Bu4N]OTf, indicating complete dissociation of the triflate anions. Furthermore, the lack of
change in the UV-vis spectra upon [Bu4N]OTf addition rules out alteration of the ionic
strength as a causal factor, which could otherwise conceivably perturb the absorption
profile as a result of changes in the solvent permittivity, akin to solvatochroism.207 Taken
together, the above results indicate that sodium ions specifically bind to the peroxide
moiety in solution in a concentration dependent equilibrium, without the involvement of
triflate (Scheme 5.2).
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Scheme 5.2: Sodium cation binding equilibrium and associated dominant UV-vis feature.

The equilibrium behaviour described above was qualitatively demonstrated in both Me2CO
and EtCN at RT. The observation that NaBPh4 is less effective than NaOTf at perturbing the
equilibrium was more pronounced in Me2CO, and might be attributed to the
tetraphenylborate anion. Interaction between the phenyl rings and sodium cations in
NaBPh4 has been observed in the solid state, such that it can be described as an
organosodium compound,208 and pairing is known to occur between the two ions in
Me2CO/Me2SO solvent mixtures.209 Furthermore, stabilisation of a Me6tren supported
copper(I) complex was recently reported when tetraphenylborate was employed as the
counteranion, implying an interaction between the two in solution. 32 It is thus feasible that
BPh4− anions might hinder sodium ion binding to −M[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf in solution, either by
providing alternative cation binding sites, or through formation of a tight ion pair.

Na

II

3

OTf

Figure 5.11: UV/Vis spectra of NaOTf titration of [Cu 2L (O2)] at −30 °C in Me2CO. The isosbestic point is at
507 nm. The inset shows the changes in absorbance as a function of NaOTf added. The red curves in the inset
show the best fit used to derive the binding constant.

In order to quantify the strength of sodium ion binding, pre-formed Na[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf was
then titrated with NaOTf in (Me)2CO at −30 °C. Preliminary measurements indicated that at
lower temperatures the binding affinity is significantly enhanced, so smaller relative
amounts of NaOTf were required to shift the equilibrium. Thus, the decrease in intensity of
the two CT features of −M[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf at 530 and 653 nm was monitored as a function of
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NaOTf added (Figure 5.11), and fitting of the resulting binding isotherm gave an association
constant (Ka) of 1700 (± 10%) M−1 for acetone at −30 °C. Although potassium ion binding in
solution was not quantitatively assessed by UV-vis spectroscopy at this point in time, it also
clearly occurs. Weaker association is expected, as evidenced by the intermediate
frequencies and intensities in the rR spectra, the longer distance in the solid state structures
of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·KOTf and [CuII2L3(O2)]ClO4·KClO4, and preliminary UV-vis data which show a
lack of significant change in the absorption spectrum under conditions which the sodium
cation has a considerable effect.

5.3.4 Theoretical Considerations
The origin of the changes observed in the UV-vis spectrum of −M[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf as a result of
sodium cation association are not easily assigned without accurate theoretical
investigations, but a number of considerations are worthy of further mention. The larger the
difference in electronegativity between two elements, the greater the ionic character of a
bonding interaction between them.207 This general definition of bonding strongly implies
that the Na−O contact is essentially ionic in nature. The mechanism by which this
electrostatic interaction influences the MO energy levels in −M[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf is then of
particular interest. It is worth noting that the observed blue shift of the UV-vis spectrum
represents an increase in the energy separation between the donor and acceptor orbitals.
As mentioned above, one plausible scenario could involve a change in the peroxide torsion
angle, which would be expected to directly alter the orbital overlap between copper and
oxygen, and therefore also change the resulting MO splitting diagram. An inductive effect
might also stabilise individual orbitals without the need for a change in molecular geometry,
and a contribution from both of these influencing factors is also plausible. Detailed
computational studies would likely offer significant insights in this regard, and are
furthermore essential in order to assess the validity of the bonding description discussed
above (Section 5.2.2). Nonetheless, the differences in the absorption spectrum of
−M
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf induced by the presence of sodium cations offer a qualitative explanation
for some of the changes observed in the corresponding rR experiments.
The enhancement of vibrational mode intensities in rR spectroscopy relies on irradiation at
a wavelength resonant with excitation of an electronic transition.210 Furthermore, the
degree of enhancement is proportional to the molar extinction coefficient of the
corresponding absorption band.211 The rR investigation of alkali metal cation binding
performed in the current work was carried out with a fixed laser irradiation wavelength of
633 nm. Inspection of Figure 5.11 reveals that sodium cation association is correlated with a
significant decrease in the visible absorption at this wavelength, providing an explanation
for the reduction in intensity of the vibrational features observed upon alkali metal binding
(Section 5.3.2). Conversely, the vibrational band frequencies probed by this technique are
those of the electronic ground state.210 The changes observed in the peak positions could
potentially arise solely from an inductive effect exerted by the electrostatic interaction of
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the peroxide bridge with the alkali metals,212 but such a proposal is highly speculative in the
absence of supporting theoretical studies. Variation in the torsion angle could also alter the
vibrational frequencies by changing the electronic interaction between copper and oxygen,
and once again these uncertainties highlight the need for computational analysis of this
system.

5.4 Summary and Conclusions
Analysis of the [CuII2L3(O2)]X system was carried out by comparing its physicochemical
features to those of other known crystallographically characterised TP adducts. This revealed
a significantly diminished copper-oxygen interaction relative to those in other known
’coupled’ Cu2O2 species. Evidence for this conclusion comes from several sources. The low
molar extinction coefficient of ≈ 3000 M−1 cm−1 indicates that the peroxide π*-donor
interaction is significantly diminished. This is further reflected in the O−O stretching
frequency falling below 800 cm−1 under all conditions. These values are among the lowest
reported for CuII2(µ-η1:η1-O2) species, and consistent with the long O−O bond length of
1.498 Å, which lies at the upper limit of those known. In addition, magnetic susceptibility
measurements were carried out on crystalline [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf. These revealed that
the peroxide bridging moiety in the [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf system mediates only weak
antiferromagnetic coupling between the two copper(II) centres, in stark contrast to that
generally observed in related di-copper(II)-peroxide adducts.
Taken together, these characteristics are comparable with those of a computationally
predicted transition state for O2 binding to T3 copper centers, providing experimental
evidence for the proposed mechanism of O2 activation and supporting the biological
relevance of the CuII2(μ-η1:η1-O2) cis-species. This novel structure thereby bridges the gap in
biological relevance between the end-on and side-on CuII2(µ−O2) cores. It is noteworthy in
this regard that analogous nonheme diiron cis-peroxo species are also established
intermediates in the related O2 activation achieved by enzymes such as soluble methane
monooxygenase and ribonucleotide reductase.213,214
The peroxide bonding arrangement in the [CuII2L3(O2)]X system also allows binding of
sodium cations, observed both in the solid state and in solution by UV-vis and resonance
Raman spectroscopies. Binding induces changes on an electronic level, as monitored by
UV−vis spectroscopy (Ka = 1700 M−1). Analogous behaviour involving binding of redoxinactive metal ions in solution has also been observed in synthetic manganese- and ironoxygen adducts. In conclusion, the [CuII2L3(O2)]X system serves to highlight the parallels
between binuclear enzymatic oxygen activation pathways in copper and iron enzymes,
which is further emphasized by the unusual alkali metal cation binding displayed by
[CuII2L3(O2)]X.
Detailed computational analysis of the [CuII2L3(O2)]X system is a topic of future interest. Such
studies are needed to confirm the interpretation of the physicochemical properties of
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[CuII2L3(O2)]X discussed herein. Theoretical investigations could potentially provide
significant insights into the mechanism by which binding of sodium cations perturbs the
electronic structure of [CuII2L3(O2)]X. Furthermore, the unique geometric and electronic
structure of the [CuII2L3(O2)]X system make it an interesting candidate for further reactivity
studies.
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6 Reactivity of Copper-Dioxygen Adducts
6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 Spin State Influences Reactivity

−1

Figure 6.1: Boltzmann distribution simulated using −2J = 144 cm and showing the thermal population of the
II 3
OTf
energetically higher S = 1 spin state in [Cu 2L (O2)] ·OTf.

The unique bonding situation in [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf (Section 5.2) suggest that the
peroxide moiety should retain significant charge density, as supported by the observed
interaction with alkali metal cations in the solid state and in solution. The strong
antiferromagnetic coupling typically observed for Cu2O2 systems means that the
energetically higher triplet spin state is generally not significantly populated at −30 °C,
making them essentially diamagnetic.192,193,215 Conversely, and as evidenced by 1H NMR
(Sections 5.2.1 and 5.3.3), the weak antiferromagnetic coupling in [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf
results in considerable thermal population of the energetically higher S = 1 spin state, even
at −30°C (Figure 6.1). Spin state is known to have a profound effect on resulting
reactivity.216,217 The novel Cu2O2 system [CuII2L3(O2)]X, and by extension that of [CuII2L2(O2)]X,
may therefore potentially exhibit unique reactivity towards organic molecules. The
oxidation and oxygenation capability of these two systems was thus investigated with a
selection of external substrates (Section 6.4). Furthermore, the reactivity of the
[CuII2L2(O2)]X and [CuII2L3(O2)]X systems is not restricted to external substrates, and may also
include the possibility of oxidative attack on their respective ligand scaffolds, a scenario
which is often observed in related copper-dioxygen systems.
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6.1.2 Hydrogen Abstraction and Intra-molecular Decomposition

E

B

Scheme 6.1: Intra-molecular oxidative attack of an S (above) and O (below) species on their respective ligand
scaffolds. Charges and counterions are omitted.

Many copper-dioxygen adducts are known to decompose through oxidative attack upon
their supporting ligands. An illustrative example is the ES species formed with the
mononuclear copper(I) complex supported by the ligand, N-(phenylethyl)-N'-(2pyridylethyl)-1,5-diazacyclooctane, DACO (Scheme 6.1, above). This adduct decomposes
with concomitant hydroxylation of the chelating scaffold, displaying first order decay
kinetics which strongly support an intra-molecular reaction mechanism.43,44 Computational
analysis of the reaction pathway identified hydrogen-atom abstraction from the supporting
ligand as the initial step, as per the general trend already described for these species
(Section 1.3.4).43 Subsequent recombination of the resulting hydroperoxide moiety with the
organic ligand radical is thought to complete formation of the new C−O bond. Further
reaction with a second copper(I) complex then provides the additional electron required to
give the resulting alkoxide and hydroxide moieties observed in the two final products. It is
interesting to note that there is substantial evidence indicating that numerous BO adducts
follow similar first-order intra-molecular rebound pathways. In fact, the systems used in the
pioneering investigations of this type of copper-oxygen mediated C−H abstraction reactivity
were supported by alkylated triazacyclononane derivatives, such as iPr3TACN (Scheme 6.1,
below), which is closely related to the side arms in ligand HL3.15,30,218 The susceptibility of
iso-propylated triazacyclononane ligand scaffolds to undergo intra-molecular oxidative
decomposition and the observation of transient ES species in both the [CuII2L2(O2)]X and
[CuII2L3(O2)]X systems are of particular relevance to the chemsitry discussed in this chapter.
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6.2 A Decomposition Product from [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf Decay
6.2.1 Isolation and Crystallographic Structural Determination
The decay of [CuII2L3(O2)]PF6 has been previously investigated through the use of stoppedflow UV-vis spectroscopy.90 Using DCM as the solvent the reaction was found to be second
order with respect to [CuII2L3(O2)]PF6. This allowed for determination of a rate constant (k =
0.274 M−1 s−1), and a decomposition pathway involving chloride abstraction from the DCM
solvent was proposed.90 The UV-vis spectrum resulting from thermal decomposition in EtCN
was reported in a separate work, but the product could not be unambiguously identified.91
Interestingly, mass spectral analysis in the latter case revealed high similarity with an
independently synthesised dinuclear copper(II) complex of ligand HL3, which could be
furthermore isolated in the current work directly from decomposed solutions of
[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf.

II

3

(OTf)2

Figure 6.2: Molecular structure of [Cu 2L (H3O2)]
. Symmetry transformation used to generate equivalent
atoms: −x, y, 1/2−z. Thermal displacement ellipsoids are shown at 30 % probability, except for the hydrogen
atoms depicted, which were located crystallographically. Remaining hydrogen atoms and triflate
counteranions have been omitted for clarity.
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Table 6.1: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for [Cu 2L (H3O2)]

(OTf)2

.

Atoms

Bond Lengths

Atoms

Angles

Atoms

Angles

Cu1-O1

1.9123(14)

O1-Cu1-N1

94.67(7)

N2-Cu1-N4

83.11(7)

Cu1-N1

1.9924(17)

O1-Cu1-N2

176.76(6)

O1-Cu1-N3

96.44(6)

Cu1-N2

2.0640(17)

N1-Cu1-N2

82.29(7)

N1-Cu1-N3

118.92(7)

Cu1-N4

2.1192(18)

O1-Cu1-N4

100.11(6)

N2-Cu1-N3

84.10(7)

Cu1-N3

2.2275(18)

N1-Cu1-N4

149.36(7)

N4-Cu1-N3

86.04(6)

Cu1-Cu1'

4.3465(8)

Symmetry transformation used to generate equivalent atoms: (') −x, y, 1/2−z.

After allowing solutions of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf to warm to RT under inert conditions, slow Et2O
diffusion resulted in crystalline material suitable for X-ray diffraction. The product
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crystallises in the orthorhombic Pbcn space group with only half of the molecule and a
triflate anion in the asymmetric unit. The full dinuclear copper(II) cation,
[CuII2L3(HO···H···OH)]2+ ([CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2, Figure 6.2), is thus generated by the
crystallographic C2 symmetry and supported by completely intact ligand L3. The two
copper(II) ions are thereby equivalent, and additionally spanned by a symmetric H3O2 bridge
made up of two hydroxide ions sharing an additional central proton. No solvent molecules
are present in the crystal lattice, which allowed [CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2 to be isolated
independently in separate experiments from either MeCN or Me2CO. The analogous
perchlorate salt structure was previously reported,79 but in that case additionally contained
an acetone solvent molecule, was synthesised by direct reaction with Cu(ClO4)2·6H2O, and
the complex cation lacked C2 symmetry. The two structures are otherwise quite similar and
further comparison offers little insight. The copper coordination spheres in
[CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2 are extremely distorted from ideal geometries (τ = 0.46), similarly to the
[CuII2L3(O2)]X·MX structural series (Table 4.8). On the other hand, the metal separation
(Cu···Cu = 4.347 Å) in [CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2 is now significantly larger (>0.5 Å). The greater
intermetallic distance thereby allows for accommodation of the bridging proton in place of
the peroxide bond. Similarly to the case of [(CuII2L1)2(O2)(OH)2]X2 (Section 4.2), the origin of
both this proton and the hydroxide anions are of considerable interest with regards to the
decomposition mechanism which leads from [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf to [CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2.

6.2.2 [CuII2L3(H3O2)]OTf Formation Pathways

II

3

OTf

Figure 6.3: Positive mode ESI-MS spectrum of [Cu 2L (O2)] when allowed to decay thermally, measured in
Me2CO at RT. The inset shows experimental and simulated isotopic distribution patterns for
2+
[(C29H57Cu2N6)OH] .

In contrast to the analogous perchlorate structure discussed above, the source of the
bridging moiety in [CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2 is ambiguous. It could result from adventitious water,
or from further reduction of the peroxide unit in [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf. In order to investigate if
dioxygen cleavage was occurring MS experiments were conducted using 18O2 to test for
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isotopically enriched products. No evidence of this process was observed when similar
experiments were performed in EtCN (Section 4.4.3), so measurements were conducted
under strictly anhydrous conditions in acetone. Of the two most significant signals in the
16
O2 spectrum, one was consistent with [(CuII2L3)(OH)]2+ (m/z = 330.2). The second and most
intense peak set showed fluctuations in the isotopic envelope during measurement, and
appears to correspond to an overlap of two species which could not be unambiguously
assigned. Adducts containing Me2CO, or CO2 as carbonate anion, are feasible and would give
[(CuI2L3)(Me2CO)(H)]2+ (m/z = 351.2) and [(CuII2L3)(HCO3)]2+ (m/z = 352.2), respectively.
Nevertheless, neither peak set showed clear isotopic enhancement in the corresponding
18
O2 spectrum. While this finding clearly does not support further reduction of the peroxide
unit in [CuII2L3(O2)]X, it does not rule it out either. Facile exchange of such bridging units has
been previously observed with related dinuclear pyrazole-bridged complexes in the cases of
copper(II),78 zinc(II),219 and nickel(II),220 and has even been quantified (kobs > 103 s−1)75 in the
case of the latter (see Scheme 6.3 for structures). Thus, despite the measurements being
performed with an ESI-MS instrument directly coupled to a glovebox under strictly
anhydrous conditions, extremely fast scrambling with adventitious natural abundance water
present inside the mass spectrometer could mask any isotopic enhancement. A similar
scenario has been previously observed with the same experimental setup in the case of a
related pyrazole supported tetranuclear iron(III)-bis(µ-oxo) species.175 Furthermore, the
nucleophilic potential of a copper(II)-bound hydroxide moiety also makes scrambling with
16
O-acetone feasible via a geminal diol intermediate. Further experimentation is needed to
unambiguously identify the source of the hydroxide bridging units in [CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2.
Monitoring the decomposition reaction of [CuII2L3(O2)]X by in situ IR spectroscopy in
combination with 18O2 isotopic labelling may provide additional insights in this regard.
The origin of the hydrogen atoms involved in bridging is clear in the event that the H3O2
moiety in [CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2 is derived entirely from adventitious water. On the other hand,
the source of these hydrogen atoms is less obvious if scission of the peroxide bond in
[CuII2L3(O2)]X occurs. In the latter case, they could result from an intra- or inter-molecular
hydrogen-atom abstraction from the ligand scaffold. Alternatively, they could originate from
the MeCN or Me2CO solvents through direct reaction, or even indirectly by residual water
content. A combination of the above sources is also feasible. In this regard it is noteworthy
that no [CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2 resulted from the MeCN/Et2O mixture until it was briefly exposed
to air, after which a moderate yield of crystalline material was deposited overnight.
Furthermore, although the same product was obtained directly from anhydrous
Me2CO/Et2O solution, the yield was extremely poor. While these findings implicate water as
the hydrogen source, they offer little insight into the identity of the initial decay product. It
should be furthermore stressed that the UV-vis spectrum of the initial decay product differs
from that of [CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2, consistent with the previous study involving the perchlorate
salt analogue of [CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2.91 Further investigation into the decay of [CuII2L3(O2)]X
was conducted in the current work by thermally-induced decomposition kinetics.
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6.3 Decay Kinetics of [CuII2L3(O2)]X

II

3

ClO4

Figure 6.4: UV-vis spectroscopic monitoring of [Cu 2L (O2)]
decay (above) at RT, in Me2CO (left) and EtCN
−4
(right, both 5.0 × 10 M). Corresponding reciprocal plots (below) for which the slope of linear fits (red lines)
yield the rate constants in Table 6.2 (separate experiments from above).

In the current work, when [CuI2L3]X (X = ClO4− or OTf−) was oxygenated by mixing with dry
O2-saturated solvent, the decay of the resulting [CuII2L3(O2)]X occurred sufficiently slowly to
be monitored by standard UV-vis spectroscopy, even at RT. Solutions in MeCN, EtCN or
Me2CO displayed qualitatively similar behaviour, in all cases showing an isosbestic point at
approximately 400 nm, and accompanied by bleaching of the CT features associated with
[CuII2L3(O2)]X (Figure 6.4, above). Decay of the principal band was monitored, and plotting
the reciprocal against time generally gave a linear relationship, indicating the decay rate was
(pseudo-)second order with respect to [CuII2L3(O2)]X. While this is in agreement with the
previous results where decay was monitored in DCM at −10 °C, the second order rate
constants derived in the current case were found to significantly vary with differing initial
concentrations of [CuII2L3(O2)]X. This implies the existence of a more complicated underlying
process. The rate constants were distinct for each solvent but all followed a common trend,
exhibiting faster decay rates at lower initial concentrations. All assays were conducted in
triplicate, and reproducibly showed decomposition to be fastest in EtCN, significantly slower
in Me2CO, and slightly slower yet again in MeCN.
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Table 6.2: Second order rate constants derived from linear fitting of 1/[Complex] versus time plots.
[Complex]0 (µM)

−1

−1

−1

k I (M sec )

−1

−1

−1

k II (M sec )

k III (M sec )

4.874
2.723
1.853
0.752

4.482
2.990
2.226
0.877

1.445*
0.516
0.346
0.261

1.082
0.510
0.340
0.255

Acetone
250
500
750
1000

3.282
2.107
1.156
0.603
MeCN

250
500
750
1000

1.133
0.504
0.408
0.317

EtCN
250
56.130*
60.675*
500
15.305
11.730
750
5.795
6.205
1250
2.535
2.370
*The data in these cases deviated significantly from the linear fit.

58.050*
13.540
6.460
2.290

Figure 6.5: Plots showing variation of the rate constant with initial complex concentration for Me 2CO (left) and EtCN
(right). The data for the lowest concentration in EtCN deviated significantly from the linear fit.

The above findings which indicate that the decay rate is (pseudo-)second order with respect
to [CuII2L3(O2)]X preclude an intra-molecular decomposition pathway, thereby providing
strong evidence against the ligand-based oxidation reactions frequently observed in many
CuO2 systems (Sections 1.3.4 and 6.1.2). While a reaction of this type could also occur by an
inter-molecular mechanism, the steric shielding of the peroxide moiety in [CuII2L3(O2)]X
would significantly hinder such a process, and no apparent evidence for ligand oxygenation
or N-dealkylation has been observed in any of the MS experiments conducted (Section 4.4.3
and 6.2.1). The further dependence of the rate upon both initial concentration of
[CuII2L3(O2)]X and the nature of the solvent is unusual. Although reaction with solvent is a
feasible decomposition pathway, it is constantly present in vast excess, such that it would
be extremely unlikely to result in the observed concentration dependence. A fixed
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percentage of residual water content could account for the latter, given the data varied
somewhat with different MeCN and EtCN batches. Alternatively, an unusual acceleration of
decay rate as a function of excess O2 was recently reported for a trans-CuII2(µ-η1:η1-O2)
adduct supported by a dinucleating TMPA derivative, though justification for the observed
effect is lacking.221 This could qualitatively explain the trends observed in the current case,
with lower concentrations consuming less O2 and greater O2 solubility in EtCN versus Me2CO
and MeCN. Further experimental evidence is clearly needed in order to test if any of these
factors are contributing significantly. For example, screening for a kinetic isotope effect
using CD3CN, (CD3)2CO or a deuterated analogue of HL3 may offer insights with regard to a
decomposition pathway directly involving solvent. It must be highlighted that at the lowest
concentrations measured EtCN solutions reproducibly displayed significantly different
behaviour not consistent with second order decay, suggesting that the decomposition
mechanism may be even more complicated and competing pathways may exist.

6.3.1 The Role of Sodium Cations
The above described decomposition kinetics were conducted prior to elucidation of the
sodium cation binding equilibrium, and thus any influence exerted by the presence of Na +
was not taken into account. While a stabilising interaction of sodium cations with
[CuII2L3(O2)]X would satisfactorily explain the concentration dependence of the above data,
analysis of the decay spectra of [CuII2L3(O2)]X at fixed concentrations with increasing
amounts of Na+ (Section 5.3.3) showed no discernible trend relating decomposition rate
with sodium cation presence. Furthermore, the faster rates of decay observed for EtCN
when compared with Me2CO are difficult to account for, given that the Na + affinity for
[CuII2L3(O2)]X is greater in the former solvent than in the latter (This trend was observed
qualitatively). One final observation which is relevant to all of the herein described kinetic
determinations relates to the use of in situ prepared [CuII2L3(O2)]X. Although this species was
shown to be of high purity without the application of further isolation procedures (Section
3.4), decomposition rates were found to be extremely sensitive to trace impurities. This is
well illustrated by the introduction of excess copper(I) salt prior to dioxygen exposure. In
contrast to the [CuII2L2(O2)]X system, where excesses of 10% copper(I) salt enhanced target
product formation (Sections 4.3.2), in the case of [CuII2L3(O2)]X an enormous acceleration of
decomposition rate was observed, such that decay was complete within seconds rather
than minutes. Although the mechanistic basis for this enhancement is unclear, this example
helps to highlight the high sensitivity of this chemistry to trace impurities. Not only does this
reaffirm the need for the use of precise stoichiometry (Section 3.4.1), but it also emphasises
the difficulties which may be involved in accurately assigning reactive species in solution.
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6.4 Reactivity Toward External Substrates
6.4.1 The Active Oxygenating Species in Tyrosinase

Scheme 6.2: Catalytic cycle of Tyr. The speciation of the active oxygenating species after substrate binding has
occurred is still debated.

Incentive for studying copper-containing metalloenzymes is largely contributed to by their
ability to activate dioxygen and for controlled oxidation and oxygenation of organic
molecules. Much of the pioneering work conducted in this regard is highly applicable to T3
systems, especially to Tyr, which is the only member of this class capable of facilitating
oxygen-atom transfer to substrates.16,18,25 As such, a detailed mechanistic picture for Tyr has
emerged (Scheme 6.2), which is briefly described here given its relevance to the chemistry
discussed in this section. Initial reaction of dioxygen with the fully reduced dicopper(I) state
gives the well established SP adduct. Substrate coordination to a single copper(II) ion then
occurs, resulting in a ternary complex which represents the key intermediate in the debate
over the active hydroxylating species in this system.16,18,25 Whether the C−O bond is formed
by direct reaction of the SP adduct with the substrate or after conversion to an isoelectronic
B
O core is still unclear. Irrespective of which species is involved, the resulting catechol then
donates two electrons to form the ortho-quinone product, simultaneously regenerating the
original dicopper(I) state and thereby closing the catalytic cycle. The enzymatic activity
described above is often resolved into sequential stages. The hydroxylation of monophenols
to give o-diphenols is referred to as monophenolase or cresolase activity, whereas the
oxidation of o-diphenols to give o-quinones is known as diphenolase or catacholase
activity.222,223 To show genuine Tyr-like activity a model complex must therefore be
competent at both the monopheloase and diphenolase steps, that is, it must not only
activate and transfer oxygen to the substrate, but also oxidise the resulting 1,2-diol in order
to complete the catalytic cycle.
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6.4.2 Unprecedented TP Reactivity
Initial studies indicated that the TP species lack oxygen atom transfer capability, however,
several examples which contradict this notion have since been reported. These include the
T
P-mediated 4-electron oxidation of internal (ligand) or external saturated benzylic carbon
atoms to the respective carbonyls,32,46,224 and hydroxylation of external para-substituted
phenolates to give the corresponding catechols.225 However, in some of these cases this
unprecedented reactivity has been attributed to one of several other species thought to be
present in solution as a result of interconversion to isoelectronic Cu2O2 cores46,224 or
backward reaction to an ES species.46 The aforementioned phenolate hydroxylation
reactivity was very recently contested on the basis of an experimentally observed
equilibrium between a related TP adduct and an BO species, and further refuted by
calculations which found reaction through the BO analogue of the original complex to be the
more energetically favourable pathway compared with the proposed TP core.49 These
findings, in addition to those discussed above pertaining to Tyr, highlight the complications
which can be encountered in identifying the active species actually responsible for reactivity
in these systems.
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6.5 The [CuII2L2(O2)] System
6.5.1 Tyrosinase-like Activity
The monophenolase ability of [CuII2L2(O2)]X was previously tested with the activated
substrate 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol (HDTBP), for which no acitivty was observed.90 In the
current work, addition of five equivalents of this phenol to pre-formed [CuII2L2(O2)]X at −80
°C (after removal of excess dioxygen, see Experimental Section 8.9) caused only a subtle
change in the colour of the EtCN solution. Upon workup and analysis only the starting
material was detected, and given the known nucleophilic/basic reactivity patterns of CuII2(µη1:η1-O2) peroxide species (Section 1.3.3), straightforward proton transfer from the
relatively acidic phenol moiety is likely. Therefore the conjugate base was prepared by
reaction with NaH and the isolated salt, sodium 2,4-di-tert-butylphenolate (NaDTBP), was
used as a test substrate. Addition under identical conditions this time resulted in complete
bleaching of the solution, becoming green already at −80 °C. After allowing the solution to
warm to RT, a further colour change to a light green-brown colour was observed.

1

Figure 6.6: Aromatic region of the H NMR spectrum which results after aerobic work-up (see text) of the
II 2
PF6
reaction between [Cu 2L (O2)] and NaDTBP (measured under ambient conditions in CD 3CN at RT). Substrate
and product signals are labelled with the subscripts S and P, respectively.

Filtration through silica resulted in intense yellow solutions, though flushing with MeOH was
required to elute the coloured compound, indicative of a highly polar product. GC-MS
analysis showed two compounds with similar retention times, and while the unreacted
starting material was easily identified, the second product could not be unambiguously
assigned. It is worth noting that extreme deviations in GC-MS analysis results were observed
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when different counterions were employed for the complex synthesis, despite similar
experimental observations during the substrate screening reactions. While this complication
ruled out direct quantification by GC-MS, further evaluation was possible by 1H NMR
spectroscopy. Initial analysis revealed 3,5-di-tert-butylquinone (DTBQ) as the only
transformation product (Figure 6.6), identified by comparison with literature chemical shift
values and those of an independently synthesised batch of DTBQ.226 When PF6− was used as
a counterion the yield for this oxygenation reaction gave a variable outcome, likely due to
[CuII2L2(O2)]X decomposition resulting from fluoride abstraction (Section 4.1). However, by
using of BF4−, ClO4− or OTf−, together with addition of 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene as an
internal standard, a reproducible yield of approximately 25% could be determined. Addition
of excess copper(I) salt also had no effect, strongly suggesting that [CuII2L2(O2)]X was the
active oxygen-transferring species.

II

2

PF6

Figure 6.7: UV-vis spectroscopic monitoring of the reaction between [Cu 2L (O2)] and five equivalents of
−2
NaDTBP at −80 °C in EtCN (1 × 10 M). Bleaching of the copper-peroxo CT features occurred simultaneously
with formation of the new band at 360 nm (left). The reaction is complete after 15 minutes at −80 °C (right).

The above observations suggest that this oxygenation can potentially proceed in a catalytic
fashion, resulting in both regeneration of the [CuI2L2]X precursor complex and production of
DTBQ. This product has a distinctive absorption feature at approximately 400 nm, so the
reaction was thus monitored under anaerobic conditions by in situ UV-vis spectroscopy in
order to observe a single turnover. Upon addition of the NaDTBP substrate to pre-formed
[CuII2L2(O2)]PF6 at −80 °C bleaching of the copper-peroxo CT feature occurred,
simultaneously with the appearance of a new band (Figure 6.7, similar spectra resulted
when ClO4− or OTf− were used). This new band is centred at 360 nm, differing significantly
from the 400 nm absorbance expected to arise from formation of DTBQ.227
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Although there appears to be an isosbestic point in the spectrum at 425 nm, closer
inspection revealed that the absorbance at this wavelength varies somewhat throughout
the reaction. This suggests that the two species observed spectroscopically are not linearly
related by stoichiometry, and that there is an intermediate involved in the underlying
chemical reaction. Numerous attempts to reproduce the features of the UV-vis spectrum
shown in Figure 6.7 indirectly were unsuccessful, for example by reaction of 3,5-di-tertbutylcatechol (H2DTBC) with [CuII2L2(O2)]X. Fortunately, by maintaining low temperatures for
an extended time period (see Experimental section 8.3.9), single crystals suitable for X-ray
diffraction could be isolated directly from the reaction. Re-dissolution of this crystalline
material in EtCN (Figure 6.8) resulted in a spectrum consistent with that described above,
showing an absorption feature at 360 nm (ε = 3080 M−1 cm−1).

II

2

Figure 6.8: UV-vis spectrum of the crystalline product ([Cu 2L (OH)(DTBP)2], see below) isolated after reaction
II 2
ClO4
−3
between [Cu 2L (O2)]
and NaDTBP, measured at RT after re-dissolution in EtCN (3.0 × 10 M).
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6.5.2 A Substrate Adduct Complex

II

2

Figure 6.9: Molecular structure of [Cu 2L (OH)(DTBP)2]. Thermal displacement ellipsoids are shown at 30 %
probability, except for the hydrogen atom depicted, which was located crystallographically. Remaining
hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.
II

2

Table 6.3: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for [Cu 2L (OH)(DTBP)2].
Atoms

Bond Lengths

Atoms

Angles

Atoms

Angles

Cu1-O1

1.8890(15)

O1-Cu1-N1

168.60(8)

O3-Cu2-N2

168.36(7)

Cu1-N1

1.8985(18)

O1-Cu1-O2

103.25(6)

O3-Cu2-O2

103.45(6)

Cu1-O2

1.9713(15)

N1-Cu1-O2

84.11(7)

N2-Cu2-O2

83.93(7)

Cu1-N3

2.2240(18)

O1-Cu1-N3

94.56(7)

O3-Cu2-N6

94.45(7)

Cu1-N4

2.4431(17)

N1-Cu1-N3

77.08(7)

N2-Cu2-N6

77.18(7)

Cu1-Cu2

3.4623(5)

O2-Cu1-N3

160.38(7)

O2-Cu2-N6

160.40(7)

Cu2-O3

1.8951(15)

O1-Cu1-N4

97.25(6)

O3-Cu2-N7

96.44(6)

Cu2-N2

1.9036(18)

N1-Cu1-N4

88.90(7)

N2-Cu2-N7

90.27(7)

Cu2-O2

1.9644(15)

O2-Cu1-N4

106.05(6)

O2-Cu2-N7

104.57(7)

Cu2-N6

2.2132(18)

N3-Cu1-N4

79.40(7)

N6-Cu2-N7

80.92(7)

Cu2-N7

2.4147(18)

Cu2-O2-Cu1

123.22(8)

Structural determination of the material isolated from reaction between [CuII2L2(O2)]X and
NaDTBP revealed a neutral complex, [CuII2L3(OH)(DTBP)2] ([CuII2L2(OH)(DTBP)2], Figure 6.9).
This substrate adduct crystallises in the triclinic P-1 space group with two molecules per unit
cell, and consists of a dinuclear copper(II) complex supported by deprotonated HL2. The two
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copper ions are also each further coordinated by an anionic 2,4-di-tert-butylphenolate
(DTBP) molecule, and are additionally tethered by a hydroxide moiety. Interestingly, HL2 is
usually observed to impose a metal-metal separation (M···M = 4.533, 4.452 and 4.374 Å for
CuII, NiII and ZnII respectively, Scheme 6.3) which makes the resulting complexes unsuitable
for accommodating single atom bridging molecules such as hydroxide. Instead,
incorporation of an additional water or other solvent molecule, such as MeOH to give a
multi-component RO···H···OR (R = H, Me) moiety is often observed.78,219,220

2

Scheme 6.3: Known crystallographically characterised complexes supported by deprotonated HL , which
highlight the tendency of this scaffold to impose metal-metal separations that result in multi-component
bridging moieties. Charges and counterions are omitted for clarity.

In comparison with these related structures, which have largely trigonal bipyramidal
geometries (τ = 0.64 (symmetric), 0.60 and 0.69, and 0.74 and 0.80 for CuII, NiII and ZnII
respectively, Scheme 6.3), the metal coordination spheres in [CuII2L2(OH)(DTBP)2] have a
distinctly different spatial arrangement. [CuII2L2(OH)(DTBP)2] lies much more towards
square pyramidal on the structural continuum (τ = 0.14 and 0.13), and only the pyrazole and
shoulder nitrogen atoms are found in the equatorial plane. While two of the four side arms
are dissociated, the remaining coordinated side arms occupy Jahn-Teller distorted axial
positions with elongated bond lengths (Cu1−N4 = 2.443 and Cu2−N7 = 2.415 Å) in
comparison to the equitorial donor distances (1.889−2.224 Å). The sidearm donors are
generally responsible for pulling the metal ions back and apart in the related structures
above, thereby enforcing large metal separations. However, their contribution to dictating
the metal-metal distance in [CuII2L2(OH)(DTBP)2] is negligible, and thus the two copper ions
can approach each other sufficiently closely (Cu···Cu = 3.462 Å) to allow for a relatively small
hydroxide to occupy a bridging position. The proton on this bridge could be located
crystallographically, and provides the charge balance required to give an overall neutral
complex. The origin of this proton, together with the dissociation of the side arms, may have
implications for the mechanism of DTBP hydroxylation (Section 6.7.1).
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6.5.3 Closing the Catalytic Cycle

1

Figure 6.10: Aromatic region of the H NMR spectrum which results after anaerobic work-up (see text) of the
II 2
ClO4
reaction between [Cu 2L (O2)]
and NaDTBP (measured under inert conditions in dry CD3CN at RT). Substrate
and product signals are labelled with the subscripts S and P, respectively.

When the reaction between [CuII2L2(O2)]X and NaDTBP was conducted as described above,
but with workup and 1H NMR analyses performed under strictly anaerobic conditions, a
different signal set for the product was observed. The spectrum instead revealed the
presence of 3,5-di-tert-butylcatechol (H2DTBC), which was quantitatively converted to DTBQ
by simply exposing the NMR analyte solutions to air. Previously published data indicate that
a dicopper(II) complex supported by deprotonated HL2 is indeed capable of oxidising
H2DTBC to DTBQ,78 making the complete lack of DTBQ in samples analysed under inert
conditions surprising. One possibility implied by [CuII2L2(OH)(DTBP)2] is that the anionic
phenolate substrate acts as an inhibitor, blocking free coordination sites in the dinuclear
copper(II) complex ([CuII2L2]X). Furthermore, under the reaction conditions employed herein
NaDTBP is present in relatively large excess compared with H2DTBC. This inhibition
hypothesis was tested by reducing the amount of NaDTBP used for oxygenation
experiments from five equivalents to only one. Workup under aerobic conditions revealed
no change in the yield of the resulting DTBQ, implying that the presence of excess substrate
has little effect on the outcome of the oxygenation and oxidation reactions.
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Two further experiments were conducted to assess whether [CuII2L2]X is capable of achieving
the transformation of H2DTBC to DTBQ needed to close the catalytic cycle under the
conditions studied. In order to entirely eliminate any excess NaDTBP present, [CuII2L2]OTf
was generated in situ by deprotonation of ligand HL2 with KOtBu, followed by addition of
anhydrous Cu(OTf)2. To this solution was added one equivalent of either H2DTBC or
dipotassium 3,5-di-tert-butylcatecholate, K2DTBC. In both cases this caused a very slight
change in the dark green colour, and the solutions were then stirred under anaerobic
conditions at RT. No further colour change was observed over the course of 10 days, and
following inert workup as for the oxygenation reactions described above 1H NMR
spectroscopic analysis showed only H2DTBC (Figure 6.11).

1

II

2 OTf

Figure 6.11: Aromatic region of the H NMR spectrum which results when [Cu 2L ] and H2DTBC are mixed at
RT for 10 days under anaerobic conditions (measured under inert conditions in dry CD3CN at RT).
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In a converse approach, the reaction between [CuI2L2]OTf and DTBQ at −80 °C was monitored
by in situ UV-vis spectroscopy. Upon addition of DTBQ to a pre-cooled solution of [CuI2L2]OTf
in EtCN, the solution became green-brown in colour over the course of approximately 30
min. Two new broad features developed in the UV-vis spectrum, one at 800 nm (ε = 300
M−1 cm−1) and the second in the UV region with a broad shoulder at about 375 nm. Very
similar bands also appear in the UV-vis spectrum of zinc(II) coordinated to 3,5-di-tertbutylsemiquinone (DTBSQ), thereby indicating that the 800 nm absorbance in the current
case does not arise from a d-d transition.228,229 In fact, this feature at approximately 800 nm
has been suggested as a diagnostic for the semiquinone character of a coordinated
dioxolene ligand229 (the term dioxolene collectively refers to the catecholate dianion,
semiquinone anion, and neutral quinone of a particular 1,2-O,O-phenylene ligand)230–232.
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2 OTf

Figure 6.12: UV-vis spectroscopic monitoring of the reaction between [Cu 2L ] and DTBQ at −80°C in EtCN (1
−2
× 10 M). The observed features are diagnostic for formation of a semiquinone.

These results are consistent with the formation of an adduct between [CuI2L2]X and DTBQ
involving the transfer of a single electron to give a mixed-valent copper complex and
DTBSQ.233–235 Both absorbance bands also decreased over time, which may indicate further
formation of the corresponding catechol.233,235,236 The rate of reaction may possibly be
hindered by the low temperature and the tendency of the dioxolene ligands to coordinate
to only one copper centre (Section 6.7.3).78 Nevertheless, the combined observations
discussed above qualitatively demonstrate that [CuII2L2]X does not possess suitable
characteristics favourable for DTBQ formation, and the equilibrium lies strongly toward
DTBC. Therefore, this system does not mediate a truly catalytic cycle under the conditions
studied, and [CuII2L2(O2)]X acts only as a stoichiometric oxygen transfer reagent with respect
to NaDTBP.
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X

Scheme 6.4: Stoimetric oxygenation of the biomimetic substrate, DTBP, mediated by [Cu 2L (O2)] .

The dioxygen adduct [CuII2L2(O2)]X showed no reactivity towards 9,10-dihydroanthracene,
diphenylmethane, norbornene and adamantane in preliminary substrate screening
experiments. However, it should be highlighted that the general workup and testing
procedures were still being optimised at this point in time, and thus the analysis was
conducted only by GC-MS. Given the complications encountered with the NaDTBP substrate
described above, a complete lack of reactivity of [CuII2L2(O2)]X toward the aforementioned
substrates is proposed only tentatively, pending confirmation by 1H NMR analysis.

6.6 The [CuII2L3(O2)]X System
Both the activated substrate 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol and the related structural isomer 3,5di-tert-butylphenol previously showed no transformation in monophenolase activity tests of
[CuII2L3(O2)]X.91 Whereas the use of the corresponding sodium 2,4-di-tert-butylphenolate
altered this outcome in the case of [CuII2L2(O2)]X, no such reactivity was observed here.
Thus, addition of NaDTBP to [CuII2L3(O2)]X at −30 °C resulted in no significant colour change
to the EtCN solution, which remained stable over the course of several hours at this low
temperature. While warming to RT gave a brown coloured solution, subsequent workup
showed no obviously coloured species, and no substrate transformation was detected by 1H
NMR analysis regardless of the counterion used (PF6−, BF4−, ClO4− or OTf−). Given the
considerations relating to spin state discussed earlier (Section 6.1.1), a variety of substrates
encompassing a broader range of differing character were then further screened in an effort
to establish the reactivity patterns of [CuII2L3(O2)]X.
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Figure 6.13: Aromatic region of the H NMR spectrum which results after work-up (see text) of the reaction
II 3
OTf
between [Cu 2L (O2)] and DHA (measured under ambient conditions in CDCl3 at RT). Residual solvent signals
are labelled (○). Substrate and product signals are labelled with the subscripts S and P, respectively.

6.6.1 Radical-like Reactivity
Introduction of the substrates 9,10-dihydroanthracene (DHA), diphenylmethane,
norbornene, adamantane, toluene or styrene to solutions of pre-formed [CuII2L3(O2)]X at −30
°C (after removal of excess O2, see Experimental Section 8.9) again gave no significant colour
change, even when maintained at low temperature over several hours. Although the
majority of samples became green at ambient temperatures, and showed only unreacted
starting material upon analysis, solutions containing DHA appeared distinctly different in
colour when allowed to warm to RT. Despite the apparent lack of reactivity at low
temperature, workup of the resulting brown solutions followed by 1H NMR analysis
reproducibly revealed the presence of anthracene (Anth) with a yield of approximately 25%.
The presence or absence of sodium cations had no significant influence on the yield, and
blank tests with solutions containing equivalent amounts of neutral ligand or
[Cu(MeCN)4]OTf which were treated identically showed only unreacted DHA.

6.7 Active species
6.7.1 Involvement of ES Species?
The reactivity of [CuII2L2(O2)]X is atypical. The ability to mediate ortho-phenol hydroxylation
has only once been reported for a TP species (Section 6.4.2), which has now been challenged
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and suggested to result from an BO-type dioxygen-adduct. The presence of such a BO species
is unlikely in the [CuII2L2(O2)]X system due to the geometric constraints imposed by the
ligand system, although it cannot be ruled out entirely, as these limitations would be
relaxed if inter-molecular dioxygen adducts form (as proposed in Section 4.4.5).
Nonetheless, the spectroscopic findings presented herein give no indication for formation of
any Cu2O2 species other than end-on (CP and TP) adducts. On the other hand, there is a
significant amount of evidence supporting the presence of an ES species (Section 4.3.2). In
this regard it is worth noting that experiments in which formation of the mononuclear
[CuIIL2(O2•)] adduct was suppressed by addition of excess copper(I) salt showed comparable
yields for the hydroxylation reaction (Section 6.5.1). Nevertheless, the mononuclear and
dinuclear dioxygen adducts may still both be present in equilibrium. Furthermore, there is
literature precedent to suggest that the speciation of copper-dioxygen adducts may indeed
be influenced by substrate coordination (Section 1.3.3), which provides the basis for the
ongoing debate regarding the active hydroxylating species in Tyr (Section 6.4.1).
The ES adduct is known to be capable of facilitating oxygen atom transfer to aromatic
organic substrates, making it a possible candidate for the active species in the conversion of
NaDTBP to H2DTBC.60,61 However, the ES species is generally thought to initiate hydrogenabstraction reactions which then proceed through radical intermediates (Sections 1.3.4). In
this regard it is worth noting that the use of the neutral parent HDTBP did not lead to any
substrate transformation whatsoever. Furthermore, no radical coupling products were
observed in the reaction between [CuII2L2(O2)]X and NaDTBP. It is nevertheless feasible in
the latter case that coordination of the phenolate substrate to the second copper ion may
promote selectivity in the [CuII2L2(O2)]X system. Unfortunately, detailed reactivity studies of
E
S adducts are still somewhat limited in number, with contrasting mechanistic scenarios put
forward depending on the individual systems.42,43,60 It is also noteworthy that the pathways
followed by the DBM and PHM enzymes after C−H bond activation are poorly understood,
with numerous suggestions originating from different research groups.59 To propose a
detailed mechanism in the current case, especially on the basis of the limited data, would
thus be largely speculation. One point worthy of consideration is that the dioxygen bond
must be cleaved during the hydroxylation, with concurrent formation of a new C−O bond.
These events may provide a spectroscopic handle to monitor the reaction through rR
experiments. Further insight into the mechanism would also likely be provided by kinetic
analysis, screening of differently derivatised phenolate substrates, and computational
studies.
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6.7.2 DHA Formation Mechanisms

Scheme 6.5: Oxidation of DHA to give Anth, a reaction frequently used to screen for hydrogen-abstraction
capability of dioxygen-activating coordination compounds.

The transformation of DHA to Anth is often employed to screen for hydrogen-abstraction
reactivity of dioxygen-activating bioinspired coordination compounds, thereby implying that
the reactive species involved possesses some radical-like character.59,237,238 The findings
described herein hint at such reactivity in the case of [CuII2L3(O2)]X. However, reaction with
DHA was only observed to occur upon warming to RT, implicating a decomposition product
as the active species. As described earlier (Section 6.2), there is uncertainty about the
structure of the initial product which results upon thermally-induced decomposition of
[CuII2L3(O2)]X. Definitive conclusions about the reactive species are thus not easily made, but
some points are worthy of further consideration. Spectroscopic evidence for this system
suggests that an ES species is accessible (Section 4.4.2). However, while such an adduct
could potentially facilitate H-atom abstraction from DHA, it was found to be favoured only
at lower temperatures. Although unequivocal proof that the dioxygen bond is broken during
decay of [CuII2L3(O2)]X is still lacking (Section 6.2.2), such a pathway could result in a
transient terminal (pseudo-)mononuclear copper-oxygen species. Such intermediates
resulting from cleavage of Cu2O2 adducts are thought to be especially reactive (Section
1.3.4). However, lack of reactivity toward any of the other activated substrates which were
screened would be surprising if this proposal is accurate. The involvement of a hydrogenabstraction process could possibly be identified by the use of deuterated substrate.

Scheme 6.6: Possible pathways for oxidation of DHA to Anth without the necessary involvement of a copperoxygen active species.
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As opposed to the [CuII2L2(O2)]X-mediated formation of H2DTBC (Section 6.5), cleavage of
the dioxygen bond is not necessary to produce Anth from DHA. In fact, while an electron
acceptor is required in order to transform DHA into Anth, there is no requirement that the
reaction involve H-atom abstraction at all. The base-catalysed autoxidation of DHA has been
the subject of a considerable amount of literature attention.239,240 Following deprotonation,
the resulting conjugate base can react with free dioxygen in solution to generate the
corresponding radical anion, which can subsequently disproportionate or react with
additional O2 to give anthracene.241 Dioxygen could be liberated by backward reaction in the
case of [CuII2L3(O2)]X, but the presence of O2 usually leads to mixtures containing the
oxygenated product anthraquinone in addition to Anth.240,242 On the other hand, the radical
anion could also plausibly donate an electron to copper(II) to give Anth.243,244 Both of these
processes could contribute to formation of Anth without direct involvement of a copperoxygen active species (Scheme 6.6). The only other requirement would then be the
presence of a sufficiently strong base. In this regard it is interesting to note that KO tBu was
employed as the base in several of the above studies, and could thus also be screened for
Anth production with and without the presence of O2 or copper.

6.7.3 [CuII2L2(O2)]X versus [CuII2L3(O2)]X - Comparing Reactivity
The lack of reactivity towards DHA displayed by [CuII2L2(O2)]X is unexpected, considering
that shown by [CuII2L3(O2)]X. Although this finding is tentative in the case of [CuII2L2(O2)]X, it
nevertheless provides evidence against KOtBu playing a role in the reaction, as both
[CuII2L2(O2)]X and [CuII2L3(O2)]X were generated under comparable conditions for substrate
screening. While the differences in the copper-dioxygen adducts formed in the two systems
likely contribute, the possible involvement of a decomposition product indicated by the lack
of direct reactivity in the case of [CuII2L3(O2)]X is a complicating factor. This decomposition
product might potentially also act as a base. Further conclusions about this reaction are not
easily drawn, but additional investigation of the decay pathway followed by [CuII2L2(O2)]X
could be insightful in this regard.
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Figure 6.14: Molecular structure of [Cu 2L (TCC)]

ClO4

, synthesised in a previous work (see text for details).

The poor diphenolase activity of [CuII2L2(O2)]X was previously proposed to result from a
combination of factors, including its unfavourable redox potential and relatively large
copper separation (Cu···Cu = 4.533 Å).78 One apparent consequence of this intermetallic
distance is that catechol substrates are prone to coordinate in a bidentate fashion to a
single copper ion, evident from the complex which forms when [CuII2L2]ClO4 is co-crystallised
with the inactivated substrate tetrachlorocatechol (H2TCC) (Figure 6.14).78 The resulting
solid state structure, [CuII2L2(TCC)]ClO4, is indeed in agreement with the above finding that
reaction of DTBQ with [CuI2L2]X leads to a UV-vis spectrum consistent with formation of
DTBSQ, resulting from single electron transfer. Although binding of catechol to only one of
the two copper(II) ions in Tyr is sufficient for oxidation to the corresponding quinone, the
transfer of two electrons requires efficient antiferromagnetic coupling between the copper
centres in order to overcome the non-bridging coordination mode.18 Whether the pyrazole
bridging unit alone can mediate a sufficient superexchange pathway to achieve this is
unclear. In any case, the poor diphenolase activity of [CuII2L2]X under the conditions studied
is much more likely to result from its unsuitably high reduction potential, as qualitatively
demonstrated by its inability to oxidise H2DTBC, or the corresponding more activated
conjugate base, K2DTBC. One feature of structure [CuII2L2(TCC)]ClO4 worthy of further
consideration is that coordination of H2TCC induces dissociation of one side arm,
reminiscent of the [CuII2L2(OH)(DTBP)2] complex (Section 6.5.2).
Although direct coordination of phenolic substrate to copper is not a requirement for
subsequent oxygenation, there is significant evidence to suggest that this occurs in the
natural Tyr systems (Section 6.4.1). The copper(II) ions in the peroxo species [CuII2L2(O2)]X
and [CuII2L3(O2)]X are each ligated by an N4O donor set, and are furthermore sterically
crowded. Accommodation of an additional substrate molecule is thus likely to cause
substantial rearrangement of the existing coordination spheres. This may possibly even
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induce sidearm dissociation, a process which would be enabled by the far greater lability of
the ligand scaffold in [CuII2L2(O2)]X compared with [CuII2L3(O2)]X. The structure of
[CuII2L2(OH)(DTBP)2] indirectly supports this proposal, as does [CuII2L2(TCC)]ClO4, in both of
which a sidearm has dissociated in order to accommodate a phenolic substrate.78 Whether
these processes occur by associative or dissociative mechanisms is unknown. However, it is
noteworthy that in the case of [CuII2L2(TCC)]ClO4 this may be facilitated by proton transfer
from the H2TCC to the sidearm nitrogen atom, thereby attenuating its donor ability. On the
other hand, [CuII2L2(OH)(DTBP)2] shows that this protonation event is not necessary for
dissociation.

II

3

Figure 6.15: Molecular structure of [Cu 2L (TCC)]

ClO4

, synthesised in a previous work (see text for details).

While the vast majority of dinuclear copper(II) pyrazolate-bridged complexes have an upper
coordination number of five (Section 1.4), a structure possessing a six-coordinate copper(II)
ion was previously isolated by co-crystallisation of H2TCC with a copper(II) complex
supported by deprotonated HL3.91 In [CuII2L3(TCC)]ClO4 (Figure 6.15), TCC is once again
coordinated in a bidentate fashion to a single copper ion, and yet in contrast to
[CuII2L3(TCC)]ClO4 all donor atoms from the HL3 ligand remain coordinated. This serves to
illustrate that coordinative saturation is not necessarily the reason for lack of [CuII2L3(O2)]X
monophenolase activity. Once coordinated, orientation of the substrate such that there is
sufficient overlap between the participating reactant orbitals is thought to be crucial to
achieving o-hydroxylation in both the model systems and parent Tyr enzyme.18,25 This
implies that the differences in structural flexibility between [CuII2L2(O2)]X and [CuII2L3(O2)]X
may have a significant impact on the resulting reactivity, even if both allow for substrate
coordination. Regardless of the precise mechanism, the considerable steric demand of
[CuII2L3(O2)]X is likely a major factor which inhibits its monophenolase potential. Thus, while
3,5-di-tert-butylphenol was used as a test substrate previously, the deprotonated form
should also be investigated as it has less steric crowding directly adjacent to its donor
oxygen atom.
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6.8 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter has investigated the reactivity properties of the two temperature sensitive
copper-peroxo species, [CuII2L2(O2)]X and [CuII2L3(O2)]X. The thermally induced
decomposition of [CuII2L3(O2)]X was studied in detail, and the ability of both systems to
mediate the oxidation and oxygenation of external substrates was explored.
Thermally induced decomposition of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf solutions led to the isolation of a
pyrazole-bridged dinuclear copper(II) complex, [CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2. Material suitable for
crystallographic structural determination could be obtained from both EtCN and Me 2CO
solutions of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf, and characterisation revealed a structure wherein the peroxide
moiety had been replaced by an H3O2 tether. Attempts to identify the origin of this bridging
array were inconclusive, but further investigation by in situ IR spectroscopy may provide
significant insights. Kinetic analysis of the thermally induced decay of [CuII2L3(O2)]X was
conducted and found to be consistent with a second order reaction, in agreement with
previous studies. These findings rule out a decomposition pathway involving intra-molecular
oxidative attack on the ligand scaffold. An unusual rate dependence upon both
concentration and solvent was observed, which may be indicative of a more complex
decomposition pathway. This behaviour has yet to be accounted for, although the use of
deuterated analogues in future studies may help to identify the origins of the concentration
and solvent dependence. Given the sodium cation binding equilibrium identified in the
previous chapter, the influence of these alkali metal ions on the decay rate was also
considered. No indication for such an effect could be identified.
Reactivity of the [CuII2L2(O2)]X system toward the activated 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol substrate
was investigated in detail. No transformation of the substrate was observed when the
neutral phenol was used, in agreement with previous findings. However, when the
corresponding sodium salt was utilised transfer of an oxygen atom to the ortho-position
could be achieved. The product initially identified was 3,5-di-tert-butylquinone, implying
that the reaction might proceed catalytically. However, further detailed investigation
through the use of in situ UV-vis spectroscopy and additional analysis of the reaction under
anaerobic conditions revealed that 3,5-di-tert-butylcatechol was the primary reaction
product, and that subsequent exposure to air induced further oxidation to give the quinone.
These results thereby indicate that [CuII2L2(O2)]X acts as a stoichiometric oxygen-transfer
reagent. Efforts to elucidate the mechanism by which this system mediates orthohydroxlation may benefit from the use of additionally derivatised phenolate substrates in
combination with kinetic measurements.
A selection of substrates were screened in order to assess the reactivity profile of the
[CuII2L3(O2)]X system. In contrast to the [CuII2L2(O2)]X system, no oxygen atom transfer ability
could be observed. However, it could be shown that [CuII2L3(O2)]X is capable of mediating
the oxidation of 9,10-dihydroanthracene. One complicating aspect in relation to this
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transformation was that the reaction only proceeded when the relevant solutions were
warmed to RT. This finding implies that a decomposition product of [CuII2L3(O2)]X may be the
actual reactive species responsible for carrying out the oxidation reaction. Furthermore,
several mechanistic pathways exist which can account for formation of the anthracene
product without direct involvement of a copper-oxygen active species. Further investigation
is required in order to elucidate the pathway by which the product is formed and identify
the role played by [CuII2L3(O2)]X in the reaction mechanism. The use of an isotopically
labelled analogue of the substrate may provide additional information in this regard.
The unusual reactivity of the systems described herein merits further investigation. The
spectroscopic observation of transient copper-superoxo species in both the [CuII2L2(O2)]X
and [CuII2L3(O2)]X systems is significant in this regard. Although no direct evidence has been
found for involvement of the [CuIIL2(O2•)] and [CuIIL3(O2•)] species in the substrate
transformations described here, literature evidence suggests that related terminal (pseudo)mononuclear copper-oxygen species exhibit enhanced reactivity, and may result directly
from Cu2O2 adducts under certain circumstances. The possibility of such interconversion
processes is clearly a complication in assigning the active species in both the current case
and in general, and the short-lived nature of highly reactive intermediates also represents a
particularly challenging aspect of this chemistry. Nevertheless, detailed knowledge of these
factors is a necessary requirement for a true appreciation of how nature achieves
remarkable reactivity.
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7 Summary and Outlook
In many metalloproteins two proximal copper ions act together, granting the ability to
transport oxygen or transfer it to organic substrates. Such functionality provides motivation
for gaining a detailed understanding of how these processes occur on a molecular level, and
how they can be applied to achieve mild oxidation reactions promoted by bioinspired
catalysts. In the current work, several compartmental pyrazole-bridging ligands were
successfully used to gain insights into copper-mediated dioxygen activation chemistry, and
thus expand on the proven potential of these organic scaffolds for emulating features of
dinuclear metallobiosites.
The ligand systems investigated herein were previously proposed to be capable of
supporting di-copper(II)-cis-µ-1,2-peroxide complexes, a Cu2O2 core arrangement absent
from the synthetic literature, but thought to play a significant role in facilitating O 2 binding
to type 3 enyzmatic copper centres. The current investigation was therefore largely
focussed on isolation and detailed characterisation of these elusive Cu2O2 species. To this
end, previously established synthetic methods for the preparation of three pyrazolebridging ligand scaffolds and their corresponding copper(I) complexes were re-investigated
and optimised ([CuI2L1]X, [CuI2L2]X and [CuI2L3]X). The complexes were thereby shown to be
significantly more stable at room temperature than previously observed, which allowed for
their detailed characterisation in solution by various NMR spectroscopic techniques and
(cryo-)mass spectrometry. This provided significant insights into the solution speciation of
the copper(I) complexes, which proved especially useful for interpreting the outcome of
experiments aimed at exploring the dioxygen-activating potential of these systems.
Exposure of the pyrazole-bridged copper(I) complexes to dioxygen results in adducts which
were all found to be temperature sensitive to varying degrees, leading to the extensive use
of in situ characterisation techniques. In addition to establishing a role for water in
formation of the tetranuclear copper(II)-peroxo adduct, [(CuII2L2)(O2)(OH)2]X2, the thermally
labile intermediates of the [CuI2L2]X and [CuI2L3]X systems have been extensively investigated
by in situ dioxygen uptake experiments, UV-vis and resonance Raman spectroscopies, and
cryo-ESI mass spectrometry. The outcome of these experiments contributed to establishing
conditions under which crystalline material of [CuII2L3(O2)]X could be isolated and
structurally characterised by X-ray diffraction, providing definitive evidence for the cis-µ-1,2peroxide binding mode. Structural determination additionally revealed that the unique
peroxide bonding arrangement promotes a side-on interaction with sodium cations in the
solid state, and by applying the same synthetic methodology an analogous interaction could
be demonstrated in the case of potassium cations. Unambiguous elucidation of the peroxide
binding mode and the good agreement between the solution and solid state spectroscopic
data for [CuII2L3(O2)]X furthermore allowed it to act as a benchmark for comparison with the
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related [CuII2L2(O2)]X adduct. A scenario involving an equilibrium between an intra- and
inter-molecular µ-1,2-peroxo adduct in the latter system could thereby be proposed.
Analysis of the [CuII2L3(O2)]X system was then carried out by comparing its physicochemical
features to those of related crystallographically characterised di-copper(II)-trans-µ-1,2peroxide adducts. This revealed a significantly diminished copper−oxygen interaction
relative to those in other known Cu2O2 species. In addition, SQUID magnetometry
measurements were carried out on crystalline [CuII2L3(O2)]X, which showed that the
peroxide bridging moiety in the [CuII2L3(O2)]X system mediates only weak antiferromagnetic
coupling between the two copper(II) centres, in stark contrast to the generally observed
very strong antiferromagnetic coupling in related di-copper(II)-peroxide adducts.
Interestingly, [CuII2L3(O2)]X thus exhibits characteristics that are comparable with those of a
theoretically predicted transition state for O2 binding to type 3 enzymatic copper centres,
providing experimental evidence for the computationally proposed mechanism of O2
activation, and supporting the biological relevance of the di-copper(II)-cis-µ-1,2-peroxide
motif.
In addition, further investigation into the binding of sodium cations was conducted by UVvis and resonance Raman spectroscopies, providing evidence that the interaction persists in
solution. Binding of sodium cations induces changes on an electronic level, and an
association constant could thereby be determined by UV-vis spectroscopy. Analogous
behaviour involving binding of redox-inactive metal ions in solution has also been observed
in synthetic manganese- and iron-oxygen adducts, and is known to modulate reactivity in
these related systems. In combination with the unusual magnetic coupling evidenced by
magnetic susceptibility measurements, these findings suggest that the novel Cu2O2 system
[CuII2L3(O2)]X, and by extension that of [CuII2L2(O2)]X, may potentially exhibit unique
reactivity towards organic molecules.
The reactivity profiles of the two copper-peroxo species, [CuII2L2(O2)]X and [CuII2L3(O2)]X,
were thus investigated. The thermally induced decomposition of [CuII2L3(O2)]X was studied
in detail, and the ability of both systems to mediate the oxidation and oxygenation of
external substrates was explored. The [CuII2L2(O2)]X system showed the ability to mediate
the ortho-hydroxylation of an activated aromatic substrate, 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol, to give
the corresponding 3,5-di-tert-butylquinone. Although biomimetic in this regard, further indepth investigation demonstrated that [CuII2L2(O2)]X acts only as a stoichiometric oxygentransfer reagent, giving 3,5-di-tert-butylcatechol, which can be further oxidised directly by
adventitious dioxygen. In contrast, no oxygen atom transfer ability was observed for the
[CuII2L3(O2)]X species. However, it could be shown that this system is capable of mediating
oxidation of 9,10-dihydroanthracene. One complicating aspect in relation to this
transformation was that the reaction only proceeded when the relevant solutions were
warmed to room temperature, implying that a decomposition product of [CuII2L3(O2)]X may
be the actual reactive species.
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The present work has significantly elaborated on pyrazole-supported copper-mediated
dioxygen activation chemistry. Several systems were investigated in detail, leading to
identification of a novel type of Cu2O2 adduct. Crystallographic structural determination
revealed an unprecedented cis-µ-1,2-peroxide binding mode of the dioxygen-derived ligand.
This in turn results in properties consistent with a computationally proposed enzymatic
mechanism for dioxygen activation, and allows for binding of alkali metal cations in both
solution and the solid state. Detailed computational analysis of the [CuII2L3(O2)]X system is a
topic of future interest, and such studies are needed to confirm the interpretation of the
physicochemical properties of [CuII2L3(O2)]X discussed herein. Furthermore, the unusual
reactivity of the systems described warrants further investigation. At this point in time the
identity of the active species responsible for achieving the reactivity is very much an open
question. The most highly reactive species are inherently also transient, though it is exactly
these elusive intermediates which are of greatest interest for gaining an intimate
understanding of how copper-mediated oxidation and oxygenation of organic substrates
can be achieved catalytically, under mild sustainable conditions.
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8 Experimental Section
8.1 General
All air-sensitive reactions were carried out under an atmosphere of purified argon using
standard Schlenk techniques, or in a glovebox (MBRAUN LabMaster) under a nitrogen
atmosphere with <0.1 ppm O2 and H2O. Glassware for such experiments was dried at 120 °C
overnight prior to use. Solvents were dried and degassed by standard procedures before
use. Acetone (Me2CO) was stirred over B2O3 for at least 24 h, distilled and then degassed by
purging with Argon.245 Dioxygen gas was dried by passage through a P2O5 column.
Chemicals were purchased from commercial sources and used as received. [Cu(MeCN)4]X
salts (where X = PF6−, BF4−, ClO4− or CF3SO3−) were prepared from the corresponding acids
(concentrated aqueous or neat HX) and Cu2O,246 and CuOtBu was prepared from KOtBu and
CuI,247 by adapting known literature procedures.
Sodium 2,4-di-tert-butylphenolate (NaDTBP) was isolated as the corresponding monotetrahydrofuran adduct according to a reported synthetic route, by reaction of the neutral
2,4-di-tert-butylphenol (HDTBP) with an excess of NaH in THF.248
3,5-Di-tert-butylquinone (DTBQ) was prepared by using a known literature procedure
involving oxidation of HDTBP with dimethyldioxirane, formed in situ by reaction of oxone
with acetone in an aqueous NaHCO3 medium.249 DTBQ was then isolated as a dark brown
crystalline solid after purification by standard column chromatography using DCM as the
eluent.
NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker Avance 300 or DRX 500 MHz spectrometers.
Chemical shifts are reported in ppm relative to residual proton and carbon signals of the
solvents (CDCl3: δH= 7.26, δC = 77.16; CD3CN: δH= 1.94, δC = 1.32; (CD3)2CO: δH= 2.05, δC =
29.84; CD3OD: δH= 3.31, δC = 49.00; C4H8O: δH= 1.72, δC = 67.21 ppm).
LR-ESI-MS spectra were recorded using a Bruker HCT Ultra spectrometer coupled to a
glovebox, and HR-ESI-MS spectra using a Bruker maXis QTOF.
UHR-ESI-MS measurements were performed on an UHR-TOF Bruker Daltonik maxis, which
was coupled to a Bruker cryospray unit, an ESI-TOF MS capable of resolution of at least
40,000 FWHM. Detection was in either positive-ion or negative-ion mode and the source
voltage was 5 kV. The flow rates were 500 μL/hour. The drying gas (N2), was held at −75 °C
and the spray gas was held at −80 °C. The machine was calibrated prior to every experiment
via direct infusion of the Agilent ESI-TOF low concentration tuning mixture, which provided
an m/z range of singly charged peaks up to 2700 Da in both ion modes.
Detailed information pertaining to UV/Vis measurements can be found in experimental
Section 8.5. Microanalyses were performed by the analytical laboratory of the Institute of
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Inorganic Chemistry at the Georg-August-University Göttingen using an ElementarVario EL III
instrument.

8.2 Synthesis of Ligands and Ligand Precursors
8.2.1 Preparation of HL1
The preparation of this compound was reported previously.250 3,5-bis(chloromethyl)-1Hpyrazole hydrochloride (PzA) (1.85 g, 9.2 mmol) and Na2CO3 (10.7 g, 100 mmol) were
suspended in MeCN (200 ml). N,N,N'-Tetramethylethylenediamine (2.0 g, 19.6 mmol) was
added and the mixture was then refluxed overnight (approx. 16 h). After cooling to RT the
mixture was roughly decanted, centrifuged, and the supernatant was then filtered. The
solvent was removed in vacuo resulting in an amber coloured oil. This oil was redissolved in
THF, filtered and concentrated in vacuo, affording the product as a yellow oil (2.15g, 7.2
mmol, 79% yield).
1

H NMR (300 MHz, Dry CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 5.99 (s, 1H, PzCH), 3.51 (s, 4H, Pz−CH2), 2.48–2.40
(m, 4H, Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 2.39–2.32 (m, 4H, CH2−N−(CH3)2), 2.18 (s, 6H, Pz−CH2−N−CH3), 2.15
(s, 12H, N−(CH3)2).
13 1
C{ H} NMR (75 MHz, Dry CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 146.62 (br, PzC), 104.96 (PzCH), 58.38
(CH2−N−(CH3)2), 55.67 (Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 54.71 (Pz−CH2), 46.00 (N−(CH3)2), 42.98,
(Pz−CH2−N−CH3).

8.2.2 Preparation of AmdHL2
The preparation of this compound was reported previously.98 N,N,N',N'tetraethyldiethylenetriamine (1.98 g, 9.2 mmol) was dissolved in THF (200 ml), together
with triethylamine (1.83 ml, 1.32 g, 13.1 mmol). This solution was added dropwise to a
suspension of 3,5-bis(chlorocarbonyl)-1H-pyrazole hydrochloride (PzB) (1.00 g, 4.4 mmol) in
THF (100 ml). The resulting solution was stirred overnight at room temperature (approx. 16
h). After filtering, the solvent was removed in vacuo, resulting in a yellow oil. This oil was
redissolved in DCM (15 ml), and stirred overnight at room temperature with a saturated
solution of Na2CO3 (15 ml). After separating the organic phase, the aqueous phase was
washed with DCM (2 x 15 ml), and the combined organic phases concentrated to dryness.
Volatile impurities were removed from the product by Kügelrohr distillation (10−3 mbar,
50−70 °C) affording a slightly yellow oil (1.32 g, 2.5 mmol, 55% yield).
1

H NMR (300 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 6.83 (s, 1H, PzCH), 3.68 (t, 3JH,H = 6.0 Hz, 4H,
CO−N−CH2), 3.47 (t, 3JH,H = 6.9 Hz, 4H, CO−N−CH2), 2.71 (t, 3JH,H = 6.0 Hz, 4H, CH2−N−Et2),
2.65 (t, 4H, 3JH,H = 6.7 Hz, CH2−N−Et2), 2.54 (q, 3JH,H = 7.1 Hz, 16H, EtCH2), 1.00 (t, 3JH,H = 7.1
Hz, 24H, EtCH3).
13 1
C{ H} NMR (75 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 163.34 (CONR2), 143.96 (br, PzC), 110.52 (PzCH),
52.83 (CH2−N−Et2), 51.20 (CH2−N−Et2), 49.25 (Pz−CO−N−CH2), 48.67 (EtCH2), 48.31 (EtCH2),
45.90 (Pz−CO−N−CH2), 12.65 (EtCH3), 12.14 (EtCH3).
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8.2.3 Preparation of HL2
The preparation of this compound was reported previously.98 AmdHL2 (1.23 g, 2.2 mmol)
dissolved in THF was added dropwise to a suspension of LiAlH4 (2.0 g, 53 mmol) suspended
in THF (100 ml). The mixture was then heated to reflux for 18 h. After cooling to 0 °C,
distilled water was added in small aliquots until effervescence ceased. The resulting
suspension was then filtered, the filter cake washed three times with THF (3 x 75 ml), and
the resulting clear solution evaporated to dryness. After drying under high vacuum
overnight, a colourless oil resulted (1.11 g, 2.1 mmol, 95% yield).
1

H NMR (300 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 5.91 (s, 1H, PzCH), 3.64 (s, 4H, Pz−CH2), 2.57–2.45 (m,
#
H, CH2CH2), 2.48 (q, 3JH,H = 7.2 Hz, #H, EtCH2), 0.97 (t, 3JH,H = 7.1 Hz, 24H, EtCH3). #Overlapping.
Total of 32H.
13 1
C{ H} NMR (75MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 147.58 (br, PzC), 102.96 (PzCH), 53.91
(Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 52.47 (CH2−N−Et2), 51.83 (Pz−CH2), 48.16 (EtCH2), 12.35 (EtCH3).
1
H NMR (500 MHz, Dry CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 12.77 (sbr, 1H, PzNH), 5.89 (s, 1H, PzCH), 3.72 (sbr,
2H, Pz−CH2), 3.56 (sbr, 2H, Pz−CH2), 2.62–2.40 (m, 32H, CH2CH2 and EtCH2), 0.97 (sbr, 24H,
Et
CH3).
13 1
C{ H} NMR (126 MHz, Dry CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 151.37 (PzC), 143.76 (PzC), 102.75 (PzCH),
54.84–50.52 (br*, Pz−CH2−N−CH2, CH2−N−Et2 and Pz−CH2), 48.21 (EtCH2), 12.50 (EtCH3). *5−6
signals not clearly resolved.
15
N NMR (50 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = -85 (PzN), -175 (PzNH). No additional resonances were
clearly visible under these conditions.

8.2.4 Preparation of AmdHL3
The preparation of this compound was reported previously.77 1,4-Diisopropyl-1,4,7triazonane (sa3) (2.75 g, 12.9 mmol) was dissolved in THF (50 ml), together with
triethylamine (2.55 ml, 1.85 g, 18.2 mmol). This solution was added dropwise to a
suspension of 3,5-bis(chlorocarbonyl)-1H-pyrazole hydrochloride (PzB) (1.40 g, 6.1 mmol) in
THF (100 ml). The resulting solution was stirred overnight at room temperature (approx. 16
h). After filtering, the solvent was removed in vacuo, resulting in a yellow foam. This foam
was redissolved in DCM (15 ml), and stirred overnight at room temperature with a saturated
solution of Na2CO3 (15 ml). After separating the organic phase, the aqueous phase was
washed with DCM (2 x 15 ml), and the combined organic phases concentrated to dryness.
Recrystallisation from MeCN afforded pale white crystals (1.72 g, 3.15 mmol, 52% yield).
1

H NMR (300 MHz, CD3OD): δ (ppm)= 6.89 (s, 1H, PzCH), 3.70 (sbr, 8H, CO−N−CH2), 3.25 (sbr,
4H, CO−N−CH2−CH2), 2.92 (mbr, 3JH,H = 6.4 Hz, 2H, iPrCH), 2.92 (p, 3JH,H = 6.6 Hz, 2H, iPrCH),
2.80 (t, 3JH,H = 4.6 Hz 4H, CO−N−CH2−CH2), 2.74–2.62 (m, 4H, iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr), 2.63–2.50
(m, 4H, iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr), 1.06 (d, 3JH,H = 6.4 Hz, 12H, iPrCH3), 1.00 (d, 3JH,H = 6.6 Hz, 12H,
iPr
CH3).
13 1
C{ H} NMR (75 MHz, CD3OD): δ (ppm) = 165.19 (CONR2), 144.55 (br, PzC), 109.85 (PzCH),
56.14 (iPrCH), 55.87 (iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr), 54.20 (CO−N−CH2), 54.14 (iPrCH), 52.51 (CO−N−CH2,
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CO−N−CH2−CH2), 52.01 (iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr), 47.74 (br, CO−N−CH2−CH2) 18.42 (iPrCH3), 18.30
(iPrCH3).
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm)= 15.26 (sbr, 1H, PzNH), 6.97 (1 H, s, PzCH), 4.07–2.25 (mbr*,
28 H, CO−N−CH2, CO−N−CH2−CH2, and iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr, iPrCH), 1.19 (sbr, 6 H,
Pz
NH···N−iPrCH3), 0.95 (d, 18 H, J = 6.4 Hz, iPrCH3). *7 signals not clearly resolved, although a
septet is clearly discernible at 2.83 (sept, 3JH,H = 6.5 Hz, #H, iPrCH).
13 1
C{ H} NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) = 164.83 (CONR2), 161.89 (CONR2), 149.18 (PzC),
137.60 (PzC), 109.41 (PzCH), 56.53–48.53 (br*, iPrCH, CO−N−CH2, CO−N−CH2−CH2 and
i
Pr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr), 44.22 (not assignable owing to broad 1H signals), 18.16 (br, iPrCH3). *At
least 7 signals not clearly resolved, except for one at 53.23 (iPrCH).
Elemental Analysis (calcd., found for C29H54N8O2): % = C (63.70, 63.77), H (9.95, 10.18), N
(20.49, 20.51).

8.2.5 Preparation of HL3
The preparation of this compound was reported previously.77 Crystalline AmdHL3 (1.67 g, 3.1
mmol) dissolved in THF was added dropwise to a suspension of LiAlH4 (2.0 g, 53 mmol)
suspended in THF (100 ml). The mixture was then heated to reflux for 18 h. After cooling to
0 °C, distilled water was added in small aliquots until effervescence ceased. The resulting
suspension was then filtered, the filter cake washed three times with THF (3 x 75 ml), and
the resulting clear solution evaporated to dryness. After drying under high vacuum
overnight, a highly viscous, colourless oil resulted (1.54 g, 3.0 mmol, 97% yield).
1

H NMR (300 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 5.94 (s, 1H, PzCH), 3.69 (s, 4H, Pz−CH2), 2.86 (p, 3JH,H =
6.5 Hz, #H, iPrCH), 2.77−2.69 (m, #H, Pz−CH2−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr), 2.68 (s, #H,
i
Pr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr), 2.67−2.59 (m, #H, Pz−CH2−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr), 2.44 (sbr, H2O), 0.97 (d, 3JH,H
= 6.6 Hz, 24H, iPrCH3). #Overlapping with large H2O peak.
13 1
C{ H} NMR (75 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 148.45 (br, PzC), 102.51 (PzCH), 57.15
(Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 55.43 (iPrCH), 54.40 (Pz−CH2), 53.78 (iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr), 51.65
(Pz−CH2−N−CH2CH2), 18.52 (iPrCH3).
1
H NMR (500 MHz, Dry CD3CN) δ (ppm) = 13.20 (s, 1H, PzNH), 5.90 (s, 1H, PzCH), 3.82 (s, 2H,
Pz−CH2), 3.56 (s, 2H, Pz−CH2), 2.82 (s, 8H), 2.79 (s, 4H), 2.69 (s, 4H), 2.63 (s, 4H), 2.59 (s, 4H),
2.54 (s, 4H), 0.99 (d, 3JH,H = 5.3 Hz, 12H, iPr−CH3), 0.94 (d, 3JH,H = 5.3 Hz, 12H, iPr−CH3).
13 1
C{ H} NMR (126 MHz, Dry CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 152.90 (PzC), 144.80 (PzC), 101.80 (PzCH), 59.06
(Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 56.24 (Pz−CH2), 56.04 (Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 55.55 (iPrCH), 55.48 (iPrCH), 55.06
(iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr), 53.62 (iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr), 53.45 (Pz−CH2−N−CH2CH2), 52.96 (Pz−CH2),
51.08 (Pz−CH2−N−CH2CH2), 18.66 (iPrCH3), 18.45 (iPrCH3).
15
N NMR (30 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = -87 (PzN), -174 (PzNH), -336 (iPrN). No additional
resonances were clearly visible.

8.3 Synthesis of complexes
8.3.1 Preparation of [NaL1]
HL1 (100 mg, 0.3 mmol) was dissolved in THF (20 ml). NaH (70 mg, 29.2 mmol) was added,
and the mixture was then stirred until gas evolution ceased (approx. 3 h). The dark yelllow
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solution was separated from unreacted NaH using a filter canula, and the solvent then
removed in vacuo resulting in an amber coloured oil. After drying in vacuo overnight, this oil
was redissolved in EtCN (10−15 ml) and stored at −20 °C. After 2 weeks, colourless
crystalline material resulted (83 mg, 0.25 mmol, 84% yield).
1

H NMR (300 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 5.76 (s, 1H, PzCH), 3.45 (s, 4H, Pz−CH2), 2.43 – 2.36 (m,
4H, Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 2.33–2.62 (m, 4H, CH2−N−(CH3)2), 2.20 (s, 6H, Pz−CH2−N−CH3), 2.03 (s,
12H, N−(CH3)2).
13 1
C{ H} NMR (75 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 149.05 (br, PzC), 103.24 (PzCH), 58.45
(CH2−N−(CH3)2), 57.55 (Pz−CH2), 55.21 (Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 45.99 (N−(CH3)2), 43.43,
(Pz−CH2−N−CH3).
MS (ESI +, MeCN): m/z = 319.0, [M]+, 615.5, [M + L1 + 2H]+, 659.5, [2M + Na]+, 977.8 [3M +
Na]+.
Elemental Analysis (calcd., found for C15H31N6Na): % = C (56.58, 55.71), H (9.81, 9.60), N
(26.39, 26.74).

8.3.2 Preparation of [NaL3]
HL3 (50.0 mg, 0.10 mmol) and NaOtBu (9.3 mg, 0.10 mmol) were dissolved in EtCN (5 ml) to
give a faint yellow solution. After standing at RT for two days, white diffraction quality
crystals resulted. After cooling to −30 °C overnight the mother liquor was removed and the
crystals washed with cold EtCN. White crystalline material resulted (37.4 mg, 0.07 mmol,
70% yield).
1

H NMR (300 MHz, C4D8O, 55 °C): δ (ppm) = 5.86 (s, 1H, PzCH), 3.63 (s, 4H, Pz−CH2), 2.89 (p,
3
JH,H = 6.6 Hz, 4H, iPrCH), 2.70 (br s, 8H, Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 2.61 (s, 8H, iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr),
2.48 (br s, 8H, Pz−CH2−N−CH2−CH2), 0.90 (d, 3JH,H = 6.5 Hz, 24H, iPrCH3).
13 1
C{ H} NMR (75 MHz, C4D8O, 55 °C): δ (ppm) = 150.06 (PzC), 103.20 (PzCH), 57.89 (Pz−CH2),
55.88 (Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 55.34 (iPrCH), 52. 84 (iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr), 50.38 (br, Pz−CH2−N−
CH2CH2), 18.76 (iPrCH3).
Elemental Analysis (calcd., found for C29H57N8Na): % = C (64.41, 64.16), H (10.62, 10.89), N
(20.72, 20.64).
MS (ESI +, Me2CO): m/z = 541.5, [M + H]+, 563.5, [M + Na]+.

8.3.3 Preparation of [CuI2L1]X
A synthetic procedure using the triflate copper salt is outlined here as a representative
example. [NaL1] (25.0 mg, 0.08 mmol) was dissolved in EtCN (3 ml), and a solution of
[Cu(MeCN)4]OTf (25.7 mg, 0.16 mmol) in EtCN (1 ml) was added dropwise. The resulting
colourless solutions were used for further experiments as detailed in Sections 3.2 and 4.2.3.
1

H NMR (300 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 5.99 (s, 1H, PzCH), 3.67 (s, 4H, Pz−CH2), 2.63 (s, 6H,
Pz−CH2−N−CH3), 2.52 (s, 4H, Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 2.37 (s, 4H, CH2−N−(CH3)2), 2.23 (s, 12H,
N−(CH3)2).
13 1
C{ H} NMR (75 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 149.60 (br, PzC), 122.06 (q, 1JC−F = 320.5 Hz), 103.97
(br, PzCH), 59.02 (CH2−N−(CH3)2), 58.22 (Pz−CH2), 55.75 (Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 47.99 (N−(CH3)2),
46.23 (Pz−CH2−N−CH3).
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15

N NMR (30 MHz, CD3CN, 70 °C): δ (ppm) = -117 (PzN), -349 (tertN), -361 (tertN).
MS (ESI +, EtCN): m/z = 421.0, [M]+. See Figure 3.1/Table 3.1 for detail.
MS (ESI −, EtCN): m/z = 1291.0, [2M + 3OTf]−. See Figure 3.2/Table 3.2 for detail.

8.3.4 Preparation of [CuI2L2]X
An example procedure using the hexafluorophosphate copper salt is described here. HL2
(50.0 mg, 0.10 mmol) and KOtBu (10.8 mg, 0.10 mmol) were dissolved in EtCN (9 ml) to give
a yellow solution. After stirring for 2 h at RT, [Cu(MeCN)4]ClO4 (71.3 mg, 0.2 mmol) dissolved
in EtCN (1 ml) was added dropwise to give an almost colourless solution. After evaporation
of all volatile material under reduced pressure, the resulting residue was re-dissolved in
EtCN. The resulting faintly yellow coloured solutions were used for further experiments as
detailed in Sections 3.3 and 4.3. Details about substrate screening experiments can be found
in Experimental Section 8.9 below.
1

H NMR (300 MHz, CD3CN, 70 °C): δ (ppm) = 6.30–5.75 (sbr, 1H, PzCH), 3.76 (s, 4H, Pz−CH2),
2.80–2.48 (m, #H, CH2CH2), 2.58 (q, 3JH,H = 7.2 Hz, #H, EtCH2), 1.06 (t, 3JH,H = 7.1 Hz, 24H, EtCH3).
#
Overlapping. Total of 32H.
13 1
C{ H} NMR (75 MHz, CD3CN, 70 °C): δ (ppm) = 151.09 (br, PzC), 55.86 (CH2), 55.19 (br, CH2),
53.33 (CH2), 48.34 (EtCH2), 11.64 (EtCH3). The PzCH resonance was not observed at this
temperature.
15
N NMR (30 MHz, CD3CN, 70 °C): δ (ppm) = -338 (tertN), -344 (tertN). The PzN resonance was
not observed.
HR-Cryo-MS (ESI +, EtCN, −80 °C): m/z = 647.360, [M]+. See Figure 3.4/Table 3.3 for detail.
HR-Cryo-MS (ESI −, EtCN, −80 °C): m/z = 937.294 [M + 2PF6]−. See Figure 3.5/Table 3.4 for
detail.

8.3.5 Preparation of [CuI2L3]X
HL3 (50.0 mg, 0.10 mmol) and NaOtBu (9.3 mg, 0.10 mmol) were dissolved in EtCN (9 ml) to
give a faint yellow solution. After stirring for 2 h at RT, [Cu(MeCN)4]OTf (72.6 mg, 0.20
mmol) dissolved in EtCN (1 ml) was added dropwise to give an almost colourless solution.
After evaporation of all volatile material under reduced pressure, the resulting residue was
re-dissolved in Me2CO or EtCN. The resulting almost colourless solutions were used for
further experiments as detailed in Sections 3.4, 4.4, and 5.3. Details about decay kinetics
and substrate screening experiments can be found in Experimental Sections 8.5 and 8.9,
respectively.
1

H NMR (300 MHz, (CD3)2CO): δ (ppm) = 5.72 (s, 1H, PzCH), 3.86 (s, 4H, Pz−CH2), 3.14–2.65
(m*, 25H, 12 × tacnCH2, iPrCH3), 1.42 (d, 3JH,H = 6.6 Hz, 12H, iPrCH3), 1.22 (d, 3JH,H = 6.4 Hz, #H,
iPr
CH3). *While sharp, the numerous overlapping signals are not well resolved, although a
pentet is discernible at 3.08 (p, 3JH,H = 6.4 Hz, #H, iPrCH). # Intergration not possible because
of overlap with residual solvent signal.
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13

C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, (CD3)2CO): δ (ppm) = 151.35 (PzC), 122.31 (q, J = 322.0 Hz, CF3SO3),
98.36 (PzCH), 58.34 (iPrCH), 55.52 (Pz−CH2), 53.22 (iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr/Pz−CH2−N−CH2CH2),
51.93 (Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 50.16 (iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr/Pz−CH2−N−CH2CH2), 23.01 (iPrCH3), 19.30
(iPrCH3).
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 5.71 (s, 1H, PzCH), 3.81 (s, 4H, Pz−CH2), 2.99 (p, J = 6.5
Hz, 4H, iPrCH), 3.07–2.49 (m*, 29H, 12 × tacnCH2, iPrCH3), 1.35 (d, 3JH,H = 6.6 Hz, 12H, iPrCH3),
1.15 (d, 3JH,H = 6.4 Hz, #H, iPrCH3). *While sharp, the numerous overlapping signals are not
well resolved, although a pentet is discernible at 2.99 (p, 3JH,H = 6.5 Hz, *H, iPrCH).
#
Intergration not possible because of overlap with residual solvent signal.
13 1
C{ H} NMR (75 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = 151.82 (PzC), 122.14 (q, J = 321.0 Hz, CF3SO3), 98.54
(PzCH), 58.45 (iPrCH), 55.63 (Pz−CH2), 53.25 (iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr/Pz−CH2−N−CH2CH2), 52.14
(Pz−CH2−N−CH2), 50.18 (iPr−N−(CH2)2−N−iPr/Pz−CH2−N−CH2CH2), 23.00 (iPrCH3), 19.26
(iPrCH3).
15
N NMR (30 MHz, CD3CN): δ (ppm) = -119 (PzN), -338 (Pz−CH2−N), -355 (iPrN).
HR-MS (ESI +, MeCN): m/z = 643.329, [M]+.
The following data was obtained in the presence of ClO4− counterions:
HR-Cryo-MS (ESI +, EtCN, −80 °C): m/z = 643.328, [M]+. See Figure 3.9/Table 3.5 for detail.
HR-Cryo-MS (ESI −, EtCN, −80 °C): m/z = 843.225, [M + 2ClO4]−. See Figure 3.10/Table 3.6 for
detail.

8.3.6 Preparation of −M[CuI2L3]X
The alkali metal free variant of [CuI2L3] was prepared in an analogous fashion by substituting
one equivalent of [Cu(MeCN)4]OTf for CuOtBu, thereby eliminating the need for MOtBu (M =
Na+, K+). Thus, HL3 (50.0 mg, 0.10 mmol) was dissolved in EtCN (8 ml) and CuOtBu (13.1 mg,
0.10 mmol) dissolved in toluene (1 ml) was added dropwise (EtCN can also be used for
dissolution of the CuOtBu, however, trace amounts (<0.2 mg) of an insoluble orange solid
were then present). An EtCN (1 ml) solution of [Cu(MeCN)4]OTf (36.3 mg, 0.20 mmol) was
then added dropwise, leading to a faintly yellow solution. After evaporation of all volatile
material under reduced pressure, the resulting residue was re-dissolved in Me2CO or EtCN.
These faintly yellow coloured stock solutions were used for further experiments, discussed
in Section 5.3.
Preparation of [{CuII2L3(O2)}{(Me2CO)Na(OTf)}]2(OTf)2·H2O ([CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf)
Preparation of crystalline material of the [CuII2L3(O2)]MX complexes was carried out following
a general procedure. The synthesis of [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf is described here in detail as an
example. HL3 (100.0 mg, 0.20 mmol) and NaOtBu (18.6 mg, 0.20 mmol) were dissolved in
EtCN (4 ml) to give a faint yellow solution. After stirring for 2 h at RT, [Cu(MeCN) 4]OTf (145.2
mg, 0.40 mmol) dissolved in EtCN (1 ml) was added dropwise to give an almost colourless
solution. After evaporation of all volatile material under reduced pressure, the resulting
residue was dissolved in acetone (6 ml). After filtration through a pipette tip plugged with
tissue paper, the solution was divided into three equal portions and each cooled to −30 °C.
The headspace of each reaction vessel was then exchanged to dry dioxygen gas (brief
evacuation followed by flooding with O2), and the solutions became intensely purple in
colour. Slow diffusion of Et2O at −30 °C over approximately two weeks resulted in crystalline
material (32.6 mg, 0.034 mol, 50% yield based on one crop) suitable for X-ray diffraction.
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Elemental Analysis (calcd., found for C68H128Cu4F12N16Na2O19S4): % = C (38.34, 38.54), H
(6.06, 5.87), N (10.52, 10.54).
UV/Vis (Solid State, RT): λmax [nm] = 500, 615 (not well resolved). As discussed in the main
text, spectra of this compound are concentration dependent in solution. See Section 5.3.3
for more details.
Resonance Raman (solid state, λexc = 633 nm): (cm−1) = 448, 788, 1556 (Δ16O2−18O2 = 15, 41
and 81 cm−1, respectively). Values are taken from the spectra shown in Figure 5.7. These
features are dependent on both the solvent, and the presence of alkali metal cations in
solution. See Section 5.3.2 for more detail.
HR-Cryo-MS (ESI −, EtCN, −80 °C): m/z = 975.168, [M + O2 + H + 3ClO4]−. This spectrum
resulted when [CuI2L3] was exposed to oxygen in situ at −30 °C. See Section 4.4.3 for detail.

8.3.7 Preparation of −M[CuI2L3(O2)]X
−M

[CuII2L3(O2)]OTf was prepared from stock solutions of −M[CuI2L3]X in the same manner as
described for [CuII2L3(O2)]X. Attempts to crystallise the product are ongoing. The data
reported below are for the product when formed in situ.
UV/Vis (Me2CO solution, RT): λmax [nm] (ε [M −1 cm−1]) = 530 (≈ 3300), 666 (shoulder). See
Section 5.3.3 for more details.
Resonance Raman (solid state, λexc = 633 nm): (cm−1) = 435, 796, 1584 (Δ16O2−18O2 = 18, 39
and 81 cm−1, respectively). These features are dependent on both the solvent, and the
presence of alkali metal cations in solution. See Section 5.3.2 for more detail.

8.3.8 Preparation of [CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2
The preparation of this compound was reported previously.91 The title compound
[CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2 was isolated in the current work in two experiments, as a decay
product during [CuII2L3(O2)](OTf)2 crystallisation attempts. When Me2CO was used as the
solvent and solutions maintained under inert conditions at −30 °C, very few blue-green
crystals could be isolated in a single case, despite the bulk solution remaining intensely
purple in colour. As discussed in the main text (Section 6.2.2), when an MeCN solution
which had decayed was very briefly exposed to air the product yield was greatly enhanced.
The latter case is therefore detailed here. HL3 (25.0 mg, 0.05 mmol) and NaOtBu (4.7 mg,
0.05 mmol) were dissolved in EtCN (4 ml) to give a faint yellow solution. After stirring for 2 h
at RT, [Cu(MeCN)4]OTf (36.3 mg, 0.10 mmol) dissolved in EtCN (1 ml) was added dropwise to
give an almost colourless solution. Following evaporation of all volatile material under
reduced pressure, the resulting residue was dissolved in MeCN (1 ml). After filtration
through a pipette tip plugged with tissue paper, the solution was divided into two portions
(0.2 ml and 0.8 ml), and both portions further diluted with MeCN (to give a total of 1 ml
each). Both solutions were then transferred to a crystallisation vessel containing diethyl
ether which was subsequently cooled to −30 °C. The headspace of this vessel was then
exchanged to dry dioxygen gas (brief evacuation followed by flooding with O 2), and the
solutions became intensely purple in colour. During the course of slow diffusion of Et2O at
−30 °C over several weeks this solution became green in colour. After releasing excess
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pressure by opening the flask momentarily, the sealed vessel was allowed to warm to RT
overnight, affording blue-green crystalline material (24.1 mg, 0.025 mmol, 62% yield based
on the larger scale reaction) suitable for X-ray diffraction. The entirety of the crystalline
material obtained above was used for SQUID measurements. The remaining
characterisation data reported below was obtained from in situ formation of the product
under anhydrous conditions.
UV/Vis (EtCN solution, RT): λmax [nm] (ε [M−1 cm−1]) = 387 (shoulder), 530 (532), 644 (580).
MS (ESI +, Me2CO): m/z = 330.2 [Cu2L3 + OH]2+, 351.2, [Cu2L3 + (CH3)2CO + H]+, 352.2 [Cu2L3 +
HCO3]+.
MS (ESI +, MeCN): m/z = 330.1 [Cu2L3 + OH]2+, 703.4, [Cu2L3 + CH3CO2H]+, 759.4 [Cu2L3 + OH
+ ClO4]+.
MS (ESI −, MeCN): m/z = 959.2, [Cu2L3 + OH + 3ClO4]−.

8.3.9 Preparation of [CuII2L3(OH)(DTBP)2]
The product [CuII2L2(OH)(DTBP)2] was isolated from several substrate screening experiments
after EtCN solutions of sodium 2,4-di-tert-butylphenolate·THF (NaDTBP) and pre-fromed
[CuII2L2(O2)]X were allowed to react at −80 °C, and subsequently warmed slowly to RT. An
attempt to specifically target this product also proved successful, and is detailed here. HL2
(50.0 mg, 0.10 mmol) and KOtBu (10.8 mg, 0.10 mmol) were dissolved in EtCN (6 ml) to give
a yellow solution. After stirring overnight at RT, [Cu(MeCN)4]ClO4 (62.6 mg, 0.20 mol) was
added as a solid to give an almost colourless solution. After exposure of this solution to dry
O2 for 20 min at −80 °C and removal of excess O2 by brief vacuum cycles, an EtCN solution (4
ml) of NaDTBP (143.6 mg, 0.50 mol) was added. When no further colour change was
observed at −80 °C, the mixture was transferred to a freezer at −30 °C. After two weeks at
this temperature a mixture of dark green and colourless crystalline material was deposited.
These products were separated as far as possible visually to yield the product (38 mg, 0.03
mmol, ≈ 30 % yield).
UV/Vis (EtCN solution, RT): λmax [nm] (ε [M−1 cm−1]) = 360 (3080), 650 (185). No satisfactory
elemental analysis of this compound was yet obtained.
MS (ESI +, MeCN): m/z = 523.5, [HL2 + H]+, 585.4 [HL2 + Cu]+, 620.3 [HL2 + Cu + Cl]+. Several
other minor species were present at higher masses but could not be unambiguously
identified.

8.4 Diffusion Ordered NMR Spectroscopy
NMR Diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) measurements were conducted at RT (for 1H;
23−25 °C, probe heater off and allowed to cool for at least one hour) or −30 °C (for 19F; with
a convection suppressing pulse program). 1H Diffusion coefficients were standardised
relative to the residual solvent signal (CD3CN, taken as 3.55 m2 s−1) when measured on
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different spectrometers, whereas 19F measurements were only interpreted relatively, and
conducted entirely on a single spectrometer using the same gradient calibration constant.
The diffussion coefficients obtained from the 1H DOSY NMR experiments were then used to
calculate the molecular radii of the analytes being studied using the Stokes-Einstein
equation (Equation 8.1), and the known viscosity (η) of MeCN at 25 °C (0.369 cP).251

D

k B T
6  Π  η  rH

(Equation 8.1)

The results of these calculations are tabulated below:
Table 8.1: Molecular radii and volumes calculated using Equation 8.1.
Species
1
HL
I 1
[Cu 2L ]

2 −1

2 −1

D (m s )
−8.84
−8.97

D (m s )
−9
1.45 × 10
−9
1.07 × 10

2

−9.01
−9.04
−9.07

3

−8.99
−9.02

1.02 × 10
−9
0.96 × 10

HL
[Cu L ] (Species B)
I 2
[Cu 2L ] (Species A)
I 2

HL
I 3
[Cu 2L ]

3

r (Å)
4.1
5.5

V (Å )
287
704

VComplex/VLigand
2.5

0.98 × 10
−9
0.91 × 10
−9
0.85 × 10

−9

6.1
6.5
6.9

927
1141
1404

1.2
1.5

−9

5.8
6.2

808
994

1.2

8.5 UV/Vis Spectroscopy
Low temperature UV-vis spectra were measured with a Varian Cary 50 Bio instrument
coupled to a quartz immersion probe (1 or 5 mm, Hellma Analytics). Pre-cooled temperature
regulated solutions were exposed to gaseous dioxygen by atmosphere exchange, through
the brief application of vacuum.
UV-vis spectra at ambient temperature were measured with a Cary 5000 Bio
spectrophotometer using quartz cuvettes. Decay kinetics and qualitative measurements
relevant to the sodium binding equilibrium were carried out with this instrument, at RT.
Suitably diluted EtCN or Me2CO solutions of [CuII2L3(O2)], prepared as described above, were
used to half fill a cuvette (after mixing with the relevant sodium or triflate salt solutions,
where appropriate, to give in all cases 1.5 or 0.3 ml for 1.0 or 0.2 cm cuvettes, respectively)
which was then sealed with a rubber septum inside the glovebox. A dioxygen saturated
solution of the relevant dry solvent (1.5 or 0.3 ml for 1.0 or 0.2 cm cuvettes, respectively)
was then injected outside the glovebox and the cuvette immediately inserted into the
spectrophotometer.
Solid state spectra were recorded using the Cary 5000 Bio spectrophotometer but with a
Praying MantisTM diffuse reflection attachment equipped with a sample chamber with
quartz windows (Harrick Scientific Products).
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The binding constant was obtained by fitting the decrease in absorbance at both 525 and
653 nm to 1:1 equilibrium binding isotherm models with non-linear regression. Origin® was
used to fit each data set independently, expressed as fractional saturation (Equation 8.2),
where θ = ΔAbs(x)/ΔAbs(total), Ka = the association constant, and [G] = guest concentration at
equilibrium.

θ

K a  [G]
1  K a  [G]

(Equation 8.2)

Results using this equation were in reasonable agreement (Ka ± 350 M−1) with those
obtained for local fitting of the individual data sets using initial component concentrations
(Equation 8.3) with the Thordarson program,252 running under Matlab®. [HG] = host-guest
concentration at equilibrium, [G]0 = initial guest concentration, [H]0 = initial host
concentration, and Ka = the association constant.
1

2
2
1 
1   
1
[HG]   [G]0  [H]0    [G]0  [H]0    4  [H]0  [G]0 

2 
Ka   
Ka 



The final value of Ka = 1700 (± 10%, from asymptotic error)
(simultaneous) fitting of both data sets.

M

−1

(Equation 8.3)

was given by global

8.6 Oxygen Uptake
Oxygen uptake experiments were performed in a small (<5 ml) cell closed with a septum
and maintained at −80 °C (L2) or −30 °C (L3). A Clark-type gas phase oxygen sensor (Ox-N
sensor and Oxy-meter, Unisense) was inserted through the septum into the head space of
the cell. The sensor was calibrated before each experiment. A Hamilton Sample Lock syringe
was thus used to add 250 µL portions of oxygen to the gas phase of the cell, containing 1 mL
of dry, degassed EtCN (L2) or Me2CO (L3). The dried cell was then filled with 1 mL of a 1 ×
10−2 M solution of [CuI2L2] or [CuI2L3] inside the glovebox and closed with a new septum.
After temperature equilibration, the sensor was inserted into the cell (very slight colour
change of the solution was observed) and, after waiting until the signal was stable (typically
10 min), 250 µL of O2 was injected. Further O2 injections were carried out after signal
stabilization to check for further reaction and confirm that the cell was gastight.

8.7 Resonance Raman Spectroscopy
Resonance raman spectra were measured using a HORIBA Scientific LabRAM HR 800
(400−1100 nm) spectrometer with open-electrode CCD detector and a confocal pinhole with
user controlled variable aperture, in combination with a free space optical microscope and a
He:Ne-laser (632.8 nm). A CryoVac KONTI-Cryostat-Mikro cell with liquid nitrogen cooling
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was used for solution measurements. A 2.5 × 10−2 M ([CuII2L2(O2)]) or 1 × 10−2 M
([CuII2L3(O2)]) solution was prepared as described above, and injected into the cell. After
allowing the temperature to equilibrate, dioxygen gas was admitted to the cell. Solid state
measurements were performed under air with the sample mounted on a glass slide.

8.8 Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements
Temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out with a
Quantum-Design MPMS-XL-5 SQUID magnetometer equipped with a 5 Tesla magnet in the
range from 2 to 295 K at a magnetic field of 0.5 T. The powdered sample was contained in a
gel bucket and fixed in a non-magnetic sample holder. Each raw data file for the measured
magnetic moment was corrected for the diamagnetic contribution of the sample holder and
the gel bucket. The molar susceptibility data were corrected for the diamagnetic
contribution.
Experimental data for complex [CuII2L3(O2)]OTf·NaOTf and [CuII2L3(H3O2)](OTf)2 were modelled
by using a fitting procedure to the appropriate Heisenberg-Dirac-van-Vleck (HDvV) spin
Hamiltonian for isotropic exchange coupling and Zeeman splitting (Equation 8.4).



Hˆ  2 JSˆ1  Sˆ2  g B (S1  S 2 ) B

(Equation 8.4)

Temperature-independent paramagnetism (TIP) and a Curie-behaved paramagnetic
impurity (PI) with spin S = ½ were included according to calc = (1PI)· + PI·mono + TIP.
Simulation of the experimental magnetic data and Boltzmann population was performed
with the julX program (E. Bill: Max-Planck Institute for Chemical Energy Conversion,
Mülheim/Ruhr, Germany, http://www.cec.mpg.de/forschung/molekulare-theorie-undspektroskopie-molecular-theory-and-spectroscopy/moessbauer-mcd.html).

8.9 Substrate reactivity screening
Screening for substrate reactivity (oxygenation or oxidation) was carried out following a
general procedure. Typically, the neutral ligand (50.0 mg, 0.10 mmol) dissolved in EtCN (9
ml) was reacted with MOtBu (0.10 mmol, M = Na+, K+ or Cu+). The solution was then divided
in four parts and [Cu(MeCN)4]X in EtCN (1 ml) amount of copper(I) salt required to give two
equivalents total, X = PF6−, BF4−, ClO4− or CF3SO3−) was added, or vice versa depending on the
specific experiment. After removal of all volatile material, the resulting residues were redissolved in EtCN (1,5 ml each). These solutions were then cooled (either −30 or −78 °C
depending on the complex used) and exposed to dry dioxygen gas by atmosphere exchange.
After 10 minutes excess O2 was removed by vacuum-argon cycles and a cooled EtCN
substrate solution (−30 or −78 °C, 5 equivalents in 1 ml) added through a canula (pre-cooled
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by passage of solvent). Any colour change over the hour after addition was noted and the
solutions then allowed to warm to RT under argon overnight. Copper complex was then
removed by passage through a short silica column (1 ml analyte solution, followed by MeOH
or Me2CO (≈ 5 ml, MeOH was required for full elution in the case of NaDTBP investigations).
Although direct quantitative assessment attempts were made by GC-MS, incomplete
removal of counterions (X above) led to irreproducible spectra. Thus, after removal of all
volatiles, the residue was redissolved in CDCl3 and analysed by 1H NMR. For quantitative
analyses 1,3,5-triemthoxybenzene (2.5 mg) was added to the NMR samples. "Blank" tests
were conducted with equimolar solutions of copper salt treated identically, and showed no
substrate transformation.

8.10 Crystallographic Details
X-ray data were collected on a STOE IPDS II diffractometer with an area detector (graphite
monochromated Mo-Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å) by use of ω scans at 133 K. Structures
were solved by direct methods (SHELXS) and refined on F2 using all reflections with SHELX97 or SHELXL-2013x. Most non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically (Sometimes not
in the case of disorder). Hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions, unless
otherwise indicated, and assigned to an isotropic displacement parameter of 1.2 / 1.5 Ueq C,
N, or O, where applicable. Face-indexed absorption corrections were performed numerically
with the program X-REDx.
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Table 8.2: Crystal data and refinement details.
Compound
empirical formula
formula weight
T [K]
crystal size [mm³]
crystal system
space group
a [Å]
b [Å]
c [Å]
α [°]
β [°]
γ [°]
V [Å³]
Z
ρ [g cm ³]
F(000)
-1
µ [mm ]
Tmin / Tmax
θ-range [°]
hkl-range
measured refl.
unique refl. [Rint]
observed refl. I > 2σ(I)
data / restraints / param.
goodness-of-fit (F²)
R1, wR2 (I > 2σ(I))
R1, wR2 (all data)
resid. el. dens. [e Å ³]

Amide

HL

C29H54N8O2
546.80
133(2)
0.44×0.18×0.11
monoclinic
C2/c
25.6385(13)
6.1444(2)
21.6483(11)
90
113.088(4)
90
3137.2(3)
4
1.158
1200
0.075
-/1.727 - 25.596
±30, ±7, ±26
19161
2947 [0.1010]
2384
2947 / 63 / 219
1.183
0.0818, 0.1854
0.0968, 0.1916
-0.262 / 0.519

3

1

[NaL ]
C60H124N24Na4O
1289.79
133(2)
0.25×0.12×0.11
monoclinic
C2/c
21.328(2)
13.1504(13)
27.062(3)
90.00
95.193(8)
90.00
7559.1(13)
4
1.133
2816
0.092
-/1.51 - 25.00
-25-23, ±15, ±32
23765
6657 [0.2020]
1833
6657 / 6 / 407
0.925
0.1004, 0.2286
0.2786, 0.3208
-0.351 / 0.592

3

[NaL ]
C59.50H116.50N16.50Na2
1109.17
133(2)
0.50×0.44×0.17
monoclinic
P21/c
11.9067(3)
44.9605(11)
12.4560(4)
90.00
102.659(2)
90.00
6506.0(3)
4
1.132
2444
0.081
0.9655 / 0.9869
1.74 - 24.62
±13, -46 - 52, ±14
53221
10855 [0.0686]
8733
10855 / 47 / 737
1.055
0.0437, 0.1161
0.0561, 0.1220
-0.274 / 0.754
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Table 8.3: Crystal data and refinement details.
Compound
empirical formula
formula weight
T [K]
crystal size [mm³]
crystal system
space group
a [Å]
b [Å]
c [Å]
α [°]
β [°]
γ [°]
V [Å³]
Z
ρ [g cm ³]
F(000)
-1
µ [mm ]
Tmin / Tmax
θ-range [°]
hkl-range
measured refl.
unique refl. [Rint]
observed refl. I > 2σ(I)
data / restraints / param.
goodness-of-fit (F²)
R1, wR2 (I > 2σ(I))
R1, wR2 (all data)
resid. el. dens. [e Å ³]
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II

3

OTf

[Cu 2L (O2)] ·NaOTf
C68H126Cu4F12N16Na2O19S4
2128.22
133(2)
0.20×0.19×0.09
triclinic
P-1
10.9645(10)
12.7788(12)
17.5450(14)
72.769(7)
80.175(7)
84.956(7)
2311.7(4)
1
1.529
1108
1.103
0.8355 / 0.9058
1.670 - 24.640
±12, ±14, ±20
25361
7740 [0.1250]
4805
7740 / 57 / 593
1.051
0.0773, 0.1866
0.1254, 0.2096
-0.573 / 0.763

II

3

OTf

[Cu 2L (O2)] ·KOTf
C68H126Cu4F12K2N16O18.50S4
2152.44
133(2)
0.50×0.21×0.09
triclinic
P-1
10.8272(5)
12.8073(6)
17.8554(8)
72.844(4)
81.765(4)
86.531(4)
2340.96(19)
1
1.527
1120
1.168
0.6301 / 0.9058
1.204 - 25.677
-13-12, ±15, ±21
29369
8834 [0.0535]
7043
8834 / 70 / 614
1.043
0.0514, 0.1193
0.0678, 0.1259
-0.803 / 0.768

II

3

ClO4

[Cu 2L (O2)] · ClO4
C32H63Cl2Cu2KN8O11
972.98
133(2)
0.38×0.06×0.05
monoclinic
P21/c
10.644(2)
21.583(4)
19.261(4)
90
103.68(3)
90
4299.4(16)
4
1.503
2040
1.273
0.4995 / 0.8015
1.440 - 26.904
-12-13, ±27, ±24
50613
9169 [0.2762]
4421
9169 / 10 / 503
1.066
0.1187, 0.2054
0.2202, 0.2476
-0.835 / 0.682
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Table 8.4: Crystal data and refinement details
Compound
empirical formula
formula weight
T [K]
crystal size [mm³]
crystal system
space group
a [Å]
b [Å]
c [Å]
α [°]
β [°]
γ [°]
V [Å³]
Z
ρ [g cm ³]
F(000)
-1
µ [mm ]
Tmin / Tmax
θ-range [°]
hkl-range
measured refl.
unique refl. [Rint]
observed refl. I > 2σ(I)
data / restraints / param.
goodness-of-fit (F²)
R1, wR2 (I > 2σ(I))
R1, wR2 (all data)
resid. el. dens. [e Å ³]

II

3

[Cu 2L (H3O2)]

(OTf)2

C15.50H30CuF3N4O4S
489.03
133(2)
0.43×0.16×0.13
orthorhombic
Pbcn
15.877(3)
16.529(3)
15.595(3)
90
90
90
4092.9(14)
8
1.587
2040
1.226
0.5347 / 0.7908
2.207 - 26.731
±20, ±20, ±19
39808
4179 [0.0755]
3564
4179 / 1 / 266
0.977
0.0337, 0.0815
0.0438, 0.0862
-0.353 / 0.643

II

2

[Cu 2L (OH)(DTBP)2]
C60.75H110.25Cu2N9.25O3
1145.41
133(2)
0.38×0.30×0.23
triclinic
P-1
12.3728(6)
14.4073(7)
20.3940(9)
101.597(4)
98.822(4)
109.291(4)
3264.9(3)
2
1.165
1243
0.699
0.7912 / 0.8764
1.56 - 25.69
±15, ±17, ±24
36959
12286 [0.0581]
10029
12286 / 136 / 733
1.025
0.0385, 0.0954
0.0522, 0.1001
-0.476 / 0.735
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Table 8.5: Selected bond lengths [Å] for [NaL ].
Atoms
Bond lengths
Atoms
Bond lengths
Na1-N1
2.403(7)
Na3-O1
2.04(2)
Na1-N1'
2.403(7)
Na3-N11
2.405(9)
Na1-N4'
2.586(7)
Na3-N12''
2.414(9)
Na1-N4
2.586(7)
Na3-N14
2.594(9)
Na1-N3'
2.792(8)
Na3-N16A''
2.610(13)
Na1-N3
2.792(8)
Na3-N13
2.709(9)
Na2-N2
2.433(7)
Na3-N15''
2.764(8)
Na2-N2'
2.433(7)
Na3-N16B''
2.79(4)
Na2-N6
2.603(8)
N12-Na3''
2.414(9)
Na2-N6'
2.603(8)
N15-Na3''
2.763(8)
Na2-N5
2.755(8)
N16A-Na3''
2.609(13)
Na2-N5'
2.755(8)
N16B-Na3''
2.79(4)
Na1-Na2
4.5106(56)
Na3-Na3''
4.5246(56)
Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: (') 1−x, y, 3/2−z; ('') 3/2−x, 3/2−y, 1−z.

1

Table 8.6: Selected bond angles (°) for [NaL ].
Atoms
Bond angles
Atoms
Bond angles
N1-Na1-N1'
100.2(3)
O1-Na3-N11
132.3(7)
N1-Na1-N4'
98.3(2)
O1-Na3-N12''
129.3(7)
N1'-Na1-N4'
105.6(2)
N11-Na3-N12''
98.4(3)
N1-Na1-N4
105.6(2)
O1-Na3-N14
71.7(8)
N1'-Na1-N4
98.3(2)
N11-Na3-N14
105.9(3)
N4'-Na1-N4
142.3(4)
N12''-Na3-N14
98.9(3)
N1-Na1-N3'
155.8(3)
O1-Na3-N16A''
71.2(8)
N1'-Na1-N3'
66.9(2)
N11-Na3-N16A''
99.4(4)
N4'-Na1-N3'
67.8(2)
N12''-Na3-N16A''
103.9(4)
N4-Na1-N3'
96.7(2)
N14-Na3-N16A''
142.9(3)
N1-Na1-N3
66.9(2)
O1-Na3-N13
68.7(7)
N1'-Na1-N3
155.8(3)
N11-Na3-N13
66.1(3)
N4'-Na1-N3
96.7(2)
N12''-Na3-N13
156.3(3)
N4-Na1-N3
67.8(2)
N14-Na3-N13
70.3(2)
N3'-Na1-N3
132.2(4)
N16A''-Na3-N13
96.6(3)
N2-Na2-N2'
98.0(3)
O1-Na3-N15''
64.2(7)
N2-Na2-N6
104.0(2)
N11-Na3-N15''
157.2(3)
N2'-Na2-N6
99.6(2)
N12''-Na3-N15''
67.1(3)
N2-Na2-N6'
99.6(2)
N14-Na3-N15''
94.1(3)
N2'-Na2-N6'
104.0(2)
N16A''-Na3-N15''
69.0(3)
N6-Na2-N6'
143.7(4)
N13-Na3-N15''
132.9(2)
N2-Na2-N5
68.2(2)
O1-Na3-N16B''
62.4(11)
N2'-Na2-N5
156.9(3)
N11-Na3-N16B''
106.0(8)
N6-Na2-N5
67.8(2)
N12''-Na3-N16B''
108.2(7)
N6'-Na2-N5
96.8(2)
N14-Na3-N16B''
134.1(7)
N2-Na2-N5'
156.9(3)
N16A''-Na3-N16B''
8.8(7)
N2'-Na2-N5'
68.2(2)
N13-Na3-N16B''
93.8(7)
N6-Na2-N5'
96.8(2)
N15''-Na3-N16B''
65.0(7)
N6'-Na2-N5'
67.8(2)
N12-N11-Na3
131.4(6)
N5-Na2-N5'
130.6(4)
N11-N12-Na3''
130.1(6)
Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: (') 1−x, y, 3/2−z; ('') 3/2−x, 3/2−y, 1−z.
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3

Atoms
Na1-N11
Na1-N12
Na1-N4
Na1-N3
Na1-N1
Na1-N5
Na1-Na2

Table 8.7: Selected bond lengths (Å) for [NaL ].
Bond lengths
Atoms
2.3869(15)
Na2-N1
2.4342(15)
Na2-N11
2.4429(15)
Na2-N2
2.4595(15)
Na2-N14
2.4838(14)
Na2-N15
2.5515(14)
Na2-N13
3.2912(8)

Bond lengths
2.4340(15)
2.4350(14)
2.4901(15)
2.5162(15)
2.5339(15)
2.5648(15)

3

Atoms
N11-Na1-N12
N11-Na1-N4
N12-Na1-N4
N11-Na1-N3
N12-Na1-N3
N4-Na1-N3
N11-Na1-N1
N12-Na1-N1
N4-Na1-N1
N3-Na1-N1
N11-Na1-N5
N12-Na1-N5
N4-Na1-N5
N3-Na1-N5
N1-Na1-N5
Na1-N11-Na2

Table 8.8: Selected bond angles (°) for [NaL ].
Bond angles
Atoms
33.07(5)
N1-Na2-N11
139.03(6)
N1-Na2-N2
108.98(5)
N11-Na2-N2
146.91(6)
N1-Na2-N14
165.64(5)
N11-Na2-N14
74.01(5)
N2-Na2-N14
93.90(5)
N1-Na2-N15
118.97(5)
N11-Na2-N15
100.55(5)
N2-Na2-N15
73.18(5)
N14-Na2-N15
113.16(5)
N1-Na2-N13
95.00(5)
N11-Na2-N13
73.85(5)
N2-Na2-N13
72.05(5)
N14-Na2-N13
144.97(5)
N15-Na2-N13
86.08(5)
Na2-N1-Na1

II

Atoms
Na1-O11
Na1-O1
Na1-O2

3

OTf

Table 8.9: Selected bond lengths (Å) for [Cu 2L (O2)] ·NaOTf.
Bond lengths
Atoms
2.281(7)
Na1-O13'
2.296(6)
Na1-O3
2.303(6)

II

3

Bond angles
93.97(5)
32.53(4)
120.04(5)
148.76(5)
97.57(5)
119.30(5)
112.52(5)
141.77(5)
95.45(5)
74.17(5)
139.49(5)
71.75(5)
159.69(5)
71.73(5)
70.23(5)
84.01(5)

Bond lengths
2.310(6)
2.316(7)

OTf

Table 8.10: Selected bond angles (°) for [Cu 2L (O2)] ·NaOTf.
Atoms
Bond angles
Atoms
Bond angles
O11-Na1-O1
136.6(3)
O11-Na1-O3
93.3(3)
O11-Na1-O2
100.8(2)
O1-Na1-O3
114.1(2)
O1-Na1-O2
38.02(18)
O2-Na1-O3
114.9(2)
O11-Na1-O13'
100.3(2)
O13'-Na1-O3
97.2(3)
O1-Na1-O13'
108.3(2)
O2-O1-Na1
71.3(3)
O2-Na1-O13'
140.1(2)
O1-O2-Na1
70.7(3)
Symmetry transformation used to generate equivalent atoms: (') 1−x, 1−y, 1−z.
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II

Atoms
K1-O2
K1-O1
K1-O3A

3

OTf

Table 8.11: Selected bond lengths (Å) for [Cu 2L (O2)] ·KOTf.
Bond lengths
Atoms
2.606(3)
K1-O13'
2.646(3)
K1-O11
2.674(5)
K1-O13

II

3

OTf

II

3

ClO4

Bond lengths
2.734(3)
2.861(4)
3.016(4)

Table 8.12: Selected bond angles (°) for [Cu 2L (O2)] ·KOTf.
Atoms
Bond angles
Atoms
Bond angles
O2-K1-O1
32.79(8)
O13'-K1-O11
111.65(11)
O2-K1-O3A
112.4(2)
O2-K1-O13
138.04(10)
O1-K1-O3A
111.7(2)
O1-K1-O13
164.43(10)
O2-K1-O13'
132.28(10)
O3A-K1-O13
83.0(2)
O1-K1-O13'
110.43(9)
O13'-K1-O13
66.47(11)
O3A-K1-O13'
110.7(2)
O11-K1-O13
48.45(9)
O2-K1-O11
93.36(9)
O2-O1-K1
72.13(13)
O1-K1-O11
126.14(9)
O1-O2-K1
75.08(14)
O3A-K1-O11
82.6(2)
K1'-O13-K1
113.54(11)
Symmetry transformation used to generate equivalent atoms: (') 1−x, 1−y, 1−z.

Atoms
O1-K1
O2-K1
O30-K1
O11-K1

Table 8.13: Selected bond lengths (Å) for [Cu 2L (O2)]
Bond lengths
Atoms
2.639(7)
O13-K1
2.656(7)
K1-O22B
2.733(13)
K1-O21B
2.996(11)

II

Atoms
O2-O1-K1
O1-O2-K1
O1-K1-O2
O1-K1-O30
O2-K1-O30
O1-K1-O22B
O2-K1-O22B
O30-K1-O22B
O1-K1-O13
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3

·KClO4.
Bond lengths
2.849(11)
2.77(2)
3.05(3)

ClO4

Table 8.14: Selected bond angles (°) for [Cu 2L (O2)] ·KClO4.
Bond angles
Atoms
74.1(4)
O1-K1-O11
72.9(4)
O2-K1-O11
33.0(2)
O30-K1-O11
89.5(3)
O22B-K1-O11
117.7(3)
O13-K1-O11
151.0(5)
O1-K1-O21B
134.0(4)
O2-K1-O21B
80.3(5)
O30-K1-O21B
114.4(3)
O22B-K1-O21B

Bond angles
133.2(3)
144.6(3)
84.9(3)
73.2(5)
46.9(3)
117.5(4)
88.9(4)
114.4(5)
46.6(5)
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Structures of Ligands, Ligand Precursors, and Sodium Complexes

Scheme A.1: Structures of ligand precursors, ligands, and sodium complexes.
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Structures of Copper Complexes

Scheme A.2: Structures of copper complexes investigated in the current work. The tetranuclear species were
–

−

−

−

−

crystallographically characterised previously, as PF6 salts. M = Na+ or K+, X = PF6 , BF4 , ClO4 , OTf .
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Scheme A.3: Structures of copper complexes.
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List of Abbreviations
B

Bis-mu-oxo

CO

Catechol Oxidase

CT

Charge Transfer

d

doublet (NMR)

O

DBM

Dopamine β-monooxygenase

DCM

dichloromethane

delta

chemical shift

DHP
DOSY
E

S

ESI
Et

3,4-dihydro-2H-pyran
diffusion-ordered spectroscopy
end-on-superoxo
electrospray ionisation
ethyl

GC

Gas Chromatography

Hc

hemocyanin

HMBC
HR
HSQC
i

Heteronuclear multiple bond correlation
high resolution
heteronuclear single quantum coherence

Pr

iso-propyl

m

multiplet (NMR)

Me

methyl

M

mu-oxo

MS

mass spectrometry

n

normal-butyl

O

Bu

NMR
n

Pr

PDB
Ph
PHM
PI
pMMO
Pz
q
RT

nuclear magnetic resonance
normal-propyl
Protein Data Bank
phenyl
Peptidylglycine α-hydroxylating monooxygenase
paramagnetic impurity
particulate methane monooxygenase
pyrazole
quartet (NMR)
room temperature

s

singlet (NMR

sept

septet (NMR)
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S

P

SQUID
t

superconducting quantum interference device
triplet (NMR)

SS

Side-on superoxo

T2

Type 2 copper centre

T3

Type 3 copper centre

T4

Type 4 copper centre

THF

tetrahydrofuran

THP

tetrahydropyran

TIP

temperature independent magnetism

TP

trans-peroxo

Ts

tosylate

Tyr
UV-vis
WCA
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side-on-peroxo

tyrosinase
ultraviolet-visible
weakly coordinating anion
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